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Executive Summary  
 

This Deliverable stands for the final report of SAFE STRIP. The objective of the 

current report differs from that one of the final progress report that is of administrative 

nature. Herein, the objective is to summarise in short the aims and the outcomes of the 

project, presenting also the research approach followed in each case.  

 

As such, a summary of the main activities and results is included providing only 

publishable information (as the nature of the Deliverable is Public). Starting from the 

project factsheet (Chapter 2) and the presentation of the Consortium (Chapter 3), the 

challenge that the project came to address is presented in Chapter 4, followed by the 

its vision, aim and objectives Chapter 5 and core concept in Chapter 6.  

 

Prior to any technical description of work, the governance structure and mechanisms 

of the project are presented in summary in Chapter 7. The rationale of the project is 

presented in the context of accident analysis and stakeholders’ needs in Chapter 8 that 

progressively led, through an iterative user-centered methodology, to the definition of 

the Use Cases of the project that would constitute the basis for the research and 

implementation tasks that followed. The infrastructure – based cooperative solution is 

described in Chapter 9. The overall system architecture that supports the 

cooperativeness of the solution is presented followed by the part of the solution 

installed on the road infrastructure. The “Strip” notion and the peripheral equipment 

are described with respect to both their manufacturing and functionality. The section 

closes with the final painting of the platform that ensures the integration with the road 

pavement.   

 

The SAFE STRIP applications that work as proof of concept of the road infrastructure 

solution and correspond to the project Use Cases follow in Chapter 10. The Co-driver 

concept that oriented the implementation of the safety applications, but also the rest 

added value applications and the automated functions supported are explained in 

short. Those are as follows (mobile stands for non-equipped vehicles while in-vehicle 

for equipped functions):  

1. Mobile Cooperative safety function 

2. In-vehicle Cooperative safety function 

3. Road wear level and predictive road maintenance 

4. In-vehicle application for rail crossing and road works safety function 

5. Mobile application for rail crossing and road works safety function 

6. In-vehicle application for merging and intersection Support (e2Call)  

7. Mobile application for merging and intersection Support (e2Call) 

8. In-vehicle application for personalised VMS/VDS and Traffic Centre 

Information 

9. Mobile application for personalised VMS/VDS and Traffic Centre Information 

10. Autonomous vehicles support 

11. Application for Virtual Toll Collection 

12. Application for parking booking and charging 
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The Human Machine Interface (HMI), the Decision Support System (DSS) and 

personalisation layers and, finally, the mobile applications developed in iOS and 

Android are all presented in this Chapter. Prior to the field tests and in the context of 

the iterative HMI design, tests were conducted with users in driving and riding 

simulators that are also summarised herein.  

 

The way the SAFE STRIP demonstrators were prepared in order to host the SAFE 

STRIP solution, coming from CRF, CERTH/HIT, PIAGGIO, VCDA and Continental, 

is described in Chapter 11, whilst the iterative validation plan and key results follow 

in Chapter 12. Validation close with user trials in field in Greece, Italy and Spain. A 

thorough analysis of results - in all aspects – and an equally thorough impact 

assessment has been conducted.  

 

SAFE STRIP had a challenging task. It aimed to introduce a disruptive technology 

that would achieve to embed C-ITS applications in existing road infrastructure, 

including novel I2V and V2I, as well as VMS/VSL functions into low-cost, 

integrated strips markers on the road; to make roads self-explanatory (with 

personalised in-vehicle messages) and forgiving (due to advanced cooperative 

functions) for all road users (trucks, cars and vulnerable road users, such as PTWs 

riders) and all vehicle generations (non-equipped, C-ITS equipped, autonomous), with 

reduced maintenance cost, full recyclability and added value services, as well as 

supporting real-time predictive road maintenance functions. 

 

The approach and the solution, despite using technologies that are in their majority 

mature ones, has been absolutely novel, which explains the series of challenges that 

the Consortium faced during the project lifespan. Throughout this report, and, 

furthermore, throughout the project Deliverables, it has been made evident the actual 

iterative approach that was followed by the Consortium that undoubtedly had to 

address a series of failures and malfunctions until reaching the anticipated outcome, 

which was in first place a novel integrated cooperative solutions fully functional, and, 

on second hand, a system that would prove to be beneficial throughout the assessment 

phases.  

 

The expected lifetime of the SAFE STRIP solution part that is installed and operating 

on the road pavement is estimated to be around 2 years (considering autonomous 

operation). According to the strictest regulations, the system protrusion should not be 

more than 3mm. The prototype system provided protrudes 10mm due to the selected 

electronics and batteries size. Still, on one hand other, smaller ones can be selected to 

lead to a different configuration that will comply with the strictest rules, and, on the 

other hand, the system in its current configuration can be already applied in countries 

with more flexible regulation like Greece, Spain and France among other. In addition, 

SAFE STRIP cannot be classified as a typical road marking element – for which those 

regulations apply; it is more a novel C-ITS road element, only interfaced by road 

markings.  
 

There are 20 exploitation products identified in SAFE STRIP. The tested integrated 

solution in various traffic environments (highway, rural, urban, work zones, parking) 

has resulted in TRL6 – TRL7, whereas about half of the exploitable products will be 

in the market between 1 and 2 years from the project conclusion. Finally, SAFE 

STRIP key exploitation will lie in the commercial exploitation by the industrial 
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Partners and the SMEs, spin-offs created by the research institutes, but, also through 

internal exploitation and further research initiatives, which has already been started. 

As a conclusion, it could be claimed that SAFE STRIP provides room for an array of 

exploitation opportunities, under sole exploitation by Partners or collaborations that 

will be ratified through exploitation agreements between them. The IPR Registry will 

serve as a safety belt for the exploitation rights of the Consortium. Last but not least, 

being a truly novel system, SAFE STRIP is expected to open-up a new field in the 

penetration of C-ITS and automation technologies for road safety, constituting the 

basis for further research and development.  

 

SAFE STRIP has had 38 publications in journals, conference proceedings and 

magazine articles and has participated in 31 events around Europe and overseas. In 

addition, it has been widely disseminated through its web site, social media and 

printed a series of dissemination material that has been regularly updated during the 

project (leaflet, poster, roll-up, etc.). Finally, it has organized 2 Pan-European 

workshops.  

 

Its first Pan-European workshop focused on use cases and applications on 27 

September 2017 in Thessaloniki with 40 participants and hosted by CERTH/HIT. The 

project final event was organised both online and on-site in Athens. The event 

successfully gathered 17 on-site participants, who had the opportunity to experience 

SAFE STRIP’s technology, and 89 virtual attendees, who learned from the 

consortium’s online presentations about SAFESTRIP. The event was also virtually 

attended by INEA and on-site by Giannis A. Kefalogiannis, Vice Minister, Ministry 

of Infrastructure and Transport. 

http://www.hit.certh.gr/
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Purpose of the Document 
This document is SAFE STRIP's final report, submitted as deliverable D8.3 at the end 

of the project's 40-month duration. It describes the overall technological and scientific 

strategy of the SAFE STRIP project and the emerging results out of it. The report also 

gives an account of the governance, risk management and dissemination and 

exploitation activities of the SAFE STRIP. Only details that can be publicly available 

have been reported; for further confidential details, one should refer to the 

corresponding project Deliverables that can be available upon request and 

authorisation by the project Coordinator. In addition, it should be stressed that the 

objective of this report is different to the one of the final progress report. While the 

latest focus on the description and justification of the effort put by the Consortium in 

the M19-M40 period of the project, the current report focuses on the description of 

the work approach itself as well as the project outcomes as achieved during the full 

course of the project.   

1.2 Intended audience 
This is a public document. It is of potential interest to all Cooperative Intelligent 

Transport Systems (C-ITS) stakeholders (initiators, designers, developers, 

researchers, end-users, industry and SME’s) looking to exploit or deploy the SAFE 

STRIP technologies or to conduct further research in this domain. It is considered of 

specific interest to policy makers in the field as well as to Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs) being active in the field of active safety and infrastructure 

owners and operators. It is also considered to be valuable for all types of researchers 

in the field.   

 

It should be stressed that exactly due to the fact that it is a public document, 

specific implementation details that are provided in the project confidential 

deliverables are not shared and are available only upon request by the project 

Coordinator.  

1.3 Interrelations  
The final report of the project covers to the maximum degree possible (given also the 

public nature of the report), all activities of the project, starting from stakeholders’ 

needs to final results assessment. As such, this document has considered as its 

primary input the work done and reported in all the other deliverables and milestones 

of the project.
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2 SAFE STRIP factsheet 
 

Contract Number 723211 - under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research 

and Innovation Programme 

Project acronym SAFE STRIP  

Project Name Safe and green Sensor Technologies for self-explaining and 

forgiving Road Interactive aPplications 

Call topic  MG-3.4-2016: Transport infrastructure innovation to increase 

the transport system safety at modal and intermodal level 

(including nodes and interchanges) of “Smart, Green and 

Integrated Transport” Workprogramme 2016-2017 

Type of Project  Research and Innovation Action (RIA) 

Date of start 01.05.2017 

Duration 36 months – extended to 40 months (due to COVID-19 by 4 

months) 

Total Cost 4595813.75€  

EC Contribution 4595813.75€ 

(current) Project 

Coordinator  

Vladimir Vorotovic, v.vorotovic@mail.ertico.com, +32 

4000732  

Technical & 

Innovation 

Manager 

Maria Gkemou, mgemou@certh.gr, +30 211 1069553 

Project web site www.safestrip.eu 

 

https://www.facebook.com/safestrip 

 

 
https://twitter.com/SafeStripProj 

 

 
https://www.linkedin.com/m/login/ 

 

3 The Consortium  
SAFE STRIP is undertaken by a muldisciplinary and complementary Consortium of 

18 Partners from six (6) countries, with a good representation of all stakeholders, 

namely a vehicle OEM (CRF), a PTW OEM (Piaggio), 2 system integrators and 

infrastructure installers (SWARCO & CEA), 2 Tier 1 suppliers (CONTI & VCDA), 1 

SME (RELAB), 8 sensors, algorithms and interfaces developing Institutes (CERTH, 

UNITN, UPAT, FhG, CNR, CIDAUT, CTI and ICCS) and 2 end users (ATTD and 

Α22) as beneficiaries. It is coordinated by ERTICO; thus providing further access to 

all key stakeholders in the area. There is a very good balance between industry (7 

Partners), research (10 Partners) and end users (2 Partners), all operating under the 

umbrella of ERTICO Partnership, that is a Public-Private ITS Partnership Association 

consisting of 115 partners, across 8 different sectors - Mobile Network Operators, 

Public Authorities, Research Organisations, Service Providers, Suppliers, Traffic & 

mailto:v.vorotovic@mail.ertico.com
mailto:mgemou@certh.gr
http://www.safestrip.eu/
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Transport Industry, Users and Vehicle Manufacturers – providing a platform that 

brings all key ITS players together along the entire value chain. 

 

SAFE STRIP Consortium is given in the following table:  

 
Table 1: The SAFE STRIP Consortium. 

Participant 

No* 
Full name Short 

name 
Country  

1.  EUROPEAN ROAD TRANSPORT 

TELEMATICSIMPLEMENTATION 

COORDINATION ORGANISATION 

ERTICO  BE 

2.  ETHNIKO KENTRO EREVNAS KAI 

TECHNOLOGIKIS ANAPTYXIS 
CERTH EL 

3.  UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI TRENTO UNITN IT 

4.  RE:LAB S.R.L.  RELAB IT 

5.  CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE  CNR IT 

6.  FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR 

FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN 

FORSCHUNG E.V. 

FHG DE 

7.  COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET 

AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES 
CEA  FR 

8.  PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A PIAGGIO  IT 

9.  UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS  UPAT  EL 

10.  VALEO COMFORT AND DRIVING ASSISTANCE VCDA  FR 

11.  SWARCO Mizar SRL  SWARCO IT 

12.  CENTRO RICERCHE FIAT SCPA  CRF IT 

13.  ATTIKES DIADROMS S.A. – OPERATION & 

MAINTENANCE COMPANY FOR THE ELEFSINA 

– STAVROS – SPATA AIRPORT MOTORWAY 

AND IMITTOS WESTERN PERIPHERAL 

MOTORWAY  

ATTD  EL 

14.  FUNDACION CIDAUT CIDAUT ES 

15.  COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE AND 

PRESS “DIOPHANTUS” 
CTI  EL 

16.  INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATION AND 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
ICCS EL 

17.  CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE FRANCE SAS   CONTI FR 

18.  SOCIETA PER AZIONI AUTOSTRADA DEL 

BRENNERO/ BRENNERAUTOBAHN AG 
A22 IT  
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4 The challenge  
According to most recent reports [1] in 2014, the largest penetration rates of ADAS 

market was still in Europe with a penetration rate of around 9.86%. Thus, although 

Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) may have a great impact on 

road safety, their extremely small penetration practically nullifies their impact. One of 

the main reasons behind this fact is pricing, and, among others, the very high cost of 

applying the V2I/I2V (Vehicle to Infrastructure / Infrastructure to Vehicle) 

infrastructure required in many cases for cooperative applications; let alone to support 

automated driving functions of tomorrow.  On the other hand, critical infrastructure 

situations (such as night and bad weather, no information for road surface condition) 

represent 35% of the road injury accidents in EU [2]. Bad weather conditions 

generally increase accident frequency, although they do not seem to have a 

consistent effect on severity.  

 

In parallel, the Motorcycle Accident In-Depth Study (MAIDS) showed that 4.2% of 

the investigated PTW (Powered Two Wheelers) accidents (Total n=921) occurred in a 

motorway. Road condition was described as “wet” in 7.9% of all collected cases. 

Water was coded as a roadway contamination, because of the negative effect that it 

could have upon PTW handling and braking capabilities. Ice, snow and mud were 

reported in 2.5% of all cases. These findings illustrate the effect of roadway 

contamination risks in PTW accidents. Surface deterioration or damaged bitumen (i.e. 

broken or separated asphalt, etc.) was found on 26% of all roadways. Thus, road 

conditions and wear should be clearly considered in road safety systems.  

 

Finally, accident reduction cost due to application of VSL (Variable Speed Limit) at 

intersections/merging links is reported to be from 30% to 40% [3]. Benefits are not 

only in terms of safety, but also because of traffic efficiency and time gains, as seen 

from a typical VMS (Variable Message Sign) application in Sweden. However, as 

they are costly (~ 24-90 K€ each), they are not widely applied in highways across 

Europe.  

5 The Vision, the Aim & the Objectives  
In order for SAFE STRIP to overcome those challenges, considering always the 

Vision Zero in Road Safety and the groundwork existing in this respect in the field of 

C-ITS, has put together a competitive Consortium in order to introduce a 

revolutionary solution that on one hand adheres to existing standards and functional 

protocols for C-ITS but on the other hand works in a totally different way than 

conventional State of the Art (SoA) solutions. The solution aimed by SAFE STRIP 

“transfers” the intelligence from the vehicles to the road infrastructure; still, without 

intervening in it radically but, instead, working on top of it. The key target was to 

deploy the appropriate technology in order to exploit in an as many ways as possible 

the road infrastructure itself in order to detect, and then communicate to the drivers 

and riders, static and mainly dynamic information about the environmental and road 

conditions that may prove to be critical for road safety.  

 

Another key target from the beginning has been the absolute need to address with this 

solution all types of vehicles, connected or not, with ADAS (Advanced Driver 

Assistance Systems) and IVIS (In-Vehicle Information Systems) or not, autonomous, 
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older and more recent models, of all types (passenger cars, PTWs, and, further, trucks, 

buses, etc.).  

Another key target has been to be as direct as possible in the communication of this 

information to the drivers/riders. This is why a piece of critical information for road 

safety needs to be reliable in content in first place but also in timing; otherwise no 

matter how useful it is, it finally turns out to be useless.  

 

Also, the proposed solution had to be as much as possible friendly to environment; as 

such, use RES (Renewable Energy Sources) if possible, but even before that, as less 

as possible energy consuming.  

 

In addition, the solution proposed needed to be useful and accepted by the users, 

meaning the drivers and the riders that will benefit by the result of this but also the 

infrastructure operators/owners that would need to have the solution installed and, of 

course, maintain this and in alignment with their routines (that are difficult to change). 

This implied two things. First of all, the development of driver/rider applications that 

would be easy to use in any aspect and would make the most out of the information 

coming from the infrastructure and, second, the development of an integrated 

infrastructure based solution that would be encapsulated and hosted in commercial 

(and thus already standardised) road marking. The use of the road marking was from 

the beginning deemed necessary, because in order to convey the appropriate 

information in the appropriate way (as it is analytically explained below), the 

“sensitive” h/w part of the solution had to necessarily be installed on the road lanes 

(and not by the side of the road for example). As such, it had to be hosted by 

standardized elements of the road signage; which in this case was selected to be the 

road markings.  

 

Finally, the Consortium had from the beginning an explicit vision. It considered that 

through a single integrated h/w and s/w solution that would be infrastructure based it 

would achieve accommodating a series of applications that would be primarily 

focusing on road safety, but, further to that would also enable comfort or value added 

applications, and, the most important of all, by replacing the current – often highly 

expensive infrastructure in a cost-efficient manner.  

 

Summarising all above, SAFE STRIP aimed:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To introduce a disruptive technology that will achieve to embed C-ITS 

applications in existing road infrastructure, including novel I2V and 

V2I, as well as VMS/VSL functions into low-cost, integrated strips 

markers on the road; to make roads self-explanatory (with personalised 

in-vehicle messages) and forgiving (due to advanced cooperative functions) 

for all road users (trucks, cars and vulnerable road users, such as PTWs 

riders) and all vehicle generations (non-equipped, C-ITS equipped, 

autonomous), with reduced maintenance cost, full recyclability and added 

value services, as well as supporting real-time predictive road maintenance 

functions. 
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And this, through the following objectives:    

 
Table 2: Project objectives. 

Objective 1 To develop a novel micro/nano sensorial system – called SAFE 

STRIP – integrated in road pavement tapes/ markers; that will 

provide advanced safety functions to all road users at a fraction 

of the cost of current I2V/V2I nodes and roadside equipment 

(VMS, VDS, etc.). 

Objective 2 To support predictive infrastructure maintenance, through 

dynamic road embedded sensors input. 

Objective 3 To make road infrastructure (mainly for highways and 

interurban roads but also for city rings and selected rural roads) 

self-explanatory (through personalised info in own language and 

preferred format provided by the system to each driver/rider) 

and forgiving (through key I2V/V2I info provided to the 

cooperative system of the vehicle; such as dynamic speed limit 

and friction coefficient factor); for all vehicle types. 

Objective 4 To extend this notion to parking depots, key intermodal nodes, 

such as railway crossings, harbor loading/uploading areas and 

logistic depots and –above all – work zone areas. 

Objective 5 To reduce the infrastructure operational (including VMS/VSL 

info and toll collection functions), installation and maintenance 

costs by orders of magnitude, make it nearly energy autonomous 

and its modules fully recyclable. 

Objective 6 To provide key info to C-ITS equipped and autonomous vehicles 

about road, weather and traffic conditions ahead, to support 

dynamic trajectory estimation and optimisation. 

Objective 7 To support a wide range of added value services (through 

“pushed” info to the driver/rider) and facilitate the SAFE 

STRIP rapid market deployment and sustainability through 

efficient business models. 

Objective 8 To evaluate the system in a controlled environment (test bed in 

Spain, in France and 2 closed test tracks in Italy) and real life 

conditions in 2 sites (highways in Greece and Italy) with 4 car and 3 

PTW demonstrators, validate its performance, evaluate user interface 

and acceptance aspects and, finally, assess its impacts to safety, 

mobility, the environment and European industrial competitiveness. 
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6 SAFE STRIP Core Concept & Implementation 

Approach 

6.1 SAFE STRIP Core Concept  
SAFE STRIP aims at boosting cooperative system applications in the road 

environment by a revolutionary idea: offer their functionality through low-cost 

micro/nano sensor communities embedded in road elements (in road pavement 

tapes/markers), thus not requiring costly sensors or infrastructural elements. Data 

collected is processed to a high level perception system, suited for ITS applications. 

Relevant applications (as described below) aim to:  

 Embed static info (i.e. enhanced map data, speed limit, curvature, asphalt 

characteristics, etc.) to be transmitted to the vehicle, that are programmed after 

deployment and reprogrammed when the use of the road changes or during road 

works.  

 Receive dynamic info (i.e. TMC messages), process and transmit them to the 

passing vehicles, to be offered to the driver/rider in a personalised manner. 

 Measure dynamic environmental parameters (like temperature, humidity, water, 

ice, oil, smoke) and accurately estimate each vehicle’s friction coefficient (through 

road sensors data fusion with vehicles’ intelligent tyres’ info). 

 Sense passing vehicles, including non-equipped ones, measure the transit time, 

speed and lateral position in the lane, provide basic classification of the vehicle 

type and, thus, offer key road load & circulation data to the TMC.  

 Sense pedestrian crossings, work zones, railway crossings and other critical areas 

and warn the driver/rider well ahead of them. 

 Enable high accuracy and low cost automatic parking/tolling/insurance policies.  

 Define and manage lane-level virtual corridors for automated driving. 

 

SAFE STRIP system aimed to implement two complementary as well as alternative 

solutions, one to address equipped vehicles (namely, intelligent vehicles with on 

board sensors and C-ITS or automation applications) and one to address non-

equipped vehicles (the great majority of current vehicle fleets, including also vehicles 

that are very difficult to equip with rich on-board sensorial platforms, like PTW’s).   

 

The solution for equipped vehicles relies on the direct communication of strip 

data to the vehicle. This will be enabled through the communication of a so-called 

On Road Unit (ORU) and the On Vehicle Unit (OVU) by means of the IEEE802.11p 

enabled microcontroller (and communication module). The ORU would include all 

hardware systems that are installed on the road/strip and would be deemed necessary 

for acquiring data from the sensors and for transmitting data to the passing vehicles.  

 

The solution for non - equipped vehicles and PTW’s relies on vehicular 

networking with the LTE-enabled OBUs or smartphones, which exploits the 

already existent LTE cellular infrastructure to communicate over the wireless 

medium. Although this communication approach will be put in force primarily in 

order to cover the needs and technical restrictions of non-equipped cars and PTW’s 

and despite the fact that the first communication approach (direct strip-to-vehicle 

communication without RSU), is much more disruptive and was aimed to be given 

absolute implementation priority for SAFE STRIP integration in equipped vehicles, 
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the second solution, that presupposes the use of RSU and mobile services, is 

appropriate also for equipped cars as well. As such, this alternative solution would 

constitute also the key mitigation strategy in relation to any unsurmountable 

problems met with solution A, in order to maximise the success chances of the 

proposed ground breaking technology of SAFE STRIP system, the basic component 

of which is the cost-effective collection and utilisation of road data and their on-board 

and at TMC exploitation.  

 

Either through on-board HMI (for equipped cars) or mobile devices (for non-

equipped cars and PTW’s), the drivers/riders would get feedback and warnings that 

will support a series of C-ITS functions. Warnings and notifications will be issued 

by an intelligent decision system (that will rely on fusion of infrastructure, tyre and 

vehicle data, whenever available, as well as of the inductively estimated friction 

coefficient module input) and following a personalised HMI strategy, and will be 

provided through informative and recommending interfaces.   

 

In specific, the infrastructure data that will be transmitted to the passing vehicles – 

through any of the communication ways to be applied – will include passive info (i.e. 

speed limit, asphalt characteristics), active info (i.e. friction level, TMC messages, 

etc.) & dynamic environmental parameters or road (i.e. temperature, humidity, ice, 

ambient light, water, etc.). In this way, all vehicles can benefit from the SAFE STRIP 

system. i.e.:  

i) Equipped vehicles will be able to integrate the SAFE STRIP info to their own 

perception system, to enhance their functions or coordinate their decisions with the 

infrastructure. In addition, they will be able to share their own on-board perception 

(they can even share the driver’s intentions as the intelligent system has estimated, 

which will greatly improve the cooperation of autonomous/semi-autonomous 

vehicles) and intended manoeuvre with the perception provided by SAFE STRIP, 

to spot possible missed objects or inaccurate descriptions and thus enhance the 

system robustness. For this, SAFE STRIP platform aimed to be designed to be 

compatible with intelligent vehicles perception/decision existing and future 

platforms (following architectures of current/ past projects concerning C-ITS and 

automated vehicles functions integration). 

ii) Non-equipped vehicles (including PTW’s) will implement basic driver assistance 

systems through SAFE STRIP interface. They only need aftermarket devices (e.g. 

smart phones) that connect to SAFE STRIP. This will allow the non-equipped 

vehicles to benefit from several C-ITS functions without integrating any such 

systems. The advantage is twofold: C-ITS applications will be deployed sooner 

(without waiting a complete vehicle fleet’s replacement) and will address a much 

broader fraction of vehicles (including those that are difficult to equip, like PTW).  
 

The vast potential of SAFE STRIP aimed to be demonstrated through proof of 

concept applications for: 1) Cooperative safety functions for enhanced 

ADAS/ARAS equipped and non-equipped vehicles, 2) Road wear level and 

predictive road maintenance, 3) Road work zones and railway crossings 

warnings, 4) Merging/intersection support, 5) Personalised VMS’/VDS’ and 

Traffic Centre Information, 6) Dynamic trajectory estimation and interface to 

automated vehicles, whilst opening a new channel to an array of 7) Supportive 

added value services (such as Virtual Toll Collection and Parking booking and 

charging).  
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Figure 1: SAFE STRIP conceptual scheme.  

 

6.2 SAFE STRIP implementation approach  
 

To achieve its objectives, SAFE STRIP structured a workplan of 9 interdependent 

Work Packages, as shown in the following Gannt Chart. The yellow highlighted 

spaces show the extensions given to the originally anticipated durations due to several 

needs arisen during work progress and, recently, due to COVID-19, which also led to 

the overall extension of the project from 36 to 40 months, ending finally at 31
st
 of 

August 2020.  

 

 
Figure 2: SAFE STRIP Gantt Chart.  
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The key interrelations among its WPs and Activities are shown below:  

 

 
Figure 3: SAFE STRIP Pert Chart.  

 

7 SAFE STRIP Governance  
 

Corresponding WP: WP8: Project Management 

Corresponding 

Deliverables: 

D8.1: SAFE STRIP Project Presentation 

D8.2: SAFE STRIP Quality Assurance Plan 

7.1 Governance  
SAFE STRIP project encompasses 18 Partners and, as mentioned, 9 interdependent 

Work Packages. Hence, it was important to establish a governance and management 

structure (Figure 4) that would be able to meet the challenges of the successful project 

implementation. In specific, it is designed to achieve the following goals: 

 Lean structures and procedures for agile and cost-effective project management. 

 Equitable distribution of activities & responsibilities among all 18 partners. 

 Efficient vertical and horizontal information flow, especially between 

Workpackages.  

 Proactive conflict resolution mechanisms. 

 Thorough assessment of potential risks involved. 

 Optimal assignment of experienced personnel to the scientific, technical and 

managerial tasks. 

 

The project structure was defined to allow reliable overall coordination, efficient 

communication, clear decision procedures, work flow giving rise to Deliverables 

meeting time and quality requirements, all done in accordance to the European 

Commission Grant Agreement and the project Consortium Agreement.  
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Figure 4: SAFE STRIP project governance and management structure. 

 

The project management structure and procedures as well as the detailed roles of each 

body of the project governance have been elaborated in the public Deliverable 8.1: 

SAFE STRIP Project Presentation. 

 

As it is shown above, the Project Management Team (PMT) consists of the 

Coordinator and the Technical and Innovation Manager. The PMT acts as the 

main consensus-building body on overall project coordination and, as such, it 

provides a link between the WP leaders and the Partner Board.  

 

SAFE STRIP has changed three project Coordinators during its course; all coming 

from ERTICO. The first one was François Fischer, the second one was Erwin 

Vermassen and the third and last one was Vladimir Vorotovic. The Technical and 

Innovation Manager has been always the same, Dr Maria Gkemou from 

CERTH/HIT.  

 

The Steering Committee consists of the Coordinator (chair), the Technical and 

Innovation Manager, and all WP leaders and its role has been to make executive 

decisions on strategic issues with a major impact on the overall outcomes and success 

of the partnership.  

 

The Partner Board (PB) is the superior governing body of SAFE STRIP. It 

represents every partner in the Consortium and is empowered to review compliance of 

members with the Consortium Agreement and with the stated goals of the project. It is 

comprised of one delegate per partner organization. The Partner Board takes final 

decisions on policy and contractual issues and conflicts as requested by the 

Coordinator. Each delegate has one vote; decisions are made by consensus whenever 

possible. Only in cases where consensus is not possible, decisions are made by 

majority voting.  

 

The Quality Control Board (QCB) is responsible for compiling, co-ordinating and 

supervising the implementation of the SAFE STRIP workplan and ensure the 

conformity of all project Deliverables with their respective requirements (against the 

SAFE STRIP Description of Work, the program objectives and against the SAFE 

STRIP Quality Plan).  The QCB consists of the following members: The Quality 

Manager (Prof. Emeritus Protonotarios by ICCS), the Coordinator (ERTICO), the 

Technical & Innovation Manager (CERTH), one internal expert assigned by each 

Partner and one expert external to the project that was nominated by ICCS and is 

George Dimitrakopoulos. All details related to the quality processes of the project 
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have been included in the public Deliverable 8.2: SAFE STRIP Quality Assurance 

Plan.  

 

The Quality Control Board also coordinates an Ethics Board (EB), in order to ensure 

the compliance of the project to Ethical issues, requirements and mechanisms as they 

have been defined in the project Ethics Manual which corresponds to Deliverable 

9.1: H - Requirement No. 1 and Deliverable 9.2: POPD – Requirement No. 2.  

 

The SAFE STRIP Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) consists of 5 high level 

independent renown experts in the area of ITS and Road Infrastructure Safety, as 

follows: 

 George Giannopoulos, Chair of ETRA 

 Massimiliano Granieri, University of Brescia 

 Marios Domoxoudis, Aegean Motorway S.A. 

 Johanna Zmud, Texas A&M Transportation Institute 

 Thierry Ernst, YoGoKo 

 

With its large expertise, the SAB had the following responsibilities: 

 Review the overall technological and scientific strategy of the SAFE STRIP 

Project. 

 Generate a technical assessment of the completed and on-going activities. 

 Identify trends and technologies that could be of interest to the project and help the 

partners align their work with such trends. 

7.2 WP & Activity leaders  
The table below presents the Work Package leaders, as agreed among the Consortium, 

on entity level, during the preparation of the project proposal, and, on physical person 

level, at the early beginning of the project.  

  
Table 3: Work Package Leaders. 

WP No Lead beneficiary Responsible Person 

WP1 2-CERTH Maria GKEMOU 

WP2 2-CERTH Dionysios KEHAGIAS 

WP3 15-CTI Sotiris NIKOLETSEAS 

WP4 3-UNITN Francesco BIRAL 

WP5 12-CRF Andrea STECCANELLA 

WP6 14-CIDAUT Javier ROMO 

WP7 11-SWARCO Coconea LAURA 

WP8 1-ERTICO Vladimir VOROTOVIC 

WP9 1-ERTICO Vladimir VOROTOVIC 

 

Task leaders, on the other hand, are responsible for the coordination of the work at 

Task level. They are the first responsible for the coordination, preparation, quality 

control and submission of Deliverables. They are also in charge of the actual 

execution and coordination of the work inside the Task, and of reporting the progress 

of work to the WP Leaders. 
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7.3 Dissemination Team 
The Dissemination Team of the project consists of the Coordinator, Technical 

Manager, and the leader of the Dissemination WP (WP8). The project Dissemination 

and Communication Manager has been Andrea Hržić, who was replaced the last 

months of the project by Sara Jane Weeks, both from ERTICO. The role of the 

Dissemination Team has been to review the updates of the dissemination plan, to 

identify new dissemination opportunities, and to evaluate the quality of the 

dissemination activities. 

7.4 Meetings  
9 physical plenary and technical Consortium meetings have been organised in the 

course of the project. All the meetings have been organised by ERTICO (Coordinator) 

and CERTH/HIT (Technical & Innovation Manager). All detailed minutes are internal 

to the Consortium and the EC. Apart from them, a big number of web conferences 

have been taken place – on administrative and technical ground. Also, the first SAFE 

STRIP Scientific Advisory Board meeting was convened through audioconference, on 

the 16
th

 of November 2017, while the second one was physically convened at 07 

December 2018. Finally, the organisation of own dissemination events as well as the 

participation to cluster meetings and other dissemination events is separately reported 

in section 14 of the current Deliverable. 

8 Stakeholder needs & Project Use Cases 
 

WP: WP1: Benchmarking and Use Cases – CERTH/HIT 

Deliverables: D1.1: Benchmarking database – ICCS (Public) 

D1.2: SAFE STRIP Use Cases and application scenarios – CERTH/HIT 

(Public) 

Objectives: To map application and stakeholder needs to technological options and 

opportunities, resulting to a holistic, comprehensive and innovative set of 

Use Cases to demonstrate the SAFE STRIP concept and applications. 

8.1 Methodology  
The upper goal of WP1 and in reality the first major milestone of the project has been 

the determination of the project Use Cases. For the extraction of the Use Cases, an 

iterative user-centred methodology has been defined. The starting point has been the 

original goals of the project as those are set in the DoA. That reference point, and 

specifically that part encompassing the target applications that will serve as proof of 

concept of the implementation approach towards the integrated solution as well as the 

need that led to the emergence of SAFE STRIP overall have been investigated 

revisited and analysed in the context of WP1. More particularly, the revisiting 

groundwork relied on the consolidation of all relevant stakeholders needs, views and 

priorities, as those have been captured through on-line and in-depth surveys, the 

investigation of relevant accidents/incidents and gaps/priorities from the infrastructure 

point of view based on literature, the investigation on the legal/operational limitations 

on infrastructure end (as SAFE STRIP is mostly an infrastructure related solution) 

based on study of relevant Directives and the Consortium experts’ views.  
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The next step was the critical review and prioritisation of them in the Pan-European 

workshop with external experts and during the first SAB (virtual) meeting with the 

respective experts.  

 

The output has been an aggregated collection of gaps, restrictions, needs, views and 

priorities that has led to the extraction of the Use Cases. The Use Cases were 

described in detail and following such a format that later served as compliance 

checklists and key feedback pool for the system architecture and specifications work 

(WP2), the implementation work of the applications (WP4) and the issue of pilot 

plans (A6.1). In the context of planned validation activities of the project (technical 

validation and user trials), that would be conducted in 4 rounds, each iteration round 

was planned to lead to an optimisation period that would, in turn, may lead to use 

cases revisions according to the feedback collected. In this way, the Use Cases would 

take their final form before the final 4
th

 round of the project that will basically consist 

of trials with users trying the final solution through the applications delivered to them. 

However, the key functions and goals of each Use Case, were undoubtedly 

maintained as they are presented in this document. Revisions and iterations would 

(and did indeed) concern proven user needs during validation as well as adjustments 

of the technical details/specifications/QoS indicators thresholds given in the current 

document. Still, through the iterative process followed, SAFE STRIP aimed to ensure 

that its goals, as those are reflected through its Use Cases, are fully respecting user 

needs and priorities.  

 

 
 
Figure 5: Iterative user-centered approach followed for the development of Use Cases in 

SAFE STRIP. 

8.2 Accident analysis  
In 2014, 11733 car occupants were killed in road accidents in the EU which 

represents 45% of all road fatalities. 69% of fatalities occurred outside urban areas on 

non-motorways (CARE database, data available in May 2016, n.d.). From the 26000 

people killed in road accidents the same year throughout the EU about 13% of the 

links between causes are observed to be between ‘faulty diagnosis’ and ‘information 
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failure’ (CARE database, data available in May 2016, n.d.) which reflects the need for 

the development of cooperative safety functions as well as personalised VMS/VDS 

as presented in section 10 case studies. From the 26000 people killed in 2014, 5000 

were killed at road junctions, 9923 inside urban areas and 3558 on motorways (CARE 

database, data available in May 2016, n.d.). These numbers could be greatly limited if 

applications applicable to these sites are emerged, as the merging and intersection 

support function. Railway accidents occurring in level crossings comprise the second 

biggest cause of accidents with a 25% turnout (UNECE database, 2017) indicating the 

need to develop increased security measures. If all EU Member States currently 

performing above the current EU average (EU-28) could achieve a railway fatality 

risk equal to the EU-28, the overall fatality rate would drop by 40% to 0.16 fatalities 

per million train kilometres. This would bring a significant reduction in economic 

costs of accidents (€0.5 billion in terms of prevented casualties alone) and the 

convergence of safety performance levels (European Union Agency for Railways, 

2016). 

8.3 Stakeholder needs  
The most relevant stakeholders to SAFE STRIP are drivers and riders, OEMs, road 

infrastructure operators, road infrastructure integrators/constructors, authorities, Tier 1 

(mostly) but also Tier 2 suppliers and the research/academia world.   During the 

exploration phase of the project, the needs and priorities of the stakeholders were 

captured through on-line and in-depth surveys. 326 respondents participated in the 

online survey and 67 in-depth interviews took place bringing the total number of 

respondents to 431 from 10 countries. All tools and results are included in D1.2. 

 

The key qualitative aggregated outcomes coming from all sources are summarised 

below:   

 The key legal/regulatory/operational barriers were stated to be the data privacy 

issues, the liability issues in case of system malfunctioning, the lack of legal 

framework overall and the possibility that user acceptance is not strong and will 

not allow penetration of the system.  

 Conflicts with existing road surveillance systems and regulations, as well as 

autonomous cars emerging technologies (via optical means) and existing 

intelligence (on-board systems) in equipped vehicles seem to be the key concerns 

of drivers.  It was stressed several times, that compliance/harmonisation has to take 

place in the project with regard to existing traffic management systems and 

processes, eCall regulation, current electronic toll collection and alternative toll 

charging methods underway, current research and development activity about 

road transportation and vehicle technologies that are yet to be fully integrated or 

standardized (i.e. IoT, C-ITS). Also, there might be an overlapping with “civil 

maps” and existing applications (i.e. Waze, Google) that already use vehicles or 

smartphones GPS data for traffic flow information. 

 The most important advantages and benefits vs relevant/comparable C-ITS 

solutions were considered to be the following:  

 Increased potential to enhance traffic safety, to reduce operating costs (less 

equipment, less unskilled personnel) and to increase quality of services 

provided to the road users.  

 Revolutionary technological solution, taking advantage of C-ITS.  
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 The target to be a low-cost solution that is requiring only a communication 

module from the vehicle end and is also retrofitting older and all types of 

vehicles, promotion “equity” in roads.  

 Communication of accurate, real-time and personalised at the same time 

information (as it will come directly from the road and not through indirect 

sources, i.e. current surveillance systems and current time consuming means 

of pavement investigation surveys) which will be lane-specific.  

 The fact that the proposed solution will be the end-product of the cooperation 

of all types of involved parties (end-users, infrastructure operators, SME’s, 

industry and research/academia gives an increased probability of exploitable 

application that will be accepted by all counterparts.  

 The “promise” that SAFE STRIP is likely to introduce new technologies that 

are “easier” and cheaper to spread in large scale while at the same time will 

require minimum or zero disruption of road infrastructure and of road 

operation during installation, increasing significantly drivers’ safety and 

services level through real time useful traffic information and necessary 

warnings. 

 Better integration of CAVs, which is the key current concern of operators. 

 The most significant drawbacks/weaknesses/challenges/risks of SAFE STRIP 

were recognised as follows:  

 Standardization process can be a drawback as it can restrict the availability in 

a short time and limit interoperability. 

 The fact that wide penetration of the system will be rather challenging due to 

hinders imposed by the road authorities; at least until its standardised version 

is available.  

 The maintenance cost and effort that will be required for all strips installed in 

large scale; it is not yet clear how the replacement of strips will take place. In 

addition, the frequency of road renovation in some countries is very slow; thus 

implementation of the system can be very slow. 

 The competitive market of OEM’s on-board systems, 

 The market penetration could be slow due to lack of legal/operational 

framework. 

 Potential security threats (i.e. hacking).  

 Energy management of the ORU’s under a wide range of operational 

conditions (traffic loads, adverse weather conditions).  

 Until the deployment phase, external to the Consortium third parties may 

invent something similar and competing, protect its knowledge or even 

interfere with SAFE STRIP planned invention (IPR issue).  

 The likelihood of the system to be monopolized. 

 Insufficient communication means/network.  

 Durability of the strip and validity of the overall system is not yet verified.  

 Key safety concerns encompassed the following:  

 Possible distraction of the drivers’ attention due to multiple incoming 

messages that may lead to road safety issues and non-acceptance of the system 

applications. This makes critical the HMI and personalisation work of the 

project.  

 “Overconfidence” to the system may also emerge, due to reduced attention 

and situation awareness of the driver due to "blind trust" in automation and 

warnings of C-ITS applications that may also lead to increase of driver 

reaction time. 
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 Increase of the traffic context complexity (especially in urban environments).    

 Key security concerns encompassed the following:  

 Risk of providing many services and pieces of information on the road 

environment which are not consistently merged.  

 Hacking of personal information.  

 Risk of providing erroneous information provision to the road users 

 Cybersecurity of the overall system.  

 Key prerequisites/enablers encompassed the following:  

 Technologies are changing rapidly and SAFE STRIP should follow closely all 

relevant progress in the respective fields (communication technologies, C-ITS, 

energy management, etc.).  

 The boost of the system relies a lot on its interoperable 

mandatory/standardized use.  

 The final solution should be of low cost with clear benefits for road 

authorities. The cost should not surpass existing offered 

services/instrumentations, including any related maintenance costs. 

 The system architecture should be open to allow for easy integration of 

different modules from different operators.  

 Strips on the road should comply with current marking standards and 

restrictions. 

 Most respondents agreed that SAFE STRIP requires a pilot application period 

before deployment. As a minimum, the system is expected to present 

robustness and reliability while working non-stop at all times and under every 

possible environmental condition. The driver/riders response to the imposed 

changes in mobility (distraction, acceptance, safety, driving behaviour, etc.) 

should be also evaluated.  

 Intellectual Property Rights management and the development of a concise 

Exploitation Plan before the end of the project should be in the project’s 

intention. 

 More infrastructure stakeholders (even external ones) should be involved to 

promote SAFE STRIP to external third-parties for its effective exploitation 

and to evaluate external collaboration/partnerships. Interaction with the 

automotive world and major navigation/information actors can be a kernel 

issue as well.   

 A legal framework covering SAFE STRIP should be established.  

 Overall:  

 SAFE STRIP was expected by the vast majority of participants to bring 

positive impact in the daily mobility, increasing safety, allowing at the same 

time the road users to move in less congestion and get prepared for unexpected 

events. 

 It seemed to be an ambitious technological solution that aims to constitute a 

game changer in C-ITS; most of the respondents coming from all clusters 

(~82%) agreed that SAFE STRIP should be included in the next C-ITS 

roadmap.   
 

The priority of SAFE STRIP target applications is seen in the following figure. It 

seems that the cooperative safety applications (enhanced and virtual ADAS/ARAS) are 

considered of the highest priority, followed by the road wear level and predictive road 

maintenance (which is intended for the road operators), while the Virtual Toll 
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Collection and Parking booking and charging are the ones that have received the 

lowest (aggregated) ranking.  

 
Figure 6: SAFE STRIP target applications prioritisation.  

 

The expected impacts of the project have been “coded” as follows:  

 

 
Figure 7: SAFE STRIP impacts coding.   

 

Their prioritisation is seen in the following figure. Road safety and mobility are 

undoubtedly seen as the most significant impacts, followed by traffic efficiency, 

whereas the boost of C-ITS penetration is the last in the row (most probably because 

SAFE STRIP is still at conceptualisation phase and its exploitation potential cannot 

yet be evident).    
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Figure 8: SAFE STRIP target impacts prioritisation (first is most important – last is the least 

important).  

 

In more specific, the following figure presents the emerged prioritised relevance of 

SAFE STRIP impacts vs each target application/Use Case. It is evident that in most 

cases, road safety was recognised the priority impact in most target applications, apart 

from the Virtual Toll Collection case, where operational support was first and the 

Parking application, where comfort was first (in both cases though, road safety is the 

least important). The outcome was considered by the Consortium quite natural and 

confirmed that the different external to the project stakeholders have understood the 

vision of SAFE STRIP.   

 
Figure 9: SAFE STRIP target applications vs impacts prioritisation (first is most important – 

last is the least important).  

 

Similarly, in the following figure, the priority context (traffic context, vehicle clusters, 

info sensing) is given per target application (the coding follows in the figure 

following). It seems that highway and urban traffic contexts were the most popular in 

most cases. The rural context appears in the road workzones and railway crossing 

application. Passenger vehicles, PTW’s and trucks are seen as the priority vehicle 

cohorts for most of them (in the order they are mentioned), whereas several 

combinations of adverse weather conditions are appearing in each case. Road works 
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are also present in some of them (i.e. “Virtual ADAS/ARAS”, “Advanced 

ADAS/ARAS”, “Autonomous vehicle support”, “Parking booking and charging”).   

 

 
Figure 10: SAFE STRIP priority context per target application (first is most important – last 

is the least important).  

 

 
Figure 11: SAFE STRIP priority context coding.   
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To complement the stakeholders’ needs and according to the methodology defined, 

the accidents/incidents statistics related to SAFE STRIP have been reviewed (and 

taken into account in the prioritisation of the Use Cases). Also, the directives, 

standards and regulations that are relevant to road pavement implementations have 

been reviewed in order to allow the recognition of all relevant restrictions that should 

be taken into account in the specification and implementation phases.   

8.4 Benchmarking of relevant technologies  
In the context of the SoA capturing, SAFE STRIP has delivered a database with all 

the information of technologies relevant to SAFE STRIP objectives. The results of the 

benchmarking are presented in a separate web interface (available through the project 

website), which can be accessed through the following link: http://safestrip-

benchmarking.tech/. The interface has two main functionalities. Firstly, it presents the 

contents of the benchmarking endeavors of SAFE STRIP. The data can be accessed 

either through a search box or through the categories menu in the sidebar. The 

interface supports fuzzy (partial) matching, searching with entire phrases, and query 

logging. Moreover, to facilitate even more data from outside sources, the web 

interface has a distinct section were organisations not currently involved in SAFE 

STRIP can input their product or research outcome. 

 

The web interface presents the records of a database that was created specifically for 

this process. The database currently (and finally) includes 147 individual fields, 

spread between 14 different tables and has 32 distinct entries. Moreover the 

database currently has 195 distinct records that are spread among the various clusters 

in the following way: 

 30 Batteries 

 3 C-ITS Applications/Technologies 

 9 Communication Module products 

 5 Encapsulation Materials 

 36 Energy Harvesting Modules 

 16 Energy Management Modules 

 6 Infrastructure materials & solutions 

 17 Microcontrollers 

 39 Sensors 

 34 RTD Projects 

The goal of this database was to support all benchmarking and system specification 

activities of the project, across the various fields in WP2 and WP3, but also the 

market analysis of WP7 and to be constantly updated to track State of the Art and 

latest trends in all SAFE STRIP fields of activity. Detailed information on the content 

of the database and how this is associated to project work can be found in the pubic 

D1.2.  The benchmarking database has been updated continuously in the project 

lifespan, in order to follow implementation work and to constitute the pool from 

which all the participating components (especially the commercial ones) of the system 

would be selected and further characterized (i.e. sensors, microprocessors, 

encapsulation materials, infrastructure elements, etc.).  

http://safestrip-benchmarking.tech/
http://safestrip-benchmarking.tech/
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8.5 Use Cases and application scenarios  
Next to the needs and views of the interviewed stakeholders, the additional feedback 

provided by the experts who attended the 1
st
 Pan-European workshop of SAFE STRIP 

(on the 27
th

 September 2017 in Thessaloniki, Greece – see more in section 14.5), the 

SAFE STRIP Consortium view and the feedback provided by the Scientific Advisory 

Board in the first (virtual) meeting convened with its members, have been taken into 

consideration for the final aggregated outcomes that have been reflected in the project 

Use Cases.  The final outcome, meaning the detailed use cases of the project are 

included in D1.2: SAFE STRIP Use Cases and application scenarios. The Use Cases 

of the project that have been thoroughly described upon a specific template have 

constituted the reference for all future implementation and demonstration activities 

that will take place in the project.  

 

They are reflecting the specific applications that are described later at section 10 and 

are as follows:  

UC1. Virtual Cooperative safety function 

UC2. Enhanced Cooperative safety function 

UC3. Road wear level and predictive road maintenance  

UC4. Rail crossing and road works safety functions 

UC5. Merging and Intersection Support: e2Call 

UC6. Personalised VMS/VDS and Traffic Centre Information 

UC7. Autonomous vehicles support 

UC8. Virtual Toll Collection - for non-autonomous vehicles 

UC9. Parking booking and charging 

 

For each Use Case, the main goals, functions, technologies, restrictions and 

prerequisites, initial specifications to be taken into consideration, their starting point 

and anticipated added value as well as the most indicative application scenarios that 

would later be transformed to evaluation scenarios in both WP5 technical validation 

and WP6 user pilots have been described/defined.  

 

All Use Cases of the project were considered Essential for the project, apart from the 

added value ones, namely the “Virtual Toll Collection for non-autonomous vehicles” 

and the “Parking booking and charging” that were recognised to be Secondary, in the 

sense that would be also implemented and demonstrated, but, with some flexibility in 

the QoS indicators’ thresholds set.  A Use Cases Guide has been published in the 

project web site, as a simpler version of the Use Cases Deliverable. 

9 The SAFE STRIP infrastructure - based cooperative 

solution   
 

WPs WP2: System architecture and specifications – CERTH/ITI 

WP3: SAFE STRIP sensorial and communication system development – 

CTI 

WP5: System integration - CRF 

Deliverables D2.1: System architecture, sensor specifications, fabrication, maintenance, 

installation and security requirements and Risk Assessment – CERTH/ITI 

(Confidential) 

D3.1: Micro & nano sensors, QR algorithms, power supply units – CEA 
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(Confidential) 

D3.2: Smart miniaturised SAFE STRIP integrated Platform – CERTH/ITI 

(Confidential) 

D5.2: Final Infrastructure integration report – SWARCO (Confidential) 

Objectives  To design and optimise the SAFE STRIP system architecture, in a 

modular and flexible manner. 

 To define in detail the specifications of sensors and all hardware 

devices involved in the architecture. 

 To precisely define the C-ITS protocols and autonomous vehicles 

interfaces. 

 To specify the lifecycle requirements of the proposed SAFE STRIP 

solutions (fabrication, installation, maintenance,recyclability and 

encapsulation). 

 To provide sensorial solutions for the various functionalities of the 

platform. 

 To implement communication between the various hardware and 

software units. 

 To investigate and apply effective energy management techniques, 

using hybrid technologies. 

 To develop a module with corresponding enablers, for interfacing C-

ITS and automated vehicles functions. 

 To integrate all project road sensors and communications into a 

comprehensive on-road platform. 

 To perform instantiation, installation and technical verification of all 

SAFE STRIP on road and in-vehicle systems and build the project 

demonstrators, in order to be able later to perform the WP6 user trials. 

9.1 System architecture  
SAFE STRIP consists of diverse technologies associated together in order to achieve 

its initial purpose. The system is composed from the On-Road-Unit (ORU), the Road 

Side Bridge (RSB), the equipped and non-equipped vehicles and the MQTT Broker.  

  

The basic part of the road infrastructure is the On-Road Unit (ORU), which 

essentially comprises a strip placed at specific points on the road, as well as to the 

road pavement next to a zebra crossing area. The role of the ORU is to detect and 

transmit useful data (vehicle/pedestrian detection, road condition, environmental data, 

etc.) to the Road Side Bridge (RSB). A sub-system of the ORU provides information 

on detection-direction-speed of a vehicle. In the cases when Vulnerable Road User 

(VRU) detection is needed, the sub-system provides the information using a suitable 

sensor. Moreover, the ORU is equipped with temperature, humidity, gas detection and 

strain gauges sensors for the road condition to be evaluated. To transmit the collected 

information from the road to the nearby RSB unit, the ORU is equipped with a 

Bluetooth module. 

  

Each of the aforementioned subsystems in the ORU is triggering ORU Bluetooth and 

different type of messages are sent at the RSB. The messages can be divided in two 

categories based on the way of transmission. There are messages that are transmitted 

periodically containing information about the weather and road conditions and 

messages that are event-triggered containing information related to detection of a 

vehicle or pedestrian on the road. 
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The collected information by ORU is enhanced with provided information by a multi-

sensor, which is connected on the RSB. The multi-sensor provides information on the 

presence of fog, rain, snowfall, and a mixture of rain and snowfall. Apart from the 

multi-sensor, a control unit of the placed on the road strain gauges is connected to the 

RSB. 

  

A unit on the vehicle is also part of the whole SAFE STRIP system, in which all the 

collected and processed information through RSB is transmitted. Depending on the 

vehicle being equipped or non-equipped, the On-Board-Unit (OBU) can be an on-

board device or tablet – smartphone respectively. The equipped vehicles communicate 

with the RSB through ITS-G5 network, and the non-equipped vehicles - through the 

LTE network (MQTT Broker). Therefore, the RSB is expected to be equipped with 

ITS-G5 and LTE communication modules. Furthermore, the RSB exploits LTE 

network in order to be in touch with the Central ITS Station (C-ITS-S). The C-ITS-S, 

namely the system for the provisioning of ITS cooperative services, is connected to 

road operator centres, traffic management centres and parking management centres 

via LTE network. C-ITS-S also interacts with non-equipped vehicles via LTE.  
 

 
Figure 12: SAFE STRIP in a nutshell. 

 

The following figure shows the high-level functional architecture of the overall SAFE 

STRIP system, in the form of a UML sequence diagram. This figure illustrates clearly 

how the various modules of the high-level logical architecture interact with each other 

for both equipped and non-equipped vehicle configurations. Only the high-level 

components of the logical architecture are included in this sequence diagram, as the 
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details of component-specific interactions are not completely necessary at this level of 

detail.  

 

As the following figure shows, the SAFE STRIP road sensors initially drive the 

interaction between SAFE STRIP system components through appropriate messages. 

The Road Sensor object of the UML diagram includes environmental sensors installed 

on the road, as well as the Vehicle Detection and Identification System (VDIS) for 

vehicle detection and VRU detection. The ORU undertakes the responsibility for 

sending a message with all data collected from its connected sensors to the RSB, 

wirelessly through the BLE communication protocol. RSB also receives data from 

additional sensors that are directly connected to it (and not to the ORU, due to energy 

limitations). Also, the RSB receives input data from the strain gauges about road 

condition. The RSB finally sends an ITS message, encoded according to the ETSI TS 

102 894-2 standard (more details about the data format of the exchanged messages 

can be found in deliverable D2.1: Data Management Plan) with all received data 

from sensors and strain gauges to the OBU through an ITS-G5 compliant network (or 

BLE for the low-speed scenario). Finally, the OBU implements a Decision Support 

System (DSS) that takes all input data and produces a warning message that is shown 

to the driver through the selected on-board terminal.  This interaction is valid for the 

equipped vehicles. In the case of non-equipped vehicles, the RSB sends a modified 

ITS message (similar to the previous one) to the C-ITS-S cloud, where a similar DSS 

is executed and produces a warning message that is finally sent (as a MQTT message) 

to the end-user mobile application. 
 

 
Figure 13: Functional Architecture of the overall SAFE STRIP system.  

 

The following figure presents indicatively how the system architecture has been 

applied on Use Case level prior to the implementation taking place in the project.   
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Figure 14: Virtual cooperative safety function - Wrong way driving scenario. 

9.2 SAFE STRIP smart road integrated platform 
The SAFE STRIP road integrated platform corresponds to the system that was 

developed, tested and finally installed in the road environment, to serve as an “easy to 

install” (without harsh interventions to the tarmac) sensing and communication 

equipment for safety and drivers’ experience enhancement purposes. This aimed at 

accommodating a series of cooperative applications (section 10). Based on the 

architecture and the technical requirements defined, SAFE STRIP WP3 technical 

partners have developed two systems, namely the ORU and the RSB (extensively 

presented in D3.1: Micro & nano sensors, QR algorithms, power supply units and 

D3.2: Smart miniaturised SAFE STRIP integrated Platform), that together implement 

our sensorial and communication approach for a smart road application. SAFE STRIP 

integrated platform is based on three critical requirements; 1) low energy for 

sustainability for the ORU due to space limitations, 2) low height dimension (for the 

ORU form) and 3) robustness as the application concerns high criticality. 

 

In particular, the ORU consists of the following technological elements: 

 Sensorial board: it is characterized as the heart of the ORU, as it gathers all 

the data from the various sensing enablers, creates and finally sends in the 

appropriate format the corresponding message information to the RSB, via 

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) wireless communication technology. It 

integrates the SoC nRF52, the communication antenna and the humidity and 

temperature sensor (HTS221), as well as numerous inputs where the rest of the 

peripherals are connected to propagate data, namely VDIS and gas sensor. In 

our application, the environmental data collection (temperature, humidity and 

gas) takes place every 60 seconds while also an event triggered message is 
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produced when the system interacts with a passing vehicle and enables VDIS 

system. 

 The humidity and temperature sensors selected are ST HTS221. It is a very 

low power and small package sensor with approximately 2µA consumption @ 

1Hz output data rate. It is connected to µC via I2C BUS and may be powered 

from 1.7V to 3.6V.  

 CNR has developed an impedance gas sensor, based on the Odorant Binding 

Protein (OBP). The sensor is intended to infer the presence of gasoline or 

lubricants on the street, near the ORU's location. The key target gas is the 

Benzene but other aromatic hydrocarbons (VOCs) are involved. Benzene is 

found in the emissions from coal, oil and gasoline. Due to C6H6 molecule 

volatile nature and the high relative weight, this gas is standing close to the 

soil for the ORU benefit. The sensing principle is the electrical impedance 

change using Odorant-Binding Proteins as molecular recognition element. The 

unit has miniaturized PCB equipped with interdigitated electrodes. 

Measurements is done by applying an alternating voltage of known frequency 

to the electrodes and measuring the amplitude and phase shift. The low power 

consumption sensor has the following specs: 

o Detection limit: 0,001 mg/m3 

o Response time: 60 S 

o Dimensions: 35mm x 10mm x 2mm 

o Current consumption: < 1 mA 

o Nominal supply voltage: 3,3 Volt 

o Sensing area: protected against dust, particles 

o Analog output voltage range: 0,5-2,5 Volt  

o Low pass filter: 3 Hz 

o Working frequency: 10 kHz 

o Operation temperature range: -30 ~ +70°C 

 

Miniaturized gold-plated PCB equipped with interdigitated electrodes of 75 

μm and 5 μm were produced and functionalized with a specific protein, the 

odorant binding protein isolated from pig (pOBP). In particular, the gold 

surface was derivatized and functionalizated with the pOBP, using a 

derivatization process developed in the CNR laboratory. The functionalization 

procedure allows to obtain self-assembled monolayer on the gold surface by 

the binding with their amino residues. This sensor was used to measure the 

affinity for the target analytes. Impedance measurements have been made by 

applying an alternating voltage of known frequency to the electrodes and 

measuring the amplitude and phase shift of the concomitant electrical current 

that develops across it. The measurements were accomplished with benzene at 

different concentration in both diluted in water and directly in air on the non-

functionalized and functionalized surface. Finally, the measurements were 

performed to motor oil and gasoline exposition.  

 

For the benzene-air detection, and for oil and gasoline exposition, we have 

used a specific test chamber developed during the project. The gas sensor has 

been exposed to controlled atmospheres of standard gas mixtures of the 

selected pollutants. The obtained results have been always obtained via 

comparative measurements on non-functionalized surface (blank) and the data 

show that the chip was able to bind the benzene, oil and gasoline. 
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The final achieved performance is a gas sensor device able to detect in air 

benzene (64pM in air), gasoline and oil (early warning). Ad hoc and 

functionalization protocols have been developed to obtain stable attached on 

surface. Through the increase in the number of interdigitated electrodes the 

sensibility of the system is increased. The gas nano-sensors have been 

integrated in the strip and tested also on field.  

 

 

  
       
Figure 15: Gas nan-sensor prototype. Electronics (top), sensor device (left) and sensor 

surface structure (right).  

 

 Vehicle Detection Identification System (VDIS): custom system 

manufactured by CERTH/HIT; it has detection capabilities to provide 

information regarding vehicle’s 1) position in lane, 2) speed, 3) direction, 4) 

longitudinal angle of velocity 5) vehicle type (2 wheel, 4 wheel, etc.) and also 

identification through a RFID technology implementation. In the ORU 

construction, both the detection and the identification sensors are hosted, as 

well as the VDIS controller board that further propagates the corresponding 

data to the sensorial board. Furthermore, a second setting of the ORU is 

available to detect Vulnerable Road User (VRU) such as pedestrians over 

zebra crossing areas.  

 Energy management module: it is mainly responsible to power all the 

individual modules in the ORU by integrating energy harvesters and batteries. 

Harvesters and batteries (rechargeable and no-rechargeable are supported at 

the same time) are connected over an energy management board that 

incorporates the energy management ICs (LTC3331, LTC4071 and LTC3335) 

and implements a hierarchy regarding the source that provides power. In 

particular, we consume energy, if there is available with the following order; 

1) directly from the harvesters (if there is plenty energy we also charge the 

batteries), 2) rechargeable batteries and 3) no-rechargeable batteries. It can 

support different configurations regarding the number and type of the energy 

harvesters (solar, piezo, rf, etc. with respect to the hardware specifications 

mentioned in D3.1 and D3.2) as well as different number of batteries per type. 

Finally, it supports external powering and an optional cabling in which two 
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ORUs can share a common energy storage pool in cases that the operational 

load is not balanced, meaning if one out of two ORUs is overloaded by 

passing vehicles.   

 Encapsulation: the encapsulation package for the ORU components will 

protect the ORU electronic components, batteries, sensors and antennas from: 

1) vehicle loads, 2) temperature extremes and 3) corrosive agents (gas, oil) and 

water. The integrated unit has outer dimensions of 1000 x 500 mm and a 

maximum height of 8.5 mm, allowing the placement of SWARCO cold plastic 

material of 1.5 mm, leading to a total maximum height of 10 mm. Its cross-

section has a curved shape for minimal discomfort to the vehicles. The change 

in its thermal, electrical and mechanical properties was studied regarding the 

resistance of the encapsulation resin to corrosive environment. 

 Strain gauges: in the ORU a strain gauges module is also hosted (KYOWA's 

KFRP series at 350 Ohm) that monitors the strain profile of the pavement 

through two strain gauges per lane, placed at right angle to each other.  

 

 

The “strip” consists of four parts. The first part of the strip (Figure 16) does not include 

electronic boards, sensors or energy components. However, it consists of the cables 

needed regarding the power and the data travelling among the different ORU parts. 

Moreover, it contains both the switches responsible for the vehicle detection system and 

the boards for the interconnection between the different ORU parts that enable both the 

initial “individual” form of the parts after an uninstallation, but also the connection to a 

solid and robust ORU system. 

 

 
Figure 16: SAFE STRIP ORU part 1. 

 

The second part of the strip (Figure 17), is identical to part 1 with the addition of one of 

the two RFID antennas and the strain gauges sensor.  
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Figure 17: SAFE STRIP ORU part 2. 

 

Part 3 (Figure 18) is the one that contains the core sensor and communication systems. 

More specifically, in this part we have the communication and sensor board, the “project 

developed” gas sensor, the VDIS board platform that handles all the information coming 

from the RFID antennas and the switches located in different parts and the second RFID 

antenna. 

 
Figure 18: SAFE STRIP ORU part 3. 

 

The fourth part of the strip as depicted in Figure 19 contains in addition to the switches, 

the interconnection boards and the cables that are contained in the rest three parts, all the 

energy components required for the operation of the ORU. The included components are 

solar cells, piezoelectric harvesters, primary and secondary batteries and the Energy 

Management Board (EMB). The components placed in this part, have both internal and 

external connections. The harvesters and the batteries are connected on the Energy 

Management board internally using dedicated cables and EMB onboard connectors while 

the EMB connects to the sensorial system which is located at part 3, by the cables that are 

placed inside each part and run through the whole strip. 
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Figure 19: SAFE STRIP ORU part 4. 

 

Similarly, the RSB consists of the following technological elements: 

 Communication bridge: the received information coming from the different 

ORUs is collected by a BLE receiver (UBLOX NINA B111), and is further 

enchased with data produced by an ambient multisensor (installed at the RSB). 

All this information coming from the road SAFE STRIP system passes to a 

cloud server via LTE (UBLOX LTE Module TOBY-L210), and feeds a data 

pool to run mechanisms that enable the corresponding scenario. The last step, 

serves the transmission of the information resulted by the data process and the 

further interaction with the drivers via ITS-G5 technology (Cohda Wireless 

MK5-RSU). For the vehicles that are not equipped with the corresponding on 

board ITS-G5 module, communication is achieved via LTE. Latency, data 

completeness and clearance, and transmission robustness are primarily 

addressed to perform high quality of services. 

 Energy management system: RSB is powered by energy harvesters such as 

wind (Primus windpower air breeze 160W) and solar (2 x 100W) but also 

remains connected to the power grid. Our design favors energy consuming 

primarily from harvested energy to sustain the system operational. Depending 

on the installation country and the specific environmental conditions there, 

different configuration can be applied regarding the number of solar panels, 

number and size of batteries and the use of a wind turbine. In a more technical 

view, the harvesters are connected to a charger device which is responsible to 

safely replenish battery energy capacitance, while the battery is connected as 

an energy storage resource to a programmable inverter (Viktron Energy 

Multiplus 500VA) that implements various technical settings such as the use 

of battery (cut off and on voltage, back up or eco use of the harvesting 

modules etc.), and finally powers 3 power supplies of 3.3V, 5V and 12V. 

 Multisensor: The RSB is equipped with a multi sensing module (MiniPWS), 

capable of detecting and measuring environmental attributes such as fog, rain, 

and combination of snow and rain. These readings play a critical role in the 

decision making system to produce an environmentally related alert message. 

 

Depending on the vehicle being equipped or non-equipped, the on-board-unit 

(OBU), responsible for receiving the information from the road, can be an on-board 

device or tablet – smartphone (mobile terminal in general) respectively (see section 11 

respectively). The Human Machine Interface (HMI) of the driver/rider applications 
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that was developed in the project (see section 10.8 respectively) is materialised in the 

OBU.  

 

In addition to the OBU, there is a TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) 

developed in the project. This new prototype is highly innovative since it uses the 

existing hardware for TPMS of CONTI and expands its capabilities to obtain relevant 

measurements from the road surface that can be used, for instance, for friction 

calculations (see more in section 10.2 respectively). The tire micro sensor (eTIS) 

developed in SAFE STRIP constitutes a new generation of tire embedded sensors and 

it is part of the ongoing development of the tire footprint measurement and tire wear 

measurement functions, which began in 2014 in Continental's TIS department. It is an 

electronic module inserted in the tire providing real time and high frequency 

measurements about its situation which are relevant for the road friction estimation. 

Beyond the pressure and interior tire temperature information, vertical acceleration at 

the contact surface with the road is also measured. All the information is transmitted 

to the vehicle via specific radiofrequency transmitters. The processing of the data to 

estimate the road friction is performed in a remote unit implemented into the vehicle. 

 
In addition, SAFE STRIP has achieved to meet most of its original requirements, as 

follows:  

 The expected lifetime is estimated to be around 2 years (considering autonomous 

operation). In this respect also, the ORU battery should provide at least 500 days of 

operation.  

 The power consumption of the whole RSU system is not more than 20W. 

 The ORU system does not exceed an average of 5mA in 3.3V.  

 No cables are allowed to power the mW scale modules that are included in the ORU 

(sensors, communication and vehicle detection system). 

 The RSB and the ORU cover the 20% of the corresponding energy needs from RES 

and achieve reliable energy provisioning in standard ambient conditions.  

 The operation temperature of all the system modules should be at least from -30°C to 

70°C and to external conditions of -5°C to 80°C. This has been proved through the 

project pilots, as the system has been installed and operated in various environmental 

conditions ranging from the winter conditions in Italy to the summer conditions of 

Greece.  

 The strips should be re-usable (proved though the actual practice followed in the 

project pilots).  

 The road solution protects the sensors (even if they are embedded) from snow 

ploughs (winter maintenance), mechanical load (˂44000 kg subdivided by vehicle 

axes), thermal loads and solvents as Calcium chloride and sodium chloride (winter 

maintenance) as well as salt; the encapsulation applied was tested in laboratory 

conditions for very aggressive solvents with 100% success.  

 According to the strictest regulations, the system protrusion should not be more than 

3mm. The prototype system provided protrudes 10mm due to the selected electronics 

and batteries size. Still, on one hand other, smaller ones can be selected to lead to a 

different configuration that will comply with the strictest rules, and, on the other 

hand, the system in its current configuration can be already applied in countries with 

more flexible regulation like Greece, Spain and France among other. In addition, 

SAFE STRIP cannot be classified as a typical road marking element – for which those 

regulations apply; it is more a novel C-ITS road element, only interfaced by road 

markings.  
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 The color of the strip should be similar to the pavement for not being distractive for 

the drivers/riders. This is indeed how the paint of the strip has been manufactured by 

SWARCO, that applied the selected cold plastic material on-top (see more in Figure 

25).  

 The system does not affect the driving comfort of the driver (noise, bump, etc.) as it is 

proved by the pilots. 

 The installation of the system does not exceed 4 hours, as it is also proved by the 

practise in the pilots.  

 

The lifetime of the solution depends mainly on the ORU autonomy lifetime and this, in 

turn, depends on the battery as this is the most constrained device regarding lifetime. 

Depending on the charging level, the number of discharge cycle differs. In our case, the 

storage module is charged up to 4.1V, which can potentially provide 600-1000 discharge 

cycles. In particular, according to the manufacturer, the battery can maintain 80% 

capacity after 500 cycles. Because of the low consumption of the system, it is expected to 

achieve the 2 years lifetime target. Also, the majority of the rechargeable batteries can 

operate inside 0°C to +60°C temperature range. However, there are some of them that 

could be applied in harsh environments with wider range. Unfortunately, we could not 

find a supplier to send us such batteries as they locate in USA. However, the model 

chosen achieves -20°C to +60°C, and was successfully tested during a 40°C day with 

direct contact to the sun (during the first installation of the integrated platform). For the 

case that the temperature is high (intense sun presence), the harvesters (particularly the 

solar) can power the system without the use of the batteries, still achieving operation at 

+70°C as the rest of the electronics work in this temperature.  

9.3 Integration in infrastructure  
The way the manufactured solution is integrated is described in detail in D5.2. Prior to 

that, a full installation manual was prepared and provided as an Annex of D6.2, whilst 

installation guidelines are also provided in D3.2.   

9.3.1 Material testing  

In SAFE STRIP, the LIMBOPLAST D480 profile was used. The following 

characteristics of the LIMBOPLAST D480 profile by SWARCO LIMBURGER 

LACKFABRIK GmbH are relevant regarding the implementation of the STRIP as 

tested in the project:  

 It belongs to the group of solvent-free, multi-component, reactive systems.   

 It consists of two or more components which – through chemical interaction – 

form a duroplastic compound and cannot be thermally plastified thereafter. 

 It is suitable for bituminous surfaces (e.g. mastic asphalt, asphaltic concrete) and 

also concrete pavements (priming required).  

 It has been tested on the turntable simulator at the German Road Institute (BASt) 

as type II marking.  

 Due to the profiled marking’s acoustic feature, it is not recommended for 

application in or near residential areas.  

 It can be applied with common application machinery for cold plastic markings 

(extruder / dispensing shoe) equipped with special adapter kits for profiles. 

 

Prior to any other process, the material selected has been tested. The testing of 

material has considered the wear due to the traffic load, as well the environmental 

impacts on the materials used. The table below presents the standards used to analyse 

the quality of material during the testing process. 
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Table 4: Quality of materials specification tests. 

Test  Material 

Specification  

Success Threshold 

Ash content 

at 450°C  

DIN 53552 DIN EN 

ISO 3451-1 DIN EN 

ISO 14680-2 

 72,00-78,00% 

Binder 

content 

DIN 53552 DIN EN 

ISO 3451-1 DIN EN 

ISO 14680-2 

 22,00-28,00% 

Density  DIN EN ISO 2811-1 

DIN EN 12802 

 1,750-1,950 g/m³ 

Viscosity  DIN EN 12802  5000-7000 mPas 

Skid 

Resistance 

DIN EN 1436  min. 45 

Viscosity  DIN EN 12802  5000-7000 mPas 

Pot life EN ISO 9514  5-15 min 

Gel time DIN EN ISO 9514  10-20 min 

Drying time DIN EN ISO 9117-5  20-40 min 

Shore D 

Hardness 

DIN EN ISO 868  not defined 

 

The key tests conducted are summarised below:  

 

 Adhesion Test. The test performed follows the ISO 4624:2002 standard, which 

describes methods for determining the adhesion by carrying out a pull-off test on a 

single coating or a multi-coat system of paint, varnish, or related product. The 

encapsulation material has been evaluated through the adhesion test to determine 

in first place its adhesion with the primer, and, finally, with the cold plastic top 

coating. 

  

 
Figure 20: Adhesion Test. 

 

 Preparation Wear Simulation Test. The very high thickness of the 

encapsulation material and the missing ramp from the edge to the main area of 

encapsulation made it impossible to perform a wheel simulator test according to 

SWARCO standard procedure. The wheel simulator test conducted was an 

internal developed test of SWARCO company but based on EN 13197:2011 Road 

marking materials – Wear simulator Turntabe. The application process included 

two main steps: first application of the encapsulation package on the test metal 

plates and, then, coverage with the cold plastic material. 
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Figure 21: Wear Simulation Test – Encapsulation and Covering material  Material.  

9.3.2 Integration  

The location of the ORU requires to accomplish requirements such as the surface of 

the pavement has to be free of defects (bumps, crevices, loose gravel) for all the lanes 

to be installed, as well as, provide good access to the side of the road (for the RSB 

installation). Upon selection of the specific location, a series of holes must be drilled, 

using a template (or with careful measurement). It is highly advisable at that point, for 

a template of the ORU’s parts to be sketched onto the tarmac, to be used as a general 

guide. Anchoring inserts are to be then inserted into the holes, to facilitate the latter 

M10 screws to be bolted in place.  Upon completion of the drilling procedure, a good 

cleaning of the surface is to be carried out, using a high-power vacuum cleaner.  
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Figure 22: ORU for the Greek test pilot in Attiki Odos (top) & ORU in Patras University 

Campus testbed (bottom). 

 

 
Figure 23: From the left to the right: a) RSB communication system deployment for the 

Italian Pilot, b) RSB communication modules, multisensor and energy harvesting system and 

c) RSB energy management system with solar and wind harvesters. 

 

The specific paint material application requires putting on a B71 primer and having it 

cure 15 minutes. Then, the sensitive parts not to be covered are masked with tape, and 

the cold plastic material RP15 is applied using a roller. The wet cold plastic is sanded 

with anti-skid material; then RP15 requires another 15-20 minutes of curing. After 

this, the strip is ready for traffic. In the SAFE STRIP pilots, the total layer thickness 

was 5-7 mm (2-3 mm base layer thickness + 3-4 mm profile elevation).  
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Figure 24: ORU integration on the road pavement.  

 
As it can be seen in the following figure, specific areas are not covered with the 

protection material to enable either the solar harvesting process or the visibility of the 

interior that shows batteries, piezo and rf harvesters, the corresponding energy 

management board and the one side with the switches. 

 

 

 
Figure 25: Final strip after cold plastic painting; installed on top of the road pavement 

infrastructure.   

 

It should be noted that for the pilot tests needs we developed and produced a different 

version of the ORU in which all the electronic parts are not encapsulated inside the 

ORU, but are located in a special packaging next to the on road parts. However, the 

switches, the RFID antennas and the strain gauge sensor remained as the initial plan 

indicated. This decision was made in order to have access and flexibility for 

debugging and cross-checking reasons among the individual components, as the 

initial encapsulation hosting prevented external interventions, fixing etc. for the 

smooth running of the pilots. 

 

Also the typical installation process differed in the pilot applications as it has to 

accommodate different purposes.  
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Figure 26: Separation of the traffic using cones and installation of the strips (Attikes 

Diadromes Greece). 

 

 

 
Figure 27: SAFE STRIP Pilot site - field testing Trento, Italy. 
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Figure 28: Strip, ITS-G5 Cohda and RSB installed in CIDAUT, Spain. 

 

Experience gained in the project has shown that depending on the working personnel 

availability and given that all sub-components of the solution are fully operational, the 

overall installation can take from 8 to 12 hours. Another day should be devoted for 

full and detailed system walkthrough before opening to traffic.   

10 SAFE STRIP applications  
 

WPs WP4: Application development - UNITN  

WP5: System integration - CRF 

Deliverables D4.1: Friction data fusion modules, benchmarking and algorithms 

optimisation – CONTI (Confidential) 

D4.2: Final cooperative safety function report – UNITN (Confidential) 

D4.3: Final predictive road maintenance report – UNITN (Confidential) 

D4.4:  Final rail crossing, work zones and other intermodal nodes safety/ 

support functions report (Confidential) 

D4.5: Final report on merging/ intersection support (Confidential) 

D4.6: Personalised VMS/ VDS’s toll collection and Traffic Centre 

information – final report (Confidential) 

D4.7: Final report on Advanced Driver & Rider Assistance Systems 

Adaptation – CRF (Confidential) 

D4.8: Final Autonomous vehicles functions report – VCDA (Confidential) 

D4.9: Final Supportive Added Value Services report – RELAB 

(Confidential) 

D5.1: SAFE STRIP decision making algorithms and module and HMI 

strategy & elements – CERTH/HIT (Confidential) 

Objectives  To estimate the road condition, thus the friction coefficient, following 

two approaches (tyre sensor data in combination with road sensors data 

vs. through car sensor data), and benchmark them in a demonstrator, in 

order make a mutual improvement of the algorithms in the different 

driving conditions. 

 To integrate a system that ultimately produces a perception of the 

world, which is compatible and interoperable with Intelligent Vehicles’ 

perception systems. 

 To develop the 7 main application families, that provide the SAFE 

STRIP proof of concept. 

 To develop, integrate and optimise the decision making algorithms that 

will manage and coordinate SAFE STRIP onboard applications. 
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 To conceptualise and implement the HMI elements that will support all 

SAFE STRIP targeted applications, following a new cooperative HMI 

paradigm that shifts from a warning-based approach to a 

recommendation and negotiation-based approach. 

 

10.1 Introduction  
The integrated platform for the infrastructure that has been implemented, as it has 

been described in the previous section, intended to accommodate a series of 

driver/rider applications as well as an application for infrastructure operators.  

 

SAFE STRIP sensorial and communication architecture has been designed to provide 

both personalized and accurate information about the state of the vehicles and of the 

road surface conditions. The information are provided at the lane level to improve the 

performance of existing safety and service applications or to build new ones not 

possible with the current available technology. One of the main targets of SAFE 

STRIP is to include, in the information exchange, not only the connected vehicles 

(here named “equipped”) but, potentially, also all other vehicles (named non-

equipped) and all potential service providers.  

 

Everything has to be done using standard V2X and limited cost for the user. To this 

end the most important messages defined by the V2X communication (i.e. CAM, 

DENM and MAP) have been mapped into corresponding messages implemented with 

the MQTT protocol that has been selected to communicate with non-equipped 

vehicles over LTE 4G channel. The MQTT messages (or topics) are named ‘virtual’ 

and are an exact copy of the original messages of the standard V2X communication as 

defined by ETSI ITS-G5 or SAE J2735. With this solution non-equipped vehicles can 

receive and send information to connected vehicles and cloud services with the RSB 

that behaves as a gateway, therefore becoming connected vehicles even if not in the 

traditional sense. Therefore, not only the non-equipped vehicles could benefit of 

applications developed for connected ones, but they become ‘visible’ road users to 

connected vehicles implicitly improving the safety level provided by the applications. 

Actually, every vehicle detected by the strips will be available in the dynamic local 

map used by the safety applications broadening the scenarios they can cover (for 

instance, intersection support application for connected vehicles will handle also the 

presence of non-equipped vehicles even those without SAFE STRIP application 

installed in mobile device).  

 

Additionally, from the developers’ perspective, the SAFE STRIP solution simplifies 

the application design and maintenance since a common interface can be adopted both 

for equipped and non-equipped vehicles as well as for cloud services. Moreover, the 

same safety application can be hosted in the equipped vehicle or on the cloud, to serve 

non-equipped vehicles, even if with some limitations due to communication delay and 

lower update rate of the information. This is the case of safety application developed 

in SAFE STRIP and described next. 

 

The lane level layout of the SAFE STRIP sensorial system and the richness of the 

sensors embedded in the strips make it possible to collect more accurate and specific, 

localized, information about the vehicles and the road surface conditions that allows a 
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fine personalization of each application response and functioning and how it 

communicates to the driver/rider. 

 

A diverse number of applications have been designed in order to prove the benefits 

and the potential brought by SAFE STRIP solution, which also exploits the available 

sensorial information and the communication architecture not only to improve already 

existing functions but also to design new ones.  

 

The applications developed are here gathered and described based on typology and 

objectives: 

 Road surface condition and friction estimation functions that, thanks to the 

sensors embedded in the strips installed on the road surface and the 

cooperation with vehicles mounting intelligent tires, can estimate the integrity 

of the road to be used by maintenance prediction programs of road operators 

and the actual friction conditions of a specific road section to be exploited by 

the ADAS and ARAS functions. 
 C-ITS safety applications, which implement advanced driving support 

functions in a cooperative framework for a variety of scenarios such as 

intersection and merging, road works, unprotected railway crossings, cross-

walks and wrong way driving. The applications are designed both for 

equipped and non-equipped vehicles in a seamless way and to consider the 

information of the actual friction of the road surface. Additionally, the safety 

applications use a common metric to evaluate the warning level across all 

scenarios that is also exploited by a unified HMI application to visualize the 

information to the driver/rider. 
 Supportive added value services to implement ‘virtual toll’ and ‘parking 

service’ applications. The first is a new application that allows to remove the 

toll gate buildings and try to harmonize and simplify, with a limited cost, the 

automatic payment system for all class of vehicles that uses specific sections 

of roads (e.g. highways, bridges, tunnels, etc.). The second is an example of 

how the information provided by the strip, can be integrated into an already 

existing service, to manage parking requests and corresponding payment, and 

improve the efficiency and user satisfaction. 
 VMS application offers lane level personalized VMS services to the road 

users without the need of real VMS devices installed on the road infrastructure 

with a great reduction of installation and maintenance costs, limitations to 

specific areas and an important visual improvement and increase of details of 

the displayed information.  
 Autonomous vehicle support applications to create virtual corridors in case 

of missing lane marking or clear route or lane to follow to reach toll gates or 

navigate through road works area. Situations that may confuse autonomous 

vehicles.  
 

All information provided in output by the above application or services are prioritized 

by a common Decision Support System (DSS) module and visualized with a unified 

HMI strategy and interface installed on mobile device or on-board display.  The 

Decision Support System (DSS), module manages and prioritizes warnings and 

information produced by all applications co-running in the same vehicle or in the user 

mobile device in order to minimise as much as possible the level of distraction and 

overloading of the driver/rider which constitutes one of the negative possible side 
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effects of intelligent systems during the on-trip use. Apart from the autonomous 

functions (that follow their own perception and decision making) and the road 

predictive maintenance application for infrastructure operators, all applications share 

the same parameterized HMI strategy that has been implemented into a common user 

interface application hosted by on-board vehicle display system or user mobile 

devices. 

The applications developed in SAFE STRIP project are described shortly next 

according to the cluster above listed. 

10.2 Road surface condition and friction estimation functions 
Any type of micro sensors can be virtually integrated in the strips to measure the road 

surface conditions in real-time. Apart from the temperature, humidity, gas and liquid 

sensors, strain sensors are also tested in SAFE STRIP to monitor the level of damage 

of the road surface. These set of sensors allow to develop a new application to 

monitor the road pavement condition and the damage evolution to be used by road 

maintenance operator for scheduling a repair intervention minimizing the related 

costs. 

 

Additionally, the information collected by the strips can be integrated in vehicle on-

board algorithms for road-tyre friction estimation to improve their accuracy. The two 

modules or functions developed in SAFE STRIP project are supported by the MQTT 

protocol via LTE 4G and specific topics defined to share the information collected by 

the strips and the output yielded by the two modules. They are described next in more 

details in the two following subsections. 

10.2.1 Friction data fusion modules, benchmarking and algorithms optimization  

Dynamic friction coefficient estimation as well as information on the asphalt 

status/road quality is a critical input for ADAS/ARAS applications. Their knowledge 

will improve the safety function performance preventing possible unsafe manoeuvres 

and critical incidents with a feedback more consistent with actual road conditions.  

 

The tire/road interaction is described by the slip/μ curve that describes how the 

friction coefficient (μ) evolves as a function of the tire slipping on the road. This 

curve is generated by the tangential frictional forces caused by tyre thread that slides 

(slip) on the road surface. The curve presents a peak value, which is the most relevant 

information for safety since it corresponds to the maximum braking/traction 

conditions (the so- called ‘friction potential’). 

 

Other than tyre thread compound characteristics, the interaction also depends on the 

surface roughness, presence of humidity or water and temperature, etc., all 

information that could be provided by SAFE STRIP sensorial systems. 

 

Within the SAFE STRIP project, a number of algorithms were developed and 

evaluated to compute in real time the slip/μ curve and the friction potential and to 

integrate this functionality with the SAFE STRIP infrastructure not only to share the 

estimated values but also to exploit the information provided by the strip embedded 

sensors to improve the performance of the estimation algorithms. To this purpose four 

parallel methods were followed.  
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A first module based on a deep learning approach was used to train a neural network 

to identify the road conditions (e.g. dry, wet, icy, snow, etc.) from onboard camera 

data. The approach did not work as expected since, after image segmentation (i.e. 

road surface vs remaining environment) only the actual road surface portion of the 

image is retained for classification but, even in extreme climate conditions, it was not 

enough to clearly distinguish between the different road conditions. 

 

A second module was developed to compute the instantaneous slip and friction 

coefficient curve from onboard sensor. This is the module that should be able to 

provide the peak friction value (the so called ‘friction potential’). The systemrelies on 

cascaded Kalman filters, that a part from adding a significant lag in the estimation 

chain, are based on vehicle model that requires an accurate knowledge of some 

vehicle parameters (e.g. vehicle’s mass and position of the center of gravity). The 

vehicle parameters and state estimation could be improved using visual odometry 

based on QR-code like approach, which proved in simulation to provide algorithm 

robustness. However, field tests are necessary to further analyze the effectiveness of 

the proposed method. 

 

The third module is based on the calculation of the vibration ratio induced on tyre by 

the road surface roughness and developed using in-tire acceleration sensors (eTIS tire 

sensor). The approach is limited by the minimal speed (40km/h) and the sampling 

frequency of the sensor but it provides direct information about tire-road contact and 

the quality of the road surface. 

 

The on-board estimation modules were also completed with a fourth module that 

infers the road quality from environmental information that is based on a set of fuzzy 

rules to the road surface conditions from measured temperature and humidity. 

  

Since none of the methods above provide and accurate and robust estimation of the 

friction coefficient and road surface quality the results from the vibration and friction 

coefficient estimators are merged to provide a value bounded within [0,1], named 

Road Quality Index (RQI) that could directly be related to the quality of the road (1 

being the best possible road and 0 the worse one). The RQI criterion allows to make a 

visual distinction between the different road conditions in the data set used but the 

result is still too noisy to consider this criterion alone as a good marker for road 

quality.  

 

To further improve the estimation of the RQI a high-level data fusion module fuses 

information from the car onboard algorithms with environmental information received 

from the SAFE STRIP on-road setup, via MQTT. The data fusion algorithm updates 

the RQI with temperature and humidity sent from the ORU/RSB using a fuzzy logic 

approach. This index will then be sent back in real-time via MQTT to the SAFE 

STRIP system so it can be of use by the SAFE STRIP applications. Figure 29 shows 

the structure of the fusion algorithm and the modules involved. 
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Figure 29: SAFE STRIP friction and road quality estimation architecture using road data and 

on-board data. 

  

Figure 30 shows the estimation results and that the system has a very conservative 

behavior giving more emphasis to the worse of both contributors. However, thanks to 

the fuzzy inference engine, the behavior of the fusion system varies in accordance 

with the difference between the dynamics RQI and atmospheric RQI.  

 
Figure 30: Fuzzy fusion of car dynamics and road conditions. From left to right, bad weather 

conditions, poor conditions and good weather. 

  

The RQI has a limited practical usage but still can be used by SAFE STRIP safety 

applications as average indicator of the road surface friction potential level even if not 

accurate. Undoubtedly, the real time estimation of the road condition and especially 

the friction coefficient remains an open problem but the modules and algorithms 

developed in SAFE STRIP represent a significant advance in this topic, with practical 

utility on operational point of view providing the necessary building blocks. 

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP friction estimation. 

As explained above the friction/slip curve depends on tyre thread compound 

characteristics but also on the surface roughness, presence of humidity or water 

and temperature, etc. The later information can be provided by SAFE STRIP 

sensorial systems both for a less accurate, but localized and quick estimation of 

the potential friction level and to improve the accuracy of the on-board 

estimation algorithms.   
 

Additionally, SAFE STRIP communication framework proves to be suitable both 

to let intelligent vehicles retrieve necessary information to improve friction 
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estimation algorithm performance and also to share the estimated data with other 

equipped, non-equipped and service providers. 

10.2.2 Predictive road maintenance application 

Road maintenance is required to keep roads accessible and in acceptable conditions. 

The ideal objective would be to keep road as close as possible to the original 

condition that is being able to resist external pressure and wearing caused by traffic 

and weather conditions. On the other side number of interventions should be 

minimize to reduce the total costs for road users and road administration. Therefore, a 

suitable plan of maintenance interventions is necessary from the road operators, which 

is based on the prediction of road surface deterioration level and the probability of 

structural collapse. 

There are various measures/indicators that describe the road surface and layers 

conditions, how deterioration has affected a road or how well the qualities (stiffness 

and strength) are close to the designed values. The available indicators evaluate both 

functional properties, (i.e. surface condition that directly affect users’ safety and 

comfort, or serviceability) and the structural properties (i.e. whether the pavement 

structure is performing satisfactorily under traffic loading and ambient conditions) 

which are all reported in Table 5. For example, the International Roughness Index 

(IRI) it is the most widespread index to describe road smoothness and evaluate its 

riding comfort. 

  
Table 5: Pavement evaluation types - SAFE STRIP evaluation using strain measurements 

highlighted in green. 

Evaluation type Pavement function 
Pavement 

Characteristics 

Indicators 

(examples) 

Functional 

Evaluation 

Serviceability Roughness 

IRI 

PSI 

QI 

Safety 

Texture 
Microtexture 

Macrotexture 

Skid resistance 

Skid resistance 

coefficient 

IFI 

Structural evaluation Structural capacity 

Mechanical 

properties 
Deflections 

Pavement distress 

Cracking 

Surface defects 

Profile deformations 

Referencing system   

Location of 

pavement 

characteristic data 

  

  

SAFE STRIP estimates the road surface and layer structural conditions evaluating the 

measured deflection and profile deformations provided by strain gauges embedded in 

the strip.  

 

The main objective of the ‘predictive road maintenance application’ is to develop a 

robust algorithm to predict the probability of failure of the road structure, 

continuously measuring and evaluating the road surface deformation that is not 

possible with methods currently adopted by road operators.  
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The application makes use of the strain gauges sensors embedded in the strips (one 

per lane). In fact, the SAFE STRIP project proved that the strain signal features are 

associated with damage inside the different layers of the pavement. The identified 

signal features, chosen as potential prognosis indicators, are the statistical 

characteristics of the signal both in time and in frequency domain such as kurtosis, 

peak-to-peak value, crest factors etc. See Figure 31 for an example of correlation 

among road layers and signal features. 

 

 
Figure 31: Pearson correlation between input and output variables. 1 corresponds to strong 

correlation and -1 to no correlation at all. 

  

Therefore, the signal of the strain gauge positioned on the top of the pavement, can be 

correlated to stiffness characteristics (Young’s modulus) with base and sub-base 

layers below the surface of the road. Therefore, the signal features can be used for 

post-processing for estimating the structural integrity of the road. The task is achieved 

correlating the shift in compliance of the different layers of the pavement using an 

unsupervised neural network known as self-organizing maps (SOM). The SOM is 

trained to discover various patterns between input variables (shift in road layers 

compliance) and output variables (extracted features from strain signal). The 

considered hypothesis is that a shift in the measured strain distributions toward higher 

strains over time is indicative of damage accumulation. Thus, monitoring the mean 

and the standard deviation of the distribution over time and tracking the mean 

variations allow to determine the levels of damage introduced to the cross section 

induced in the specimen between reading periods. By determining these response 

levels, the compliance can be evaluated as a statistical value and calculate a 

probability of failure. 

An exponential degradation model predicts the remaining useful life based on its 

parameter priors and the latest measurements. The model is able to detect the 

significant degradation trend in real time and updates its parameter priors when a new 

observation becomes available. 

 

Expressing the failure of the structure in terms of probability of failure is more 

meaningful that fixing a damage coefficient and a related predefined threshold (that 

trigger the intervention). Additionally, probability of failure varies from one road 

segment to another. 

 

Therefore, the output of the software module is the Probability of Failure (PoF) value 

that gives the operator an insight of the pavement condition of the equipped length of 

the road. Correlation of this probability value to maintenance operations is to be 

defined by the operator(s), under real life conditions. The Probability of Failure (PoF) 

is computed by the algorithm installed in the RSB and delivered to the road operator 

server via the MQTT protocol with a dedicated topic defined in SAFE STRIP project. 
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Key added values of SAFE STRIP road maintenance application 

SAFE STRIP project proved that the strain signal features, measured on the road 

surface, are associated with damage inside the different layers of the pavement. 

Based on this hypothesis, SAFE STRIP brings a cost effective measurement of the 

road layer deflection and deformation profile with strain gauges sensor embedded 

in the strip and a ‘predictive road maintenance application’ that implements a robust 

algorithm that predicts the probability of failure of the road structure with a 

continuous update that is not possible with methods currently adopted by road 

operators. The Probability of Failure (PoF) value for a specific road section monitored 

is continuously updated and delivered to the road operator server via the MQTT 

protocol with a dedicated topic defined in SAFE STRIP project for implementing the 

pavement maintenance in a predictive manner with limited intervention of 

human operators and significant cost reductions. 

10.3 C-ITS Safety applications based on Co-Driver concept 
A number of safety applications were developed to demonstrate the potential and the 

benefits of the technological solution proposed by SAFE STRIP project. The 

scenarios targeted by the applications are the intersection and merging, road works, 

unprotected railway crossings, cross-walks and wrong way driving. The applications 

are designed both for equipped and non-equipped vehicles in a seamless way and also 

to consider the information of the actual friction of the road surface. Some of the 

applications are improvement of already existing ones given the more detailed and 

accurate information provided by the on-road sensorial system. Others are almost new 

applications that are possible thanks to the sensorial and cooperative framework 

proposed. Additionally, a common underling working principle is used by all safety 

applications that is the Co-Driver concept. The Co-Driver algorithm implements a 

virtual agent used to understand what the driver is doing with respect to the potential 

incoming danger (e.g. pedestrian on cross walk, wrong way driving vehicle, etc.) and 

issuing a warning if a safe manoeuvre is not available to achieve the goal required by 

the driving scenario (e.g. stopping at a cross-walk). Since all implemented safety 

applications use the same metric to evaluate the danger, different threat causes can be 

compared to rate the most critical one that allow to adopt a common HMI strategy to 

visualize the information to the driver/rider. 

 

The safety applications rely on a specific layout and positioning of the strips and 

RSBs, which depends on the desired coverage of the area of interest with an entrance 

and exit points and special distance to achieve a desired timing for issuing and 

updating the warning. Each strip in the lane provides the vehicle motion state (i.e. 

position, velocity, acceleration and vehicle ID) when a vehicle passes over it. Those 

data are used to improve the accuracy of the vehicle localization but also to detect all 

vehicle travelling in the road section of interest. Information is transmitted via special 

messages (i.e. strip_CAM) which are extensions of the standard V2X protocol. 

Special strips installed in specific locations are used to detected potential dangers such 

as a person crossing or ready to cross the road, a wrong way driving vehicle. 

Collected information are transmitted via the standards DENM message. MAP 

messages are also generated by the RSB to provide the road geometry and layout and 

corresponding features in scenarios that require them (such as at road 

intersection/merging).  
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In the next section the CoDriver algorithm is explained as a common based concept of 

all safety applications and in the following subsections the specific implementation 

for each safety application is detailed. 

10.3.1 CoDriver algorithm 

The Co-Driver module structure is composed of two hierarchical layers: The outer 

layer depends on the specific danger to be consider (e.g. road works, intersections, 

etc.). Its aim is to interpret the environment and the specific scenario and trying to 

estimate the behaviour of other actors (i.e. vehicles). This is done by using the 

geometry of the road, the right of way rules to be satisfied when interacting with other 

vehicles, estimating the intentions of the other vehicles. The inner layer is dedicated 

to the generation of human-like longitudinal maneuvers consistent with the situation 

derived from the higher layer. This phase is named action priming. The manoeuvres 

generated by this layer are compatible with the inferred intentions of the other 

vehicles or the specific danger, and in this respect are considered as safe. Those 

manoeuvres are build using atomic longitudinal human-like manoeuvres, called 

longitudinal motion primitives. The motion primitives are parameterized solutions of 

optimal control problems that minimize a cost function related to the jerk, the 

derivative of the acceleration. Jerk minimization yields smooth and comfortable 

maneuvers, which resemble longitudinal speed profiles of car driven by humans. In 

essence, they represent predictions of possible maneuvers compatible with the goal of 

the specific scenario (e.g. stop at a pedestrian crossing). The resulting maneuver (i.e. 

speed and acceleration profiles) depends on the actual vehicle state and the desired 

goal (i.e. final vehicle state). Changing the goal also affects the initial phase of the 

maneuver that may require an abrupt change of the initial jerk (e.g. to stop earlier), 

and consequently in cascade of the corresponding acceleration and speed profiles. 

Thus, the initial value of the jerk is an indicator of how the maneuver has to change in 

order to comply with a different final goal.  

 
Figure 32: Example of longitudinal motion primitive for a stop manoeuvre before a cross-

walk. Figure shows the initial state (speed and acceleration and distance to dangerous 

location) and desired final state (goal) that is stopping before the crosswalk. Figure also 

shows the SAFE STRIP sensors providing the necessary information.  

  

In the decision-making process all possible safe manoeuvres are taken into 

consideration to identify which one the driver may use. This is done by evaluating all 

the maneuvers associated with different final goals: for instance stopping at shorter 

distance than the danger location, or passing an intersection at different speeds. The 

Co-Driver rates all the computed manoeuvres based on the effort necessary to change 

the longitudinal dynamics (i.e. acceleration and speed) in order to satisfy the 

maneuver goal, which means ending in a safe state (i.e.  stop before the danger). The 

effort indicator is the jerk at the initial phase of the maneuver (also called action), 

which represents the instantaneous human endeavor to start the safe manoeuvre or 

change the current state to satisfy the final goals. Thus, the initial jerk is the metric 

space used to evaluate all the computed maneuvers. The metric space is partitioned 

into three zones defined by two thresholds. If at least one of the computed manoeuvre 
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has the initial jerk in the first zone (above the first threshold), it is assumed that the 

driver has at least the chance to safely and conformably stop and no warning is given 

(Level 0: Only informative). If all the feasible manoeuvres have the initial jerk below 

the first threshold, and above the second, a yellow (Level 1: Medium severity) 

warning is issued otherwise the red one (Level 2: High severity) is produced. It is 

interesting to mention that those thresholds can be also associated with the probability 

that the driver chooses one of the manoeuvre in the computed set. The process is 

called action selection. The concept is borrowed from biology where in the “basal-

ganglia” brain structure of vertebrates a selection phase of all manoeuvres is done 

based on the metric space of motor actions. 

 

Figure 33 shows an example of a set of stop maneuvers with speed profile on the left 

and on the right the corresponding initial jerk metric space and related thresholds. The 

green area depicts the envelope of all speed profiles associated to the maneuvers to 

stop in a shorter distance before the danger. Those are associated with decreasing 

initial negative jerk values (since higher deceleration is required to stop in shorter 

distance) and shown on the right by the green vertical bar. In the example all the 

computed maneuvers are below the first threshold (i.e. top of green bar is below first 

threshold, that is the most conformable maneuver computed). 

 
Figure 33: Example of stop maneuver on a distance velocity plot. At the right, the set of 

instantaneous jerks. Note that in this case there is no maneuver in the yellow set, as the 

warning level is 1. 

  

The action priming and action selection process are repeated as the vehicle proceed 

along the road with a frame rate that depends on the type of vehicle (equipped versus 

non-equipped). This allow to take into account the driver/rider reaction and 

consistently update the warning message. 

 

The module above described is the core of all safety applications and differentiate for 

the type of motion primitives computed and the scenario analysis task performed at 

the higher layer. 

10.3.2  Safety application description 

The safety applications are developed in C++ language, using an object-oriented 

approach with the CoDriver module as a base class. The main idea is to inherit the 

base CoDriver class to create a specialized CoDriver for each considered scenario (i.e. 

safety application). The structure of the CoDriver class is the same for all the safety 

applications (e.g. Cooperative safety functions, rail crossing and work zones detection 

and intersection and merging support). Via the inheritance mechanism the specialized 
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CoDriver class can be enriched and differentiated to implement each application with 

all the necessary properties and methods.  

 

Then a specialized CoDriver object is dynamically instantiated at runtime for each 

vehicle that has to be “protected” by the safety application. In case of the equipped 

vehicle there will be one CoDriver in the main program while for the non-equipped 

vehicles a CoDriver for each vehicle that has subscribed to the service will be 

instantiated in the cloud server application. The latter solution allows to monitor all 

the vehicles that enter in the zone of interest that have the SAFE STRIP application 

installed in their portable device or infotainment system to create a full cooperative 

safety application both for equipped and non-equipped vehicles. 

  

Pedestrian crossing 

The application is triggered when the first strip in the row detects the vehicle and 

issue a strip_CAM. The high layer checks that a DENM message that alerts for 

pedestrian presence has been generated and that the vehicle is heading to the 

crosswalk. The DENM message is used by all equipped and non-equipped vehicles 

and warns about the presence and location of the pedestrian. The lower layer of the 

application starts the action priming and action selection process to evaluate all the 

possible stop maneuvers (including the effect of road surface friction). The process is 

repeated until the vehicle has passed over the last strip after the crosswalk and sends 

out the proper warning. See Figure 34 for application general use case and strip 

layout. 

  

 
Figure 34: Pedestrian crossing safety application. Figure shows the layout of the strips to 

detected the vehicles and the VRU. Both equipped and non-equipped vehicle are shown and 

their corresponding communication channels. 

  

Wrong way driving 

The application is triggered when the first strip in the row detects the vehicle and 

issues a strip_CAM. The high layer checks that a DENM message that alerts for 

wrong way driving vehicle presence has been generated and that the vehicle is 

heading to it. The DENM message is used by all equipped and non-equipped vehicles. 

The lower layer of the application starts the action priming and action selection 

process to evaluate all the possible stop maneuvers (including the effect of road 

surface friction). The process is repeated until the vehicle has passed over the last 

strip after the location of the first detection of the wrong way driving vehicle and 
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sends out the proper warning. See Figure 35 for application general use case and strip 

layout. 

 

 
Figure 35:  Wrong way driving safety application. Figure shows the layout of the strips to 

detect the vehicles and the wrong way driving vehicle. Both equipped and non-equipped 

vehicle are shown and their corresponding communication channels. 

  

Road works 

The application is triggered when the first strip in the row detects the vehicle and 

issues a strip_CAM. The high layer checks that a DENM message that alerts for road 

works zone ahead has been generated and that the vehicle is heading to it. The 

application also considers the lane the vehicle is travelling in, to provide the lane 

change warning only if the vehicle’s lane is closed. The DENM message is used by all 

equipped and non-equipped vehicles. The lower layer of the application starts the 

action priming and action selection process to evaluate all the possible stop 

maneuvers if the vehicle is travelling in the closed lane. The process is repeated until 

the vehicle has passed over the last strip after the start of the road work zone and 

sends out the proper warning. In case the vehicle moves in the suggested lane the 

application stops to compute the risk level, therefore the warning is issued only if it is 

relevant to the vehicle. See Figure 36 for application general use case and strip layout. 

  

 
Figure 36:  Road works safety application. Figure shows the layout of the strips to detect the 

vehicles at lane level. Both equipped and non-equipped vehicle are shown and their 

corresponding communication channels. 

  

Railway crossing 
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Figure 37: Railway crossing safety application. Figure shows the layout of the strips to detect 

the vehicles at lane level. The approaching train information is provided via LTE 4G by LC 

Safer application. Both equipped and non-equipped vehicle are shown and their 

corresponding communication channels. 

  

The application is triggered when the first strip in the row detects the vehicle and 

issues a strip_CAM. The high layer checks that a DENM message that alerts for a 

train approaching ahead has been generated and that the vehicle is heading to it. The 

DENM message is generated thanks to the cooperation with SAFER LC project that 

provides the information via LTE 4G channel. The DENM message is used by all 

equipped and non-equipped vehicles. The lower layer of the application starts the 

action priming and action selection process to evaluate all the possible stop 

maneuvers if the vehicle is travelling in the closed lane. The process is repeated until 

the vehicle has passed over the last strip after the railway crossing and sends out the 

proper warning. In case the vehicle moves in the suggested lane the application stops 

to compute the risk level. See Figure 37 for application general use case and strip 

layout. 

   

Intersection and merging support 

The application is triggered when the first strip in the row detects the vehicle and 

issues a strip_CAM. The high layer of intersection support application is the most 

complex among the safety applications. It collects the CAM messages that transmit 

the presence of other vehicles in the area and estimates the their driving intention 

based on the analysis of the received intersection layout (via MAP message), the right 

of way rules and the lanes the vehicle are in. The higher layer output is the time slot 

for each vehicle to safely occupy the intersection center area. This information is used 

by the lower layer of the application to generate both stop and pass maneuvers in the 

action priming phase. The action selection process rates and evaluates the initial jerks 

of all computed maneuvers. The whole process is repeated until the vehicle has passed 

over the last strip after the intersection and sends out the proper warning. See Figure 

38 for application general use case and strip layout. 
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Figure 38: Intersection safety application. Figure shows the layout of the strips to detect the 

vehicles at lane level (all vehicles). Both equipped and non-equipped vehicle are shown and 

their corresponding communication channels. A generic vehicle is also depicted since the 

system detects all vehicles and generates the corresponding DENM message. 

10.3.3 Application for Equipped and Non-equipped 

All applications are developed both for equipped and non-equipped vehicles. In the 

case of equipped vehicles, they are hosted in the OBU (on-board unit) of the vehicle 

and can benefit of the on-board sensors data retrieved from the CANbus network and 

of a higher rate of information update guaranteed by the V2X communication. In the 

case of non-equipped vehicles the applications are hosted on a cloud server and 

communicates via LTE 4G channel with MQTT protocol that necessarily introduces 

some lags. In both cases, the applications are the same being designed with a common 

interface and they behave differently only based on the type of input received.  

 

For non-equipped vehicles the Co-Driver module is triggered by the virtual 

strip_CAM message which provides position, velocity and acceleration of the 

vehicle and distance to the danger. This message is an extension of standard V2X 

protocol made by SAFE STRIP to include all vehicles detected by the strip sensors. 

From that point on, when the vehicle passes over the following strips placed before 

the danger (e.g. Cross walk) the module evaluates the danger level by recomputing 

the feasible manoeuvres and the corresponding jerk distribution. This approach helps 

to adapt the warning to what the driver is actually doing and how he/she is reacting. 

For instance, the warning will deactivate if the driver changes the acceleration profile 

as predicted by the Co-Driver’ manoeuvre. 

 

The minimum number of strips before the dangerous location is three (plus an 

additional one after the danger location) and they are spaced in order to guarantee a 

desired Time to Collision (TTC). Once the vehicle passes over the last strip (after the 

dangerous location) the module is deactivated. The Co-Driver module for non-
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equipped vehicle is running in the cloud and can instantiate a Co-Driver for each 

vehicle that is passing over the strips (see Figure 39). 

 

 
Figure 39: Software module architecture and data flow for applications of non-equipped 

vehicles. 

  

In case of equipped vehicles, the Co-Driver module runs on the vehicle in the OBU. 

All messages from the environment are transmitted via V2X communication, while 

the information from the ego vehicle come from the CANbus network. All the data 

meant to be the input of the application are collected with a software module called 

‘data manager’ and forwarded to the driver in the same format used for the cloud 

application. The applications for equipped vehicles use both the self CAM message to 

express the vehicle state and the strip_CAM message to correct the vehicle location 

when the strip detects the vehicle passage. Once the CoDriver module is triggered it 

computes the feasible manoeuvres and the corresponding jerk distribution every 

100milliseconds until the CoDriver is deactivated when the vehicle exits the area of 

interest (see Figure 40 for corresponding architecture and dataflow).  
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Figure 40: Software module architecture and data flow for applications of equipped vehicles. 

  

Both equipped and non-equipped versions of the safety applications published the 

output using the MQTT topic “HMIinputsByApp” that is processed by the DSS which 

is running on-board for equipped vehicles and in the cloud for non-equipped vehicles. 

The HMI is unique and consistent across all applications (described in section 10.8).  

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP safety applications. 

SAFE STRIP technology provides a varied set of benefits to safety applications both 

in term of accuracy and richness of information via the sensorial system and enabling 

new applications or improving existing ones.  

 

SAFE STRIP technology allows to bring full cooperative safety applications not 

only to connected vehicles but potentially extended to all vehicles virtually 

transforming them into connected, even if in not in strict sense. All detected vehicles 

become part of the scenario of interest with a passive role (i.e. just to be considered 

in the safety application for threat assessment) and/or with an active role, if they are 

equipped or have the SAFE STRIP application installed in the portable device, to 

receive the proper and personalized warnings. Additionally, the sensorial system, 

embedded in the strips installed on road surface at lane level, enables some new 

applications with personalized warning such as road works and wrong way driving 

and improves the performance of existing ones providing more accurate 

localization, presence and motion information of other road users (e.g. vehicles or 

VRU) at specific location. The improved localization and presence of other road 

users is obtained at a lower costs compared to the need for vehicles to be equipped 

with expensive set of sensors to achieve the same level of information and being able 

to run the same safety applications. Additionally, the use of the CoDriver concept has 

unified the structure and behavior of the safety application allowing to design a 

common HMI strategy and a consistent user interface and visualization across all 

applications. 
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10.4 VMS application 
Variable Message Sign (VMS) is an important traffic control device used for 

displaying messages to the road users to warn/inform them with a variety of 

information (e.g. congestion, traffic flow, unplanned events, road works, lane 

closures, etc.). VMS systems are implemented as a) large constructions, mounted on 

bridge-like overhead structures and positioned over the road and/or b) smaller signs 

mounted on metal poles at the side of the road. In most cases the use of VMS is 

coordinated from a Traffic Control Centre (TCC), where a control system will be used 

to control and monitor the VMS. Messages can automatically display, without 

intervention of an operator, or planned beforehand or triggered in real time by the 

traffic operator (e.g. related to incidents/accidents or changing weather conditions). 

Anyway, the TMC operator is responsible for setting up, changing and cancelling the 

messages. 

 

A great challenge in VMS systems is the harmonization of the messages, which 

should be displayed with a homogenous visualization solution to have the same 

meaning and look to all road users across different road networks, road operators and 

countries. 

 

According to SAFE STRIP project approach a Virtual VMS (VVMS) application has 

been designed and developed to offer VMS services to the road users without the need 

of real VMS devices installed on the road infrastructure. VVMS service transfers the 

VMS messages directly to the vehicle and the driver. VVMS aims to extend, 

complement and in some cases to replace traditional VMS systems addressing many 

of their limitations. 

 

VVMS application within SAFE STRIP project fully exploits the benefits of the 

installation of strip and RSB infrastructure on the road, in order to produce accurate 

VMS messages depending on current on-site conditions and to convey these messages 

only to vehicle the information is relevant to, either this destination is a non-equipped 

or an equipped vehicle. Additionally, the warning is cleared when condition ceases to 

exist.  

 

The VVMS application is a service “running” on cloud and keeps an up to date image 

of the prevailing environmental conditions surrounding the site area by collecting the 

environmental data coming from that site and the vehicle detected in the area. 

 

The VVMS application, after requesting authorization from the TCC operator, 

releases a new VMS message destined for that particular vehicle when currently 

active conditions make it necessary. The VVMS application, from the information of 

the detected vehicles, also obtains knowledge of the traffic conditions at the site of 

interest thus it has the ability to create messages regarding traffic congestion that can 

be quickly updated. Figure 41 shows the general architecture of the VVMS 

application. 
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Figure 41: VVMS general architecture. SAFE STRIP information are published to a cloud 

broker where the VVMS application is actually running and in coordination with TTC 

operator and DSS timely, and in a personalised way send messages to targeted vehicles.  

  

The VVMS application relies on a specific layout and positioning of the strips and 

RSBs, which depends on the desired coverage of the area of interest and on location’s 

specific spatial features. Environmental sensors installed on both the strip (ORU’s 

humidity sensor, etc.) and on the RSB (visibility sensor, etc.) creates a picture of the 

existing environmental conditions in the surrounding area of RSB’s installation place 

but also of the road lane level (thanks to the strip embedded sensors). The 

environmental and road conditions are transmitted to the cloud MQTT broker by the 

RSB via LTE 4G channel where the VVMS application creates and retains an image 

that stores the currently existing conditions in the RSB’s surrounding area and in the 

connected strips. This image consists of dynamically created software containers 

distinguished by a unique Station Identification number linked to strip identification 

numbers (STRIP ID) to address the data provided by each strip connected to the RSB. 

Figure 2 shows and example of the structure of the VMS software containers with 

strip entries. The strip_CAM message, which contains the vehicle ID and the 

motion information, is published by the RSB to the MQTT broker when a vehicle is 

detect by a strip connected to the RSB. The VVMS application keeps track of all 

detections at strip level and therefore at lane level to estimate the motion of each 

detected vehicle and to process the data and estimate the traffic conditions that exist at 

the detections’ area. The accuracy of the traffic calculated results is highly dependable 

on the quality of the successful initial detections. 

 

The VVMS application developed and tested in SAFE STRIP project implements 

only three examples of VMS (e.g. Low Visibility, Liquid on Road and Heavy traffic 

conditions). Nevertheless, more features (and related VMS) can be added, depending 

on the sensing existing capabilities, but the VMS core mechanism remains the same. 

 

‘Low visibility’ VMS is produced from the conditions detected by the RSB’s multi-

sensor while the ‘Liquid on the Road’ VMS derives from information obtained by 

either the humidity sensor that is installed on every ORU at every strip or by the 
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RSB’s multi-sensor. The ‘Heavy traffic conditions’ VMS is an output of an algorithm 

that evaluates the level of traffic (i.e. weight) that depends on how much time a 

vehicle, detected in a lane, takes to travel from the first strip to the followings in the 

same network at lane level. Four traffic weights are computed and the corresponding 

traffic conditions are ‘NO traffic Jam’, ‘Traffic Jam increasing’, ‘Traffic Jam 

decreasing’ and ‘Heavy traffic’. It is evident that condition triggered at strip level 

affects only vehicles that pass over this particular strip while conditions that are 

detected by the RSB affect vehicles that pass over all strips that are “attached” to the 

RSB in question. 

 

The VMS service is aware of the exact current position of all detected vehicles and 

can provide personalised information (both at lane and surrounding area levels) about 

traffic and environmental conditions. A traffic congestion condition has higher 

priority than liquid on road, which in turn has higher priority than low visibility. A 

VMS message describing the prevailing detected condition in the area relative to the 

current position of the detected vehicle is issued, with the end destination being the 

corresponding Decision Support System (DSS) that handles the EGO vehicle in 

question. 

  

 
Figure 42: VMS software Containers with strip entries for all strips attached to the specific 

RSB. 

  

The VVMS application works both for equipped and non-equipped vehicles. In the 

case of non-equipped vehicles, the communication with the VMS service provider is 
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accomplished with the use of SAFE STRIP’s MQTT broker to which a non–equipped 

vehicle is connected via LTE network and the HMI application installed in the user 

mobile device. The DSS for such a vehicle is cloud based (operates “outside” of the 

vehicle) and is the only entity responsible to forward a message to the non-equipped 

vehicle.  

 

In case of the equipped vehicles the central difference is the DSS that handles the 

particular EGO vehicle being embedded in the OBU of the vehicle. Since equipped 

vehicles are not normally connected to the SAFE STRIP’s cloud MQTT broker, the 

communication is established via RSBs and C-ITS G5 network. This is possible 

because the VVMS application is aware of which is the RSB operable in vehicle’s 

area. Therefore, a proper DENM message that stores the same information provided 

by the corresponding MQTT topic for non-equipped vehicle, is sent to the specific 

vehicle to be displayed by the on-board system. 

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP VMS applications 

VVMS application within SAFE STRIP project fully exploits the benefits of the 

installation of strip and RSB infrastructure on the road. It collects the environmental 

information both at lane level or in the surrounding of the RSB site. It detects 

passing vehicle at lane level, information that is used to provide both personalized 

warnings conveyed only to vehicles the information is relevant to, either this 

destination is a non-equipped or an equipped vehicle. Additionally, the VVMS 

application, from the information of the detected vehicles, also obtains knowledge of 

the traffic  

 

Other important benefits of VVMS are almost zero installation and maintenance 

cost (other than SAFE STRIP hardware itself), with the ability to cover virtually any 

portion of the road network, and no visual degradation with harsh 

environmental conditions or with the visual contact range and sign size thanks 

the high resolution of on-board or smart devices color displays. The latter also 

allows a better and easier harmonization with the VMS standards and 

specifications. Additionally, the VVMS can offer more operation modes, than the 

typical broadcast approach of traditional VMS, with a detailed information display, 

personalized (based on the attributes of each traveler, such as exact location, 

destination, driving behavior, nationality, etc.) and user-oriented (for instance not all 

the vehicles are influenced by specific road conditions – driving intentions such as 

intention to exit the highway are taken into account). 

10.5 Autonomous vehicle support 
Automated driving systems are facing some challenges that may jeopardize the 

deployment of autonomous driving functions. SAFE STRIP technology could help to 

overcome some limitations and four use case have been selected to demonstrate the 

benefit brought by the SAFE STRIP technology. The first use case represents the 

situation where an automated driving vehicle is arriving on an area without road 

markings and situation that may require a takeover or to stop before the road markings 

disappear. The second use case corresponds to an obstacle on the side of the lane, 

which requires the vehicle to make a lateral offset in the lane in order to avoid the 

obstacle. The third use case is the arrival on a tollgate where there are no clear 

indications that the automated vehicle can follow to reach a specific gate.  
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The fourth use considers a lane closed ahead by road works and the system has to 

autonomously decide where and how to move to the free lanes left. 

  

SAFE STRIP sensorial system and communication architecture can provide a 

solutions to all the above use cases warning the automated vehicle and providing 

virtual corridors or lanes to be properly exploited in the above use cases.  

 

Thanks to its capability to communicate with the vehicles via ETSI ITS-G5 and LTE 

cellular connectivity it was possible to interfaced the Valeo democar with SAFE 

STRIP. This prototype vehicle is equipped with the Valeo Cruise4U highway 

automated driving system, which consists in a set of sensors (cameras, lidars and 

radars), computing unit and modular automated driving software. In particular, the 

vehicle runs a perception software based on the sensors information and the HD map 

to build an environment model (see more in section 11). 

 

To ensure interoperability with the SAFE STRIP system, a Valeo TCU has been 

integrated and interfaced with the system and a software module to enrich the 

environment model with the information from the SAFE STRIP system. Messages in 

the DENM format have been defined for the different use cases in order to inform the 

system of the different events ahead. 

 

V2X is as an additional perception layer specifically added to build and enrich the 

environment model defined by the sensors and the HD map in order to include 

dynamic information which are not present in the HD map because they are not 

permanent information (for example work zones, lanes closure status, presence of 

damage on the road) but need to be detected much before they are within sensors 

range (see Figure 43).  

  

 
 

Figure 43: Cruise4U software architecture with added V2X module for using SAFE STRIP 

information within the perception layer. 

  

For the SAFE STRIP project, a Valeo Scoop telematics unit has been integrated in the 

vehicle and is communicating with the main PC through the Ethernet switch. It is 

composed of an antenna (TCU V2X antenna) and a trunk TCU unit, as illustrated in 

Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Cruise4U hardware architecture including telematics unit. 

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP for automated vehicles 

SAFE STRIP brings real-time messages, via V2X, providing the vehicle with 

personalized information and warnings about the infrastructure and the events ahead.  

In particular: 

 precise location of the vehicle at lane level to complement on-board localisation 

algorithms 
 provide virtual corridors to avoid obstacle ahead in the side of the current lane, 

to guide the vehicle to specific gate at toll gate stations 
 provide information about lane conditions ahead such as closed lanes due to road 

works and availability of free lanes, and potentially including lane geometry via 

MAP message. 

10.6  Supportive Added Value Services 

10.6.1  Virtual Toll service 

Toll systems are structures installed on specific road sections to enforce payment of 

fees for using a portion of road sections (typically highways). They are handled by 

public or private infrastructure owners to manage ordinary and extra-ordinary costs of 

road maintenance (e.g. highways, tunnels, bridges). Current payments methods are 

quite heterogeneous that go from unique payment fee based on a time limit to 

payment system based on the distance actually travelled by the driver/rider on a 

specific road section (e.g. with a double check at the entrance and exit gates of the 

motorway).  

 

Traditionally, tolling systems are large infrastructure equipped with barriers that 

implements, most of the time, normal lanes for manual payment and free flow lanes 

for vehicles equipped with the automatic payment system (or mix of them). 

Automatic payment system is highly desired to reduce traffic congestions and 

pollution since they expect only a speed reduction to allow the control systems to 

identify the passing vehicle and handle the payment process. The solutions adopted 

for the automatic system are based on a transponder that communicates data related to 

the vehicle (e.g. vehicle type ad class, entering station, license plate, travelled 

distance) with the toll booth. The technological implementation of these systems is 

based on RFID communication and on optical implant as redundant system. One 

notable example is the Telepass that is currently the most known automatic payment 
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system allowing users to travel in France, Italy, Spain and Portugal with a unique 

payment device. 

SAFE STRIP technology allows to detect and identify any vehicle passing over the 

strip at lane level and communicate with the identified vehicles via the LTE channel. 

This ability is at the basis of the Virtual Toll application that uses the MQTT protocol 

and an application installed on mobile device (both for iOS and Android) to handle 

the payment process in a personalized way. 

 

The application consists in the deployment of the service infrastructure in a cloud 

server to manage the payment process and a user mobile device application to setup 

the trip information and show the data in real time. The system is designed as a 

modular platform with interfaces based on standard data models and MQTT 

communication protocols in order to facilitate both the integration with the rest of 

applications in SAFE STRIP and the scalability and adaptation of the virtual toll gate 

passing. 

 

The application needs two strips and an RFID installed in the vehicle to be fully 

working. When the vehicle is detected by the first strip the information is sent by the 

RSB to the cloud server application via a strip_CAM topic that stores vehicle ID 

and motion information. The driver is informed by a pop-up message, via the mobile 

device application, that he/she is approaching the Virtual Toll gate and should 

decelerate. A second strip after 200m is the actual virtual toll gate and identifies the 

vehicle via the RFID and sends the information to the server application to handle the 

payment process with a second strip_CAM topic. The driver/rider is finally 

informed of the transaction via the mobile application. The application is capable to 

discriminate different type of vehicles and deliver the right information to the right 

vehicle/user.  

 

Via the mobile app the driver/rider can chose any vehicle he/she has registered and 

the payment method selected. The application setup is done in the so-called pre-trip 

phase that is foreseen every time the user starts his/her travel. 

 

The following figure shows the typical layout and scenario of the Virtual Toll 

application and Figure 46 shows the two examples of information received by the 

driver when passing over the first and second strip respectively. 
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Figure 45: Graphical representation of the Virtual Toll scenario for a four-lane road. Two set 

of strips are installed with a distance of 200m. Each set has one strip per lane to detect the 

specific vehicle in the lane. 

  
Figure 46: The right figure is a screen shot of the first information received by the driver to 

slow down and the right figure is a screen shot of the payment process success with the 

transection details. 

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP for Virtual Toll 

SAFE STRIP technology allows to detect and identify any vehicle passing over the 

strip at lane level and communicate with the identified vehicles via the LTE 4G 

channel that virtually allows to have automate toll payment for all types of 

vehicles. The aim of the application is to remove the toll gates physical 

infrastructure, and consequently reduce the installation and maintenance costs 

related to the current toll stations with greater benefit for road infrastructure 

owners/operators and end users. Additionally, it requires a limited speed reduction 

that reduces the payment execution time with significant impact on user 

satisfaction and the traffic flow. Finally, the Virtual Toll application allows to be 

personalized according to driver preferences and class of vehicles. 

 

The SAFE STRIP Virtual tolls is also a flexible solution that can be easily relocated 

even in an emergency situation (e.g. for extra-ordinary works or accidents) not 

possible for stand-alone arrangements used in the traditional toll gate areas. 

10.6.2   Parking service 

Parking management and information aims to provide useful data in order to eliminate 

the fuel and time consumption of searching for a parking place or the type of charging 

station that the vehicle needs. These functions provide beneficial effects in terms of 

Driver Efficiency and Environment by means of V2I communication. Typical 

functions implemented by such an application are: 

 Information on fueling & charging stations for alternative fuel vehicles 
 Off street parking information 
 On street parking management and information 
 Park & Ride information 
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The parking service application in SAFE STRIP is an example of the benefits brought 

by strip technology and SAFE STRIP communication infrastructure to existing 

parking management and information service. The sensors embedded in the strip 

allow the parking management system to know the occupancy level of the available 

parking lots along with the position of the vehicles looking for a parking spot. The 

application presents clear advantages for the users because it localizes free parking 

lots according to user preferences and guides the driver to it.  It also allows booking 

the parking place in numbered parking and pay through the application and payment 

adjusted to parking space used, avoiding the use of coins and the time employed in 

obtaining the ticket (e.g. searching the parking meter and the time spent to reach it). 

On the other side, the benefits of the parking operator include real-time information 

about the payment, knowledge of available parking slots and occupancy time, easier 

management of user preferences. 

 

The application is based on a modular design with protocols and interfaces coming 

from standard data modules with emphasis on usability and accessibility, security, 

availability and reliability.  

 

The development consists on the deployment of the service infrastructure in the cloud 

in order to show the data in real time through an application on a pilot scenario. Being 

the application designed on a modular platform with interfaces based on 

communication protocols and standard data models, the SAFE STRIP MQTT 

communication protocol was easily integrated in the main system in order to receive 

information about the strips located in the parking slots. This also guarantees the 

scalability and adaptation of the parking application to any boundary conditions. The 

modular concept of the application is shown in Figure 47.  

 

The sensors embedded in the strips determine if the vehicle is going in or out of the 

parking slot. This information is sent by the RSB connected to the strip to the MQTT 

broker (C-ITS broker Omnia, controlled by Swarco) via LTE 4G with the topics 

defined in SAFE STRIP project. The actual parking applications subscribe to the topic 

of interests and received from the broker the information about the parking status and 

sends it to the different stakeholders: users, parking managers, municipalities. Figure 

48 depicts an exemplifications of the parking scenario and the expected exchange of 

information. 
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Figure 47: Representation of the modular concept for the parking application. SAFE STRIP 

integration comes from information provided by the strips. 

  

The web server contains all the data base and manages (according to GDPR) the 

access to the information by the different users such as the end user, the traffic control 

manager or the parking control to manage the information related to occupancy, 

parking time and cost. The back office contains management activities that support 

the application and does not involve direct contact with the end user. The user 

interacts and receive information from the parking server from an application installed 

on his/her mobile phone. The application is also integrated with SAFE STRIP 

technology and MQTT protocol and uses the same HMI to display the more relevant 

information of the application to the driver or rider. 
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Figure 48: Virtual representation of the parking scenario target of the parking service. 

  

The information flow in the parking application is summarised in Figure 49. 

  

 
Figure 49: Parking application architecture and data flow. 

  

Key added values of SAFE STRIP for Parking service 

SAFE STRIP brings specific information about the occupancy status and location of 

the available free parking slots. The information can be easily shared and integrated 

into existing parking management service via the MQTT protocol and topics defined 

in the project. It can be used to replace more expensive and less personalized existing 

(smart) parking systems.  
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10.7 Comparison with other safety applications 

In the context of D4.7, a comparison was made between the SAFE STRIP safety 

functions and the solutions developed in other similar initiatives. The main objective 

was to identify the differences in the driving strategies applied to the same scenario 

and to verify the reliability of the input information (according to the different 

adopted technology) used by the SAFE STRIP to feed the safety application module 

(namely the Co-Driver module).  

A validation methodology was developed to compare the baseline of different EU 

projects. This methodology exploited the architecture proposed in the SAFE STRIP 

passenger cars and PTW vehicles that enabled the comparison between SAFE STRIP 

safety applications with other demonstrators. 

The developed application relies on the MQTT in-vehicle architecture which was 

mounted on the SAFE STRIP demonstrators. A MQTT Replay application was 

developed that takes as input the data logged in test trials of initiatives outside SAFE 

STRIP and synchronously emulates ego and remote vehicles dynamics, plus other 

dangerous events for the Co-Driver application. The very same Co-Driver algorithm, 

tested during the SAFE STRIP pilots, is used to evaluate the collision risk.  The Co-

Driver function does not see any difference between simulated and real-world input 

data therefore the playback tool can be used to compare both: the SAFE STRIP 

driving strategy in respect to the one developed in the baseline project and to evaluate 

the performances of the SAFE STRIP solution when stimulated by demonstrators 

equipped with more sophisticated (and therefore more expensive) sensors. The use of 

the log data collected in other initiatives, especially the ones that integrated more 

sophisticated (and therefore more expensive) solution, was particularly useful to 

check the reliability of the SAFE STRIP technology which relies on a low cost 

solution supported by information coming from low cost strip sensors. Containing the 

cost of the system is a must for massive adoption because it is directly connected to 

the penetration of the V2X technology: the bigger is the number of equipped vehicles 

the bigger is the impact of the cooperative safety applications.  

The proposed validation methodology was fully applied to the data coming from 

AUTOPILOT and e2Call projects. In the deliverable was presented an evaluation of 

the driving strategies based on the severity and the duration of the warning messages 

compared to the vehicle/user reaction. An analysis was performed on the reliability of 

the input data collected by SAFE STRIP road sensors in respect to the information 

available from the in-vehicle sensors of other projects.  

The Co-Driver continuously monitors the vehicle dynamics; therefore it is capable to 

evaluate a collision risk and to compute a driving strategy even if the driver, or the 

autonomous system, does not follow its warnings or corrective manoeuvres.  In such a 

way it was possible to treat the information stored in the log-data of external 

initiatives similarly to a real driver ignoring the notifications of the SAFE STRIP 

system. 

The validation on AUTOPILOT project showed that, in general, the AUTOPILOT 

demonstrators anticipated the braking manoeuvres in respect to what the Co-Driver 

system would have performed with the result that unnecessary corrective manoeuvres 

were often performed. SAFE STRIP solution in general suggests fewer smoother 

corrective manoeuvres that maximize the driving comfort. The same behaviour was 

identified in both the scenarios considered for the evaluation: the Vulnerable Road 
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User Protection and the Work Zone Detection. The AUTOPILOT system is 

characterized by a more conservative driving strategy in comparison to the one by 

SAFE STRIP system, according to which, it tends to perform preventive corrective 

manoeuvres.  

The e2Call driving strategy was the starting point for the one developed in SAFE 

STRIP but a major difference exists between the two projects: the solution developed 

in the e2Call project adopted a high-accuracy positioning system, based on a RTK-

GNSS receiver that could achieve centimetre level accuracy, and high definition 

maps. While in SAFE STRIP the position of the vehicles is computed with standard 

GNSS receivers, with meter accuracy level, corrected by the strips installed on the 

ground. The solution proposed in e2Call is not compatible with mass market 

penetration due to the cost of high precision positioning solution and the necessity to 

maintain high accuracy maps updated. In the report was presented for the Intersection 

Support function (one of the more demanding in terms of positioning performances) 

that, if a sufficient number of strips are available, the SAFE STRIP vehicle 

localization mechanism can guarantee nearly the same performances of e2Call 

application, even in case 5 meters error on the GNSS input data. In other words, the 

degradation introduced by an affordable GNSS receiver can be compensated by the 

strips developed in SAFE STRIP. 

For the Motorway exit support function, it was not possible to identify any reference 

project. At the beginning of the activity it was thought that some similarities with 

e2Call scenarios could have been applied but after some preliminary analysis there 

were no meaningful evaluations that could be performed. 

Regarding the Wrong Way Driving and Railway crossing detection applications a 

more qualitative analysis has been performed because compatible log data of the 

identified reference projects, Drive-C2X and SAFER-LC respectively, were not 

available.  The comparison with SAFE STRIP was performed from a qualitative point 

of view matching the results in terms of general outputs: how the application reacts to 

the scenario and looking at the triggering conditions that could raise warnings in 

SAFE STRIP solution. 

Referring to Drive-C2X project the analysis focused on the scenario description and 

on the system operation. It was pointed out that SAFE STRIP implementation, in spite 

of having a lower transmission range (maximum 600 [m] against 1000[m]) could rely 

on cellular communication that made this gap negligible. Moreover, SAFE STRIP can 

exploit the strips to automatically trigger the Wrong Way Driving event without 

manual intervention from the infrastructure operator.  

Within SAFER-LC project, the railway crossing scenario was considered for the 

analysis. This scenario was compared with SAFE STRIP relative scenario focusing on 

the different outputs in terms of HMI. In SAFER-LC a generic warning, received via 

cellular LTE connectivity, is shown to the drivers when they are entering into a 

validity area close to the rail crossing, when the train is approaching. A countdown is 

also available to let them know the real crossing time. In SAFE STRIP the cloud 

service retrieves the rail crossing information from the same SAFER-LC channel but 

it performs also a danger evaluation based on the vehicle position and dynamic. The 

Co-Driver generates a warning only if there is a collision risk between the train and 

the vehicles. This operation is performed remotely for the Non-Equipped vehicles and 

locally for the vehicles equipped with V2X technology.  
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10.8 Human Machine Interface  

The HMI is the presentation layer of the whole system. It is responsible for presenting 

the appropriate notifications, warning and recommendations to the drivers according 

to the decision taken by the SAFE STRIP’s applications.  

10.8.1 The methodology  

There are four major components “components” that strongly interrelate in the 

project, namely the HMI elements, the HMI strategy as a whole, the Decision 

Support System (DSS) working on top of them and the Personalisation layers. The 

approach that has been followed for their development and integration has been 

iterative in the project and is depicted in Figure 50. The user-centred development 

process was based on the iterative scheme of EN ISO 9241-210 [4].  

 

The starting point has been the original goals of the project as those are set in the 

DoA for the Activity 5.1 “Decision Making Algorithms” and Activity 5.2 “HMI 

strategy and elements”. The overall requirement originated from therein is the 

development of all those components that will allow the smartest and safest 

possible interaction of drivers/riders (and infrastructure operators) with SAFE 

STRIP in a personalised manner. In more specific, drivers/riders must get the 

warnings that are emerging from the SAFE STRIP applications (each of which is 

responding to different cluster of events in the road depending the nature of the 

application) in a way that will be: 

a) Prioritised, in order to eliminate driver/rider workload); 

b) Safe - prior to prioritisation that is also responsible for that, warnings should 

reflect in a reliable way the road event occurring and also be given in the 

appropriate timeline in terms of safety; 

c) User friendly - the users understand and want to get the warnings provided to 

them; they do not tend to misinterpret, ignore or deactivate them) and, finally, 

d) Personalised, meaning that the users should get warnings that respond only to 

them (in terms of intention and traffic scenario both), for them (meaning they 

are adjusted to their driving profile, language and context of driving).   

 

Taking into consideration the above upper goals, the user-centered iterative approach 

followed is described in the following steps and reflected in the diagram following.  

 

Step 1: HMI functionality requirements were issued on the basis of the above key 

goals, Use Cases (D1.2), which are decomposed in turn in specific pilot scenarios 

(D6.1). Both (Use Cases and in turn Pilot scenarios) are by default addressing the user 

needs that were originally worked out in WP1 in the first year of the project. In 

combination with the Use Cases, that delineate the functionality and context per se, 

the additional qualitative user needs expressed are also taken into consideration. As a 

result, the HMI-related inputs and outputs were mapped per each function/application 

whereas the key HMI principles and criteria were defined.  

Step 2: Alternative concrete HMI elements (visual and audio) responding to the 

inputs-outputs matrix were designed on the basis of the state of the art, e.g. ISO/TS 

17425:2016 standard [5]. 

Step 3: The HMI elements were tested in the first round of HMI tests with drivers in 

the RELAB and FhG/IAO driving simulators and with riders in the CERTH/HIT 

riding simulator upon the same protocol. The tests realised in this round were 

usability tests. The most acceptable elements were selected per function scenario. 
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Whenever this first round of testing did not yield clear-enough distinctions, a deeper 

analysis of re-designed components with additional users was done. 

Step 4: The complete HMI strategy was designed. The incremental warning levels 

and their purpose were defined and mapped to the selected HMI elements for each 

SAFE STRIP application scenario. Affective, persuasive and adaptable HMI 

development strategies have been used, to minimize driver/rider distraction and 

enhance his/her acceptance. 

Step 5: The complete warning strategy that was developed reflecting the novel 

cooperative paradigm introduced by SAFE STRIP was tested with users in the second 

round of HMI testing realised with drivers and riders in the same simulators. The tests 

realised in this round were a) situational awareness tests in the FhG/IAO driving 

simulator with drivers, and b) effectiveness tests in the RELAB driving simulator 

with drivers and the CERTH/HIT riding simulator with riders.  

Step 6: The results of the second HMI testing round led to the finalisation of the 

overall HMI strategy. 

Step 7: Parallel development of the Decision Support System (DSS) that serves as 

HMI manager of all SAFE STRIP applications; related but not dependent (on 

conceptual level) on the HMI of each application per se.  

Step 8: Personalisation layers defined for the HMI to be further applied and 

validated in the field tests, assuming also personalisation results as of the 1
st
 round of 

HMI tests. Some of the layers are crucial to the smart application of the system; some 

of them are optional, providing an added value to the system and could lead to more 

advanced configurations of the system. Their validity can be only confirmed upon the 

field test results.  

 

The following diagram depicts the iterative process that has been followed for the 

implementation of the HMI strategy, while Decision Support System and 

Personalization have been developed as horizontal activities.   

 

 
Figure 50: Iterative user-centered approach followed for the HMI, DSS and Personalisation 

development in SAFE STRIP.  

10.8.2 Key HMI principles and criteria  

Traditionally, safety-critical in-vehicle information is based on warnings used to alert 

the driver, informing him/her to properly react to an unexpected event [6].  

However, the use of warnings in a mobility context includes a certain number of 

ergonomics issues, such as workload and distraction [7], intelligibility of each 

warning to understand the correct action to be performed in a short time, or 
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combination of contemporary warnings (with different severities) provided by co-

existing applications [8]. The warning-based interaction paradigm involves a real-time 

driver-vehicle communication, acting on the imminent request of reaction by the 

human user. This implies a focus on the effectiveness of communication and 

efficiency in terms of reaction times [9]. 

In recent years, new promising approaches are spreading to improve the interaction 

between drivers and vehicles. Among them, a relevant role has been assumed by the 

HMI displayed on nomadic devices: the availability of fast and reliable wireless 

communication systems (e.g., Bluetooth, 4G, and preliminary examples of 5G 

networks) has allowed the development of interaction systems displaced on devices 

other than the traditional vehicle equipment. Several examples include the use of 

smartphones as additional screens for infotainment and driving-related contents [10].  

Moreover, in a Cooperative Intelligent Transport System (C-ITS) framework, where 

the vehicles are connected to each other and/or with the infrastructure and share data 

(e.g., position and speed of all vehicles), the number of unexpected events is 

drastically reduced or even set to zero [26]. In a fully connected scenario, a warning-

based HMI strategy should be replaced with a more sophisticated HMI strategy [12] 

able to exploit the potential of C-ITS. 

In the context of C-ITS, SAFE STRIP aims at boosting cooperative system 

applications in the road environment through a revolutionary idea: to offer their 

functionality through low-cost micro/nano sensor platforms embedded on the top of 

road surface, thus not requiring costly sensors or infrastructural elements. 

As described in SAFE STRIP D2.1 [13], SAFE STRIP supports the above for all 

types of vehicles (equipped, autonomous and non-equipped) through two different 

communication approaches (via I2X for equipped vehicles and utilizing LTE for non-

equipped vehicles).  

Regardless the communication channel, the goal is that all drivers and riders have 

the as much as possible same user experience from SAFE STRIP.  On one hand, 

this has to do with the development of an architecture that will allow the same 

information to reach all the drivers, no matter if they are driving equipped or non-

equipped vehicles. On the other hand, it is very much related on the way that the 

information will be communicated to the drivers/riders. The latest was the objective 

of the work related to the HMI, DSS and personalization components of SAFE 

STRIP.   

As such, the SAFE STRIP HMI should be designed in a way so as to offer the same 

user experience across different contexts, different level and way of cooperativeness, 

different profiles of drivers, different vehicle contexts drivers/riders, different 

applications (responding to different road scenarios) and different types of vehicles 

(equipped, non-equipped).   

 

To meet those requirements in the C-ITS context, there are five key principles that 

the HMI of SAFE STRIP was designed to fulfill from an implementation point of 

view:  

 Reflect a distributed C-ITS architecture; 

 Support a layered (negotiation-upon-warning) Driver Assistance strategy; 

 Be ubiquitous, meaning to be seamlessly displayed on heterogeneous 

devices. Since the intelligence is decentralised (i.e. outside the vehicle) the 
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HMI strategies can be potentially applied to all the vehicles in the traffic 

scenario. Moreover, by distributing the sensors and the intelligence of the 

system, and by elaborating the strategy in the cloud, the HMI can be also 

deployed on any nomadic device (e.g., instrument cluster, aftermarket 

displays, smartphone, smartwatch, and other wearable devices). In this way, 

both equipped and non-equipped vehicles can benefit from the solution. 

Equipped vehicles are able to integrate the info into their own perception 

system, to enhance their functions or coordinate their decisions with the 

infrastructure. In addition, they are able to share their own on-board 

perception (they can even share the driver’s intentions as estimated by the 

intelligent system, which can greatly improve the cooperation of 

autonomous/semi-autonomous vehicles) and intended manoeuvre with the 

perception provided by SAFE STRIP, to spot possible missed objects or 

inaccurate descriptions and thus enhance the robustness of the system. Non-

equipped vehicles (including PTW’s) can implement basic driver assistance 

systems through nomadic interfaces. They only need aftermarket devices (e.g., 

smartphones) that connect to SAFE STRIP. This allows the non-equipped 

vehicles to benefit from several C-ITS functions without integrating any new 

system. The advantage is twofold: C-ITS applications can be deployed sooner 

(without waiting for a complete vehicle fleet’s replacement) and address a 

much broader fraction of vehicles (including those that are difficult to equip, 

such as PTW). 

 Be unobtrusive for the users, aiming to eliminate as much as possible the 

workload, which affects dramatically the safety impact of an application. This 

is fulfilled through the DSS that is being built on top of the HMI that is 

responsible for prioritising the messages that have to be provided to the end-

user upon safety related criteria, so that the road user receives one message 

each time, the one that is considered of higher priority, given the instant traffic 

scenario. The DSS makes also possible to involve in the future further – 

external to SAFE STRIP – applications and prioritise them all with different – 

if needed - criteria.  

 Support personalization aiming to deliver an HMI that is dedicated to the 

end-user as it responds to his/her driving needs and preferences while adhering 

to the information minimisation principle since it delivers only that content 

that is applicable to the specific driver, under the specific driving context (see 

more in section 10.10).  

 

All those principles are presented in detail in D5.1.  

 

From the implementation point of view, all types of modules (i.e. HMI strategy and 

mobile applications) are expected to communicate continuously and to always be 

connected to the MQTT broker.  

As a consequence, for all applications, the architecture represented in the following 

figure has been considered, based on an MQTT broker for the communication among 

all modules. All entities (RSB, co-driver, applications, DSS, HMI strategy, and driver 

terminals such as mobile app) are considered by the system as software modules (this 

is the sense of the “distributed architecture”). The software modules communicate 

with each other only via MQTT protocol.  In addition to the RSB and the applications, 

the architecture includes a co-driver for the implementation of the intelligence of all 

safety-critical applications, e.g., the merging/intersection support. 
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Figure 51: Logical architecture for the end-user application. 

 

Two key elements have been considered for the implementation of the HMI: 

 A mobile app for iOS and Android smartphones that implements the HMI 

strategy, presented in section 10.11; 

 A Decision Support System (DSS) to prioritize co-existing applications; 

presented in section 10.9. 

 

One of the most innovative aspects of the HMI developed and evaluated in the project 

is the shift from a warning-based approach to a recommendation- and 

negotiation-based approach. The SAFE STRIP HMI supports drivers by informing 

about the situation to be dealt with and by recommending the right action. Compared 

to existing ADAS, the  system’s output has an increased complexity: it may negotiate 

with the other vehicles (according to their speed, position, etc.) and the infrastructure 

(according to environmental constraints, such as limited road visibility and traffic) in 

order to propose the first available time slot and suggest the most appropriate moment 

to start the manoeuvre. Another characteristic of the innovative HMI is that it should 

not be based on warnings to alert the driver in case of unexpected events; however, it 

should allow the drivers to easily negotiate the access to common resources (e.g., an 

intersection, a roundabout). This approach goes beyond the traditional in-vehicle 

warning-based strategy, but it entails the design of a new communication strategy. 

The negotiation-based strategy does not substitute the warning-based strategy; 

instead, the former is built on top of the latter to support the driver in taking the right 

decision (and performing the right manoeuvre), instead of alerting him/her in case a 

collision is likely to occur.  As such, the HMI strategy designed in SAFE STRIP 

applies 2 different (and complementary) approaches: 

 Warning-based approach: for critical information, i.e. pop-up warnings to 

inform the driver that a collision is likely to occur. 

 Negotiation-based approach: for situations in which the vehicle and the 

driver/rider negotiate a resource. 
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The negotiation-based strategy creates a dialogue between the driver and the vehicle, 

to increase the Situation Awareness and foster the adoption of the correct behaviour 

suggested by the system.  

10.8.3 SAFE STRIP HMI Strategy  

As mentioned in the previous section, the innovative aspect of the HMI developed and 

evaluated in SAFE STRIP is in the shift from a warning-based approach to a 

recommendation- and negotiation-based approach. The SAFE STRIP HMI supports 

drivers by informing about the situation to be dealt with and by recommending the 

right action. Compared to existing ADAS, the  system’s output has an increased 

complexity: it may negotiate with the other vehicles (according to their speed, 

position, etc.) and the infrastructure (according to environmental constraints, such as 

limited road visibility and traffic) in order to propose the first available time slot and 

suggest the most appropriate moment to start the manoeuvre.  

 

Through the interaction modality implemented in the project, the driver is not only 

warned in correspondence of a safety-critical event, but he/she can be asked, in a less 

critical time frame and with a smoother communication tone, to modify his/her 

behaviour in order to avoid arriving in the critical area. This emerging approach for 

in-vehicle Human-Machine Interaction has been called “negotiation-based 

interaction” [15] and is an emerging topic, enabled in particular by C-ITS and vehicle 

automation. This approach is also based on giving to the driver/rider explanations 

about the request of intervention (e.g. the reason why he/she must slow down): this 

feature has been called in previous studies as “Why Layer” [18]. The approach here 

described goes beyond the traditional in-vehicle warning-based strategy, but it entails 

the design of a new communication modality. The negotiation-based strategy, in 

fact, does not substitute the warning-based strategy; instead, the former is built on 

top of the latter to support the driver in taking the right decision (and performing the 

right manoeuvre), instead of alerting him/her in case a collision is likely to occur.   

 

In this new perspective, the SAFE STRIP HMI has a twofold role: 

 To facilitate the negotiation process to access a common resource (e.g., to 

enter an intersection, a roundabout) to optimise the traffic. 

 To provide the right information to the driver to increase trust and acceptance, 

and (in the long term) overcome the unavoidable resistance of the market 

against the introduction of innovative systems. 

 

To avoid increasing the cognitive workload of the driver, the graphical layout has 

been designed to provide only the information that is necessary to support the driver: 

 Brief explanation of the situation the driver is requested to deal with (from 

now on also called “WHY”); 

 Representation of the most appropriate action to be undertaken (from now on, 

also called “WHAT”). 

10.8.4 Key common aspects of the HMI strategy  

All the SAFE STRIP applications are interfaced through a single mobile application 

for the non-equipped vehicles. In an equivalent way (through subscription to the local 

MQTT broker), all applications will be running on-board in the equipped vehicles 

case. In both cases, the HMI experienced by the driver is the same.  
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One of the added values of the SAFE STRIP HMI architecture is to exploit the 

distributed intelligence developed in the project through the innovative concept of 

distributed HMI. In this way, both the computation and the visualization are 

delocalized, with a double achievement: on the one hand, the intelligent infrastructure 

enables smart services also to non-equipped vehicles; on the other hand the result is to 

increase the effectiveness of the human-machine interaction by displaying highly 

detailed and precise information to the user directly on the screen he/she is more 

likely to use, e.g., the smartphone. Consequently, the HMI concept is based on 

distributing the information and uses existing devices, such as the smartphone, to 

optimize the human-machine interaction. Some representations (e.g., the VMS icons) 

have been taken from the literature. 

 

Apart from the complementary warning and negotiation approach, two SAFE STRIP 

applications (i.e. the “Virtual Toll” and the “Parking Booking and Charging”) foresee 

a task-based interaction that should be configured before driving; as such, specific 

screens and interaction flows have been defined for the “off-driving” part of these 

applications. As such, and apart from the real-life triggers that serve as the origin of 

the warning/negotiation, the HMI strategy takes into account the following parameters 

in a dynamic way in order to be implemented:  

 

 The current Jerk of the driver to any object that can be static or dynamic (e.g. 

vehicle, road works, railway crossing, etc.), which is the criterion for activating 

the different warning and negotiation levels of the application. In this case, 

specific jerk thresholds are assumed for defining the criticality of the upcoming 

event, as explained in section 10.8.5, which are actually inherent to the application 

and specifically the co-driver which is responsible for the cluster of safety 

applications in SAFE STRIP (the only type of applications where jerk makes 

sense anyway). Each warning level is incrementally activated on the basis of those 

thresholds. As is shown in section 10.8.5, the different warning levels correspond 

to different colour coding, sound coding, visual coding and text in order to reflect 

the evolution of the criticality level.  

 The (current) vehicle position in lane.  

 The (current) vehicle speed.  

 The (current) driver/rider manoeuvring (denoted) intention vs the specific road 

scenario.  

 The (current) driver/rider vehicle usage.  

 

Some of the above aspects are present prior to personalisation as they are vital to the 

essence of the system – i.e. even if no personalisation would take place at all which 

could be a commercial option – for any driver/rider. Still, there are aspects that are 

present only in a personalised approach, such as the adjustment of the warnings to the 

driver profile. 

10.8.5 Warning and negotiation logic  

In SAFE STRIP a multimodal (visual & acoustic) warning design approach is 

proposed. Because of the safety criticality of the presented project use cases the driver 

should be able to understand the presented warning without keeping their eyes off the 

road for too long. Furthermore, the messages should not induce high workload. 

Therefore, the created multimodal warning strategy uses three different channels to 

provide different informative content to the driver: 
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1. Visual elements (WHAT): simple icons that show the detected obstacle (e.g. 

pedestrian, bike, car, etc.). 

2. Auditory elements (WHEN): a simple sound that informs the driver about the 

urgency of the warning. 

3. Text messages (HOW): a short message that complements the visual and 

auditory information (i.e. where is the threat and what is the best action of the 

driver to avoid it).  

 

For the riders, text to speech functionality is being used through headsets to eliminate 

the need to look at the screen.  

 

The HMI strategy “while driving” is composed of 3 levels of urgency: low and 

medium urgency (i.e. Level 1 and 2) are, if possible, handled with a negotiation-based 

approach.  This means that the system suggests to the driver the optimal behaviour to 

reach his/her target in the most effective way, without and before proceeding to 

creating critical warnings. High urgency, representing highly critical situations, is 

handled with a warning. 

 

The strategies have been applied as follows:  

 Warnings (level 2-3; for critical events) 

 Negotiations (level 1; for recommended manoeuvres, i.e. to avoid critical 

events) 

 Notifications (only level 1, no manoeuvre recommended, e.g. for VMS) 

 

Each level has a different colour coding, i.e. blue for low criticality, yellow for 

medium, red for high criticality. One of the novelties of this approach is that it 

reflects on driver jerk and, in this way, it focuses more on the actual behaviour 

of the driver/rider than on the external situation (as traditional ADAS do). 

 

The Warning Levels, determined by the jerk, are different among the road scenario in 

which the user is driving/riding. For example, the threshold for Level 1 (i.e. the 

negotiation-based interaction) is shorter in Urban scenarios, since it is assumed that, 

due to slower speed and increased complexity (e.g. different road actors, such as 

pedestrians and other VRU, road topology and so on), the user should not be informed 

too much in advance, in order to avoid confusion and create the impression of “false 

positive” that could significantly recue the trust and the acceptance of the overall 

system. 

 

During the 2
nd

 round of HMI evaluation, also these thresholds have been tested, in 

order to refine them towards the operational version. The final thresholds selected to 

activate the “Warning/negotiation levels” of the SAFE STRIP HMI are: 

 Level 1 (negotiation-based, blue background) = correspondent to 200 meters 

per 50 km/h in extra-urban scenarios, to 100 meters per 50 km/h in urban 

scenarios. 

 Level 2 (warning-based with medium criticality, yellow background) = 

correspondent to 67 metres at 50 km/h. 

 Level 3 (warning-based with high criticality, red background) = correspondent 

to 32 metres at 50 km/h. 
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The warnings are activated according to the prioritizations given by the DSS. The 

detection system enabled by the road infrastructure updates at each time the HMI, in 

order to activate the most appropriate warning level. 

 

The icons and the texts used to inform the users are the same across the 3 levels, in 

order to reduce the amount of information and avoid confusion. As part of the 

strategy, each “screen” is composed by a double layer: on the upper part of the HMI it 

is explained “Why” the driver should react, in the lower part of the HMI it is 

displayed “What” the driver should do. The schematic representation of the overall 

HMI strategy is reported in Annex A. 

 
Figure 52: An example of a low-urgency message, as displayed in the FhG test (2

nd
 round). 

The word above the distance means “pedestrian”, the word at the bottom “decelerate”. 

10.8.6 HMI testing activities overview  

To test the HMI elements and strategy a two-step procedure has been applied: 

 

(1) Phase 1: Usability testing of HMI elements (visual, auditory) in driving/riding 

simulators  

During this first series of tests the initial pool of alternative visual (icons) and 

auditory elements that was created were tested with drivers and riders in 

FhG/IAO and RELAB driving simulators and CERTH/HIT riding simulator. 
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The testing protocol applied in all cases was the same; still in order to be able to 

cover a broad range of scenarios, different scenarios were presented at each site.   

Ten (10) users participated per site, which sums up to 30 participants in total. 

 

 Outcomes:  

 Selection of the prioritized HMI elements per application scenario and 

warning level   

 Evidence on profile clustering for personalisation  

 

(2) Phase 2: Real time performance testing on integrated HMI strategy in 

driving/riding simulators  

The prioritised elements were included into a first implementation of the strategy. 

This was tested with drivers with regard to situational awareness in FhG/IAO 

driving simulator. In addition, performance testing was conducted in RELAB 

driving simulator and CERTH/HIT riding simulator with drivers and riders, 

respectively. In RELAB and CERTH/HIT, the drivers and riders run the actual 

scenarios in the simulators, whereas the HMI experienced was triggered by the co-

driver running in real time, supporting in such a way the negotiation like approach 

that will later be experienced in field trials. The scenarios that were selected to be 

tested were safety critical ones and were the same across all sites. This part of the 

tests, though consuming additional implementation (e.g. due to the gateways that 

had to be built between the simulators and the MQTT server the co-driver was 

running), provided an evidence of the effectiveness of the HMI strategy in 

dynamic driving conditions and resulted in the fine-tuning of the HMI strategy in 

several aspects and before applied in the field trials. In this phase, 10 (users 

participated at RELAB and CERTH/HIT and 11 (finally) at FhG/IAO, which 

sums up to 31 participants in total (8 out of 10 participants were the same as in 

the first phase at CERTH/HIT trials, 6 out of 10 were the same in RELAB trials 

and no one was the same in the case of FhG). 

 

 Outcome:  

 Evaluation of the HMI strategy effectiveness and its fine-tuning towards 

final application  
 

The consent process was GDPR compliant and consent was obtained by all test 

participants in both rounds. All data were pseudonymized or completely anonymized. 

In the first case, an allocated employee was responsible for the safe keeping of the 

participants’ personal data and was not involved in the evaluation process.  

 

The full HMI experimental planning and results are presented in detail in D5.1. In the 

following section, indicative results and iterative optimisation conducted on their 

basis is described in short.  

10.8.7 HMI testing activities results & iterative optimisation  

The first test iteration allowed for the selection of the most appropriate HMI elements 

(icons, frames and audio messages) among the different alternatives presented and 

tested with the participants. The elements selected after this phase were implemented 

in the HMI strategy provided in the second phase through the mobile application built 

(see section 10.11 respectively). The layout of the elements has been tailored through 

an HMI engineering process, in order to simplify and support the application 
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development and to ensure that all the information with similar semantic content is 

provided in the same HMI area, in order to increase the coherence of the application.  

 

As stated above, the test results as of the 1
st
 round of HMI tests had as primary goal – 

and indeed led to – the selection of the HMI elements according to the user’s rankings 

and views. In addition to that, some general comments from the participants are as 

follows:   

 Some representations have been considered not clear at all (e.g., icons on 

negotiation), while other icons have been considered as “partially clear” (e.g. 

the “wrong way driving” icon) 

 In general, users found it useful to have colours to better represent the 

information. 

 In general, users found that a text label could support the comprehension of 

the information, e.g., for elements “6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13”. 

 Other comments were used to refine some elements and to select the most 

appropriate colour strategy in the 2
nd

 iteration. 

 

The above have led to the following changes/optimizations:  

 The HMI elements that did not reach the acceptability threshold have been re-

designed. 

 The colour of the elements has been considered as one of the most relevant 

issues; therefore, we checked if urgency (communicated through colour) was 

perceived correctly in the 2
nd

 iteration. 

 The frames have been linked to the type of information; however, according to 

the comments collected, the use of the frames have been taken into account 

only when considered as really needed. 

 The audio elements have been selected per each category of sound. 

 

The results of the SAGAT testing conducted by FhG/IAO in the 2
nd

 round of HMI 

tests showed that the system is able to raise attention to upcoming hazards and alarm 

the driver about critical events. In summary, the (yellow) second message proved to 

have a great potential to make drivers slow down. The messages that were effective in 

showing the source of danger / type of danger quickly were the most effective ones 

also in producing motivation to slow down. However, the messages could be changed 

in the sense that they better represent imminent danger: one driver did see the 

messages as a prompt to show a pedestrian was near (or a pedestrians’ crossing) but 

not in the sense that a collision was possible; rather as an information. And, most 

importantly, the icons should give a good representation of where the ego vehicle is 

and where the danger comes from (which opposing lane, left or right).  

 
Table 6: Main SAGAT results. 

Number of participants who… Pedestrian 

detection 

Intersection 

support 

Wrong-way 

driving 

… named the source of danger 

correctly 

11 

(100%) 

6 

(55%) 

11 

(100%) 

… were aware of the distance to the 

upcoming hazard 

8 

(73%) 

7 

(64%) 

7 

(64%) 

… could name the recommended 

action 

5 

(45%) 

6 

(55%) 

5 

(45%) 
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Figure 53: Main SAGAT results as bar charts (for easier comparison). The Y axis displays 

the number of participants, the X axis displays the different types of information to be aware 

of in the 3 scenarios. 

 

 
Figure 54: Perceived urgency of the messages (1 = lowest urgency; 5 = highest urgency). The 

Y axis shows the level of perceived urgency (1 = lowest urgency; 5 = highest urgency), the X 

axis depicts the different warning levels in each of the three scenarios. 
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Figure 55: After the first (blue) message: would the participant have slowed down in real 

life? 

 

 
Figure 56: After the second (yellow) message: would the participant have slowed down in 

real life? 

In parallel, at the effectiveness tests of the 2
nd

 round of HMI tests conducted by 

RELAB and CERTH/HIT, the SAFE STRIP HMI collected a +0,66 total average 

score (on a -2 ; +2 scale) the Van der Laan scale. This score can be considered as a 

good result, since the acceptability threshold is often considered as set to 0.  

 

Moreover, it is important to highlight that, as shown in Figure 57, all the acceptance 

items reached the acceptability threshold. 
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Figure 57: User Acceptance Results of 2

nd
 round.  

 

In particular, the users found the system as “Useful” (+0,83) and “Desirable” (+0,93). 

Moreover, the users found the system as “Assisting” (+0,83) and “Good” (+0,80). In 

general, these parameters reveal that the users considered the HMI system as a 

supportive tool, able to improve the driving/riding performance without increasing the 

effort and distract the user from the primary driving task.  

 

Regarding the differences between driving and riding performance, the system was 

accepted more by the users in riding simulator. The overall Acceptance score in riding 

simulator was +1,19, while the score at driving simulator was +0,13. In detail, at 

driving simulator, the HMI obtained a lower score in terms of “Raising Alertness” (-

0,10) and “Effectiveness” (-0,2); in particular, the users found the system as not very 

effective in urban driving scenarios (i.e. the “Pedestrian use case”), since the warning 

arrived too early, and they were confused about the reason that led to the warning. As 

described in section 10.3, this issue led to an improvement of the threshold in the co-

driver.  

 

In the riding simulator, the HMI system collected very good results in terms of 

“Usefulness” (+1,55), “Effectiveness” (+1,25) and “Raising Alertness” (+1,45). In 

particular, the users appreciated the multimodal strategy (i.e. the combination of audio 

and visual elements), considered as able to support the rider without significant 

impact on the visual workload. 

 

As shown in the following bar chart (Figure 58), acceptance was average for the 

drivers (.1±.45) in but good for the riders (1.17±.67) at CERTH pilots. Overall, it 

appears that the pragmatic value of elements (Usefulness: .81±.42 and Satisfaction 

was better accepted than the aesthetic aspects. Overall, usefulness (.81±) and 

satisfaction (.67±,71) mean scores were above average.  
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Figure 58: Mean acceptance scores per pilot site and overall. 

 

As a result of the tests, further improvements were deemed necessary in both the 

design and functional specifications to achieve acceptance regardless the user type. 

Another reason that could explain the discrepancy between drivers and riders, could 

be the fact that drivers are already mature and accustomed to smart systems warning 

and information HMI elements and features, which is not the case for riders.  

 

Concerning the qualitative results, the users appreciated the HMI, and in particular the 

possibility of receiving safety-related information well in advance. The extra-urban 

scenario was considered as more effective, even if the icon used to represent the 

vehicle in wrong way was considered more “abstract” and needed more reasoning to 

be understood.  

 

Apart from subjective results, the experiments at CERTH/HIT and REALB simulators 

allowed the collection of performance results and their processing towards the 

extraction of any useful outcomes to be used for optimiation prior to the field trials.  

 

The experiments focused on the analysis of the reaction times, the type of reaction 

and the behaviour of the subject after the subject received the warning message. The 

experiments with riders were performed with the CERTH/HIT motorcycle simulator. 

Two simulator setups were used for the two scenarios and the two road conditions. 
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Table 7: Motorcycle simulator scenarios. 

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Road condition Dry road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

 

The difference within the two setups concerned the available road traction for braking 

and acceleration. In Setup 1, the maximum traction allowed a braking deceleration of 

7 m/s² while in the wet road conditions the maximum deceleration was 3.6 m/s². 

 

For the realization of the scenarios apart from the motorcycle simulator, a local 

“cloud” server and a smartphone were used. The cloud server was running the MQTT 

broker, the co-driver and the DSS program. The smartphone was running the 

application for the non-equipped vehicles. The mobile application functioned as 

virtual Road Side Unit and also as the smartphone for non-equipped vehicles both.  

 
Table 8: Virtual actors and SAFE STRIP elements running in different computing systems. 

Simulator Smartphone Cloud server 

Ego vehicle Road Side Unit  MQTT broker 

Road Strip (for vehicles or 

pedestrians) 

SAFE STRIP 

app 
Co-driver 

Other vehicle  DSS 

 
Table 9: Wireless communications between the different computing systems. 

Communication direction Type of information Communication 

technology standard 

From ego vehicle to SAFE 

STRIP app 

Ego vehicle speed, 

acceleration, geodetic 

coordinates 

Bluetooth 

From SAFE STRIP app to 

MQTT broker 
Vehicle CAM WiFi 

From Road Strip to Road 

Side Unit 

Strip integer when 

activated 
Bluetooth 

From Road Side Unit to 

MQTT broker 
DENM WiFi 

From DSS to SAFE STRIP 

app 

HMI Input by App 

Active message 
WiFi 

 

Two log files were used (in each case) in order to collect the experiment data. Since 

the motorcycle rider did not have direct interaction with the cloud server the traffic of 

the messages in the Cloud server were not relevant.  

 
Table 10: Log files. 

Simulator Smartphone 

Simulator controls DENM message 

Ego vehicle, other vehicle and pedestrian 

kinematics and vehicle dynamics 

parameters 

HMI Input by App Active message 

Strip integer when activated Strip integer when activated 
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In order to synchronise the two log files the message sent from the simulator to the 

smartphone with the strip integer, when the strip was activated, was recorded in both 

files. 

 

Smartphones are not following real time constraints (Android and iOS are General 

Purpose Operating Systems having variable response times based on the process 

scheduling). Due to the fact that these delays were not recorded in the smartphone or 

the simulator log file, an ad-hoc experiment was performed to measure these app 

delays (delay for visual message and delay for audio message).  

 

The app was running on an Android mobile phone (Samsung S9+, SM-G965F, 

Android v.9). A Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) was attached on the screen of the 

smartphone and headphones were plugged on the 3.5 mm headphone jack of the 

smartphone. An oscilloscope (Rohde & Schwarz RTB2004) with four channels was 

used for the measurement. At one channel of the oscilloscope the device that sends 

the “Strip integer when activated” message through Bluetooth from the simulator to 

the smartphone was connected and at the two other channels the headphones and the 

LDR senor were attached. The delay between the DENM message and the HMI Input 

by App Active message was also recorded.  

  

 
Figure 59: Smartphone delays measurement setup. 

 

From this experiment an average delay of around 400ms was measured for the audio 

message and around 100ms for the visual display. 

 

Ten volunteers participated in the experiment. The volunteers that were not familiar 

with the CERTH motorcycle simulator had a free ride for 5 min before the experiment 

in order to familiarise with the simulator. All participants completed the experiments. 

After synchronization and subtraction of the communication and processing delays 

the first and second reaction of the participants were calculated as depicted in the 

figure below (red vertical line is the HMI stimuli, green line is the first reaction and 

blue the second reaction). 
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Figure 60: HMI stimulus and reaction of the volunteers with the motorcycle controls. 

 

In the table and the figure below the measured reaction times are presented. Reaction 

times above 3s were not considered as reaction to HMI input. 

 
Table 11: Reaction times (mean and standard deviation). 

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Road condition Dry road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

Average reaction 

time/ s (with std) 
1.560 (0.758)     1.453(0.712)    1.654 (0.675) 

1.269 

(0.785) 
 

 

 
Figure 61: Reaction times for all participants and all setups (blue: dry road/wrong way, red: 

dry road/pedestrian, yellow: wet road/wrong way, purple: wet road/pedestrian) 

 

The type of reaction for each participant was more or less constant across the test with 

most common being the throttle reduction.    
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Figure 62: First and second reaction type per participant (the vertical scale has the following 

meaning 0: no reaction, 1: throttle, 2: clutch, 3: front brake, 4: rear brake, 5: gear change). 
 

The speed adaptation 5s after the HMI warning was issued was analysed for all 

scenarios and all volunteers. The highest speed reduction was recorded at the Dry 

road-Pedestrian crossing scenario. The steering angle after the warning did not have 

any important difference. 
 

Table 12: Speed adaptation results.  

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Road condition Dry road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

Speed adaptation/ 

km/h (with std) 
-22.29 (13.43) -22.89 (7.63) -16.20 (12.36)   -21.67 (8.76) 

The speed reduction per scenario per participant follow. 

 
Figure 63: Speed reduction on Wrong way scenarios on dry (blue) and wet (red) road per 

participant. 
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Figure 64: Speed reduction on Pedestrian way scenarios on dry (blue) and wet (red) road per 

participant. 

 

The corresponding experiments conducted with drivers at RELAB underwent a 

similar analysis. The driving simulator represented an equipped vehicle. Four 

simulator setups were used for the two scenarios and the two road conditions. 

 
Table 13: Car simulator scenarios. 

 Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3 Setup 4 

Road condition Dry road Dry road Wet road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

 

For the realization of the scenarios apart from the driving simulator, a local “cloud” 

server and a smartphone were used. The cloud server was running the MQTT broker, 

the co-driver and the DSS program. The smartphone was running the app for 

equipped vehicles. A virtual Road Side Unit was running on a single board computer.  

 
Table 14: Virtual actors and SAFE STRIP elements running in different computing systems. 

Simulator Smartphone Cloud server Single board computer 

Ego vehicle SAFE STRIP app 
MQTT 

broker 

Virtual equipped vehicle 

and RSU 

Other vehicle  Co-driver 
Road Strip (for vehicles 

or pedestrians) 

Pedestrian  DSS  

 
Table 15: Wireless communications between the different computing systems. 

Communication direction Type of information Communication 

technology standard 

From ego vehicle to Virtual 

RSU 

Ego vehicle speed, 

acceleration, geodetic 

coordinates 

UDP, Ethernet 

From Virtual RSU to MQTT 

broker 
Vehicle CAM, DENM WiFi 

From DSS to SafeStrip app 
HMI Input by App 

Active message 
WiFi 
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The respective (types of) log files are shown below.  

 
Table 16: Log files. 

Simulator Smartphone 

Simulator controls DENM message 

Ego vehicle, other vehicle and pedestrian 

kinematics and vehicle dynamics 

parameters 

HMI Input by App Active message 

 Vehicle CAM  

 

In order to synchronise the two log files redundant data available in both log-files was 

used. This data was the vehicle location. 

 

 
Figure 65: The vehicle trajectory from the simulation log file (blue line), the co-driver log-

file position (red star). 

 

Ten volunteers participated in the experiment. The volunteers that were not familiar 

with the RELAB driving simulator had a free ride for 5 min before the experiment in 

order to familiarise with the simulator. All participants completed the experiments. 

After synchronization the first reaction of the participants were calculated as depicted 

in the figure below (red vertical line is the HMI stimuli, green line is the first 

reaction). 
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Figure 66: HMI stimulus and reaction of the participant with the simulator controls. 

 

In the table and the figure below the measured reaction times are presented. Reaction 

times above 3s were not considered as reaction to HMI input. 

 
Table 17: Reaction times (mean and standard deviation). 

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Road condition Dry road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

Average reaction 

time/ s (with std) 
1.534 (0.481)     1.239(0.663)    1.613 (0.661) 

1.153 

(0.499) 
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Figure 67: Reaction times for all participants and all setups (blue: dry road/ pedestrian, red: 

wet road/pedestrian, yellow: dry road/wrong way, purple: wet road/ wrong way). 

 

The type of reaction for each participant was more or less constant across the test with 

most common being again the throttle reduction.    
 

 
Figure 68: First and second reaction type per participant (the vertical scale has the following 

meaning 0: no reaction, 1: throttle, 2: clutch, 3: brake, 4: steering, 5: gear change). 
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Though the relative result remind of the respective ones from riders (i.e. the highest 

speed reduction was recorded at the Dry road-Pedestrian crossing scenario again), 

the values are quite different (that is quite natural). 
 

Table 18: Speed adaptation results.  

 Setup 1 Setup 2 

Road condition Dry road Wet road 

Scenario Pedestrian 
Wrong way 

driving 
Pedestrian 

Wrong way 

driving 

Speed adaptation/ 

km/h (with std) 
-13.63 (8.00) -0.70 (3.17) -6.22 (13.14)   -1.77 (4.05) 

 

The speed reduction per scenario per participant is depicted below.  

 
Figure 69: Speed reduction on Wrong way scenarios on dry (blue) and wet (red) road per 

participant. 
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Figure 70: Speed reduction on Pedestrian way scenarios on dry (blue) and wet (red) road per 

participant. 

 

From the results it is clear that the system was effective in warning the drivers and the 

riders on time and they were able to adapt their speed in order to avoid an accident, 

even though almost all riders and all the drivers complied with the speed limit. It is 

important to note that since the screen of the smartphone is outside the field of view 

of the rider, the riders were reacting to the audio warnings and not to the warnings 

displayed on the smartphone screen. The remarks made during the tests, along with 

the subjective results, have been taken into account for the fine-tuning of the HMI but 

also of the co-driver decision making before moving to trials.  

 

Overall, the situational awareness tests at FhG/IAO and the effectiveness tests at 

CERTH/HIT and RELAB simulator tests led to a list of aspects towards optimisation 

prior to the stabilisation of the final HMI strategy as this has been applied in SAFE 

STRIP and presented in section 10.8.3. 

 

Based on the results of the Situation Awareness test described above, some changes 

in symbols/icons were optimised in order to make their meaning more transparent to 

the user, while some more complex changes regarding symbols were reserved for 

cross-checking with the field results. While, as a result of the Effectiveness tests, the 

text dimension of the fonts in the UI was made bigger to be more readable for the 

users (increased by a factor of 1,6). In addition, the warning strategy changed to 

provide the warnings earlier in some cases (i.e. with regard to the "Pedestrian" 

scenario, the common opinion was that the notification to slow down provided 200 

meters before the actual danger was not effective, since it could confuse the users, 

who did not understand what the cause of the notification was; being, therefore, 

misleading). In specific, the thresholds have been halved within the co-driver for 

urban scenarios; in the new version, the first Warning Level (the one defined as 
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"negotiation level" represented by a blue colour) appears, in urban scenarios, at a jerk 

level corresponding to the distance of 100 meters at a constant speed of 50 km/h (i.e. 

the maximum limit in an urban context in most of Europe). Finally, the sound strategy 

also required updates after the test. In particular, users have found that too many types 

of sound could be confusing, generating clutter in the action to be accomplished. For 

this reason, only two soundtracks were kept in the final version of the HMI (the 

"Short" sound for notification, namely the Warning Level Blue, and the "Incremental" 

sound for the most severe of the Warning levels). Furthermore, after the test, the 

implementation of the sounds within the mobile application has also been modified, in 

order to immediately terminate the sound track when the related warning level 

changes. 

10.8.8 Different HMI configurations for SAFE STRIP    

Though the HMI philosophy designed in SAFE STRIP is common, there are certain 

configurations that have been produced/applied as follows:  

1. While the first setting aimed for the HMI was the vertical one that is intended for 

smart phones, the participation of equipped vehicles led to the need to produce 

also a horizontal HMI layout for use in the on-board terminals of equipped 

vehicles (see more in the next section).   

2. In addition, for road safety reasons, while the same HMI is also used for riders, its 

application is quite different. A Text to Speech application will be running 

simultaneously to read the textual messages that pop-up in the different occasions 

for the rider, while headsets will be used for the sounds and the TTS output to 

eliminate the effect of the ambient noise the rider is exposed to (see more in the 

next section).   

3. The personal reaction time can be fed to the algorithms of the applications, so that 

the notifications/warnings/recommendations are provided in the adjusted time 

slots that are most applicable for each driver/rider.  

4. Finally, there is a SAFE STRIP like configuration made for infrastructure 

operators, for the road predictive maintenance application that does not share the 

same logic with the rest driver/rider applications for obvious reasons; still it has 

required a minimum interface for the infrastructure operators (Figure 71).  

This HMI has been harmonized with the overall SAFE STRIP HMI: 

a. By using the same Font (Brand Text Medium) for all the textual 

information 

b. By adding the logo and the header consistent with the overall SAFE 

STRIP HMI 

c. By using the same background used for the mobile application. 
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Figure 71: Infrastructure operator HMI. 

 

10.9 Decision Support System (DSS) 

10.9.1 Research approach  

One of the key recognised problems of user interaction in road safety applications in 

general, that was also re-confirmed in the context of SAFE STRIP in the context of 

surveys conducted in the context of WP1 (Benchmarking and Use Cases), is the 

matter of distraction and overloading of the driver with too much info [23]. This has 

been also recognised as one of the possible side effects of the SAFE STRIP system in 

D6.1 - Initial report on Pilot framework and plan [24]. As such, the Decision Support 

System (DSS) was developed in the project aiming to realise the HMI strategies and 

to coordinate the various SAFE STRIP applications prioritising their outputs 

(notifications; warnings; recommendations) in the case they co-run in whichever 

terminal; in-vehicle or external mobile unit. The implementation of the DSS was 

based on the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) methodology [26]. The DSS is 

dedicated to the selection logic of the interaction strategies and also decides which 

interaction strategy is selected when multiple applications are reported from the 

available applications.  The AHP – a well-known multi - criteria decision making 

process [27] - has been used as a powerful method to extract the ranking of priorities 

among applications. To apply AHP, an expert walkthrough was conducted among the 

application developers of the Consortium for the prioritization purposes. There are 

two key operating layers for the DSS:  

 Which is the prioritisation between different applications warnings; meaning 

which is the priority that the interaction screens should be presented to the 

driver/rider. 

 How and if this changes between different traffic contexts; motorway vs. urban.   

 

As such, in urban environment the number of SAFE STRIP applications running in 

parallel are 3, as follows:  

 Cooperative safety function (Virtual /Enhanced); 

 Intersection Support; and 
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 Parking booking and charging.  

 

In the highway environment the number of applications running in parallel are 6:  

 Cooperative safety function (Virtual /Enhanced); 

 Merging Support; 

 Railway Crossing and road works safety functions; 

 Personalised VMS/VDS and Traffic Centre Information;  

 Virtual Toll Collection and;  

 Parking booking and charging.  

 

The significant metrics of the prioritisation results are namely the consensus level of 

experts (given in %) and the consistency ratio of the consolidated result. The result 

tables show all criteria with calculated weights using the eigenvector method (EVM). 

The elements of the consolidated decision matrix are calculated as weighted 

geometric mean of all individual participants. 

Results showed that that a high consensus among experts (79.5%) has been reached 

for the urban applications. Additionally, the CR is 3% which seems to be an 

accepted amount to consent the consistency of the judgments. The weights reveal the 

difficulty of experts to discriminate the most safety critical applications, by ranking 

both cooperative safety function and intersection support on the top with small 

difference (which is natural).  

 

  
Figure 72: Summary of AHP results – urban applications. 
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Figure 73: Priorities of Urban applications.  

 

The corresponding consolidated result for the motorway is given in the summary 

worksheet below.   

 

 
Figure 74: Summary of AHP results – motorway applications. 

 

Results showed that a very high consensus among experts (87.0%) has been reached 

also for the motorway applications. Additionally, the CR is 1.7% which seems to be 

an accepted amount to consent the consistency of the judgments. The final hierarchy 

among the six applications is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 75: Priority of Motorway applications.  

 

10.9.2 DSS implementation  

The DSS is a software program running as a background process. It is running 

continuously and processes the output of the applications. The DSS contains two 

major components. The first is responsible to implement the communication with the 

MQTT broker with the use of the MQTT protocol and send/receive 

(publish/subscribe) messages to specific topics. The second component is responsible 

to process the data collected, produce a final decision and forward the data to the 

previous component in order to be published to a topic that HMI is monitoring. The 

DSS has been implemented in Python programming language. The first component 

receives the data from the applications and sends the data to the HMI with the use of 

the MQTT protocol. This component is the gateway of the whole program. More 

precisely, the component implements the appropriate functions of the protocol in 

order to connect to the MQTT server, reconnect in case the connection is lost, 

subscribe to specific topics in order to be able to receive messages from the other 

applications and publish its decision to specific topics. The communication between 

the applications, the DSS and the HMI is realised through messaging since MQTT is a 

messaging protocol. The messages are encoded and decoded with the use of the C 

programming language as a C structure. So, the component implements a C wrapper 

to compose and decompose the messages. The second component implements the 

decision making logic of the project. It receives the data from the first component and 

process them according to the logic described below. The DSS is receiving from each 

application its warning level and based on the hierarchies above, when the 

applications are on the same level of warning criticality, the DSS activates the 

HMI strategy for the application that should be given priority.  

 

After that, the component forwards the values produced to the first component in 

order a message to be composed and published to a specific topic.  
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The DSS is subscribed to each MQTT topic that all applications are publishing their 

warning level (in compliance with the HMI strategy).  In the case of non-equipped 

vehicle, each HMI has a unique station identifier, while in the case of equipped 

vehicle the station identifier has zero value. The following flow diagram aims to 

depict the functionality of the DSS in the motorway environment. The messages are 

formatted as C structures.  
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Figure 76: Flow diagram of DSS for Motorway context.  
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The DSS was developed for both equipped and non-equipped vehicles. The key 

difference is that in the case of the non-equipped vehicles, the DSS is coordinating all 

the vehicles that participate in the pilot. It is like, a separate DSS is running 

individually for each vehicle (StationID).This requires an additional level of depth in 

the defined dictionaries of the scripts. Both versions are using MQTT communication 

and have been written in Python.  

10.10 Personalisation  

In SAFE STRIP, what is targeted and delivered is a personalised HMI, across the 

aspects that are explained in the following sections. The reason for that is that in the 

specific field, the road user is by default unable to translate their profile and needs to a 

specific warning strategy of an application that would respect safety principles at the 

same time and this explains why this is a vast research field that has been studied a 

lot.  

Apart from increasing the comfort and acceptance, personalisation in road safety 

applications is very closely associated to the increase of safety for the end-user. As 

such, the HMI is tailored to his/her driving performance among other. Since we are 

not all driving the same way, neither the acceptance rate nor the effectiveness level of 

C-ITS (and previously stand-alone ADAS systems) are supported by offering 

common systems to all the drivers. For example, although a collision avoidance 

system may be useful for a driver, it could be proven irritating or distracting for 

another and even increase his/her workload level while driving, thus reducing the 

safety level for the specific driver.  

Also, an important issue to be considered with safety systems is the behavioural 

adaptation that compensates the additional safety aspects. Thus, intelligent systems 

that adapt their functionality according to the individual needs of each driver may 

constitute an advantageous solution, both from the driver and the road safety 

perspectives [14]. 

As mentioned before, personalisation in SAFE STRIP is not a separate HMI aspect. In 

this sense, it does not add an additional element for the implementation of the HMI 

strategy. Personalisation is applied on the HMI strategy itself in a cross-cutting way, 

as a “filter” of that, before the latest is being applied for the specific driver/rider or 

group of them. 

 

In more specific, it results in configured versions of the “average” driver HMI 

strategy. HMI strategy personalisation runs across two main aspects, which are at the 

same time the core components of the HMI strategy itself: 

1. Personalisation of the HMI elements.  

2. Personalisation of the way the HMI elements are provided (referring to the 

combination of the time strategy each combination of elements is provided across 

different warning levels which have a specific aim). 

Both can be adjusted. Below, it is summarised see how personalisation extends to 

several layers in SAFE STRIP, some of which being inherent to the system and some 

not.  

 

Thus, in SAFE STRIP, HMI messages provided to the driver/rider are/should be:  

a. context-specific and lane specific. By context we define the environmental road 

context, which encompasses the specific combination of weather, traffic, road and 
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other external conditions that synthesize the road scenario instance for the specific 

driver/rider at each given moment.  

 

In SAFE STRIP, critical parameters of the context are sensed (on lane level), 

through the sensorial part of the ORU that is installed on the road surface and 

measures on lane level gas, humidity, temperature, vehicle detection and speed 

(which in an aggregated manner it is used to entail the traffic density), traffic 

incidents (i.e. wrong way driving, roadworks, pedestrian crossing a zebra crossing 

ahead, etc.), as well as through the RSB multisensorial part that measures, in 

addition, ice, rain, ambient light, etc. that do not need to be lane specific; still are 

essential as contextual information. The above information about context is 

feeding the SAFE STRIP applications by default and may lead to the adjustment 

of the warning strategy, i.e. the way the HMI elements are provided. For 

example, a wet road leads to adjustment of the warning strategies, assuming a 

bigger reaction time, etc. In the same way, the friction coefficient is being fed. 

Still, in other cases, it is the content itself that is changing and, consequently, the 

HMI element that represents it. This is for example the case of the VMS 

application, that provides the information about the traffic density or the low 

ambient light activating also a recommendation to take the next exit or switch off 

the headlights respectively. 

 

As such, context specific personalization is addressed by default by the system 

and, in turn, the HMI. Still, there are two specific enablers for total individualized 

personalization, namely the fact that the applicable information is lane specific 

(which is accommodated through the presence of the strips) and only for the 

specific driver/rider (which is accommodated through the vehicle detection and 

identification module that is included in the ORU). Those two enablers imply 

that each driver gets the specific information/warning that is intended for 

him/her and for the specific context that corresponds to him/her. Finally, the 

specific thresholds that are applied when different environmental conditions are in 

place (i.e. wet road vs dry road) are available in literature for TTC or relevant 

criteria. In the context of the 2
nd

 HMI effectiveness tests, different road surface 

conditions were tested (wet and road) in order to reconfirm some adjustments that 

need to be done and to which extent for each scenario.  

b. adjusted to its driving profile (and context). Personalisation can be role-based 

or individualized (see more in D5.1). In SAFE STRIP, both are being addressed to 

the possible extent but for different aspects.  

1. Regarding the HMI elements, role-based personalisation and individualized 

personalization/parameterization (customisation) has been followed as 

described below: 

a. Individualised personalization:  In addition to the option to use 

either the Android or iOS version of the application, in SAFE STRIP 

HMI the following options are parameterized by the user:  

1. The option to use a vertical or horizontal layout.  

2. The option to use the audio channel. 

3. The option to use the Text To Speech function.  

4. The option to define the preferred language (from the settings 

of the terminal). 

However, apart from the above, a specific HMI configuration has been 

applied by default for the PTWheelers during the tests. The traffic 
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environment perception differentiates when driving a passenger 

vehicle vs. a PtW. This fact, apart from comfort profiling issues, is 

associated with crucial safety aspects. For example, the different 

ambient perception (noise, light, field of view) is significantly 

different. As such and despite the fact that those options are 

configurable, as said above, for the PtWheelers test users in SAFE 

STRIP, the TTS option and the use of headsets have been used by 

default. This has been applied anyway both in the HMI and the field 

tests.  

b. Role-based personalization:  The process followed aimed to identify 

statistical significant difference – and, consequently, reasons for 

personalization in the following levels (being by literature significant 

relevant profile parameters) [15]): 

 Per key driving profile (prone to traffic violations; prone to 

errors; prone to slips) or per key riding profile (prone to traffic 

errors; control errors; speed violations; stunts; use of safety 

equipment), as clustered by the driver and rider profile 

questionnaire respectively.  

 Per type of road user (driver vs rider) 

 Per age group  

 Per gender  

 Per driving/riding experience cluster 

 Per frequency of driving cluster  

 

This has been investigated in the context of the 1
st
 round of HMI tests. 

2. Regarding the timing strategy of the HMI warnings, there have been two 

successive mechanisms applied. First, the applied strategy has been primarily 

validated in the context of the 2
nd

 round of HMI tests giving a first evidence 

overall over its effectiveness and leading to a first optimization (also within 

different road surface conditions). Then, this has been revalidated in field 

through similar indicators that were used in the HMI tests (reaction time, 

conformance to the warning provided, etc.).  

 

Still, with respect to the first step in the simulator testing, the precise 

transferability of those values from the simulator conditions to the real traffic 

conditions is a huge research issue and the application of the (few) protocols 

available for that is an equally huge research work that is out of the scope of 

the project [16]. Therefore, the 2
nd

 HMI round results have been only taken 

into account for optimizing the warning strategy for the average driver and no 

mapping of performance/acceptance to individual or cluster of profiles has 

been conducted on this level (as it has been done for the elements), since it 

would be useless without being transferred in a reliable way in field. 

 

However, such a mapping has been anticipated to be done in the field tests in 

two ways:  

a. to support key role-based personalization (and perhaps further 

contextual personalisation). As described in D6.2, the driver and rider 

profile questionnaires that have been used also in the HMI tests 

(Annexes B1 and B2) will be also completed by the drivers and riders 

in the field tests and their performance results will be mapped to them 
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(in a similar way that was done for the elements – see section 12). In 

this way, perhaps significant differentiations will emerge for different 

cohorts of drivers (i.e. drivers vs. riders, drivers with different driving 

experience, etc.). Out of this process, specific configurations of SAFE 

STRIP decision strategy may be finally proposed.   

b. to support individualised personalization according to each 

driver/rider profile. This will be applied in the 2
nd

 field pilots of the 

project through the mechanism explained in 10.11.    

c. adjusted to the driving intentions. This part is not related to the elements, but to 

the SAFE STRIP HMI warning strategy that will be adjusted according to the 

driving intentions. This is another key layer of personalisation. Data originated 

from the CAN Bus and in combination with other data representing the instant 

traffic scenario, will allow the adjustment of the HMI strategy in this respect as 

well. This layer has been defined in a deterministic manner on SAFE STRIP 

scenario level (see more in D5.1). 

10.11 The Mobile Applications  

The HMI has been implemented as a mobile application that is intended for 

smartphones. However, the participation of equipped vehicles led to the need to 

produce also a version that can be executed in the vehicle’s on-board terminal. The 

HMI includes an Android version and an iOS version. 

Furthermore, the mobile application has two versions, one for equipped and one for 

non-equipped vehicles. The reason is that in equipped vehicles there is no need for 

publishing CAM messages since the whole system is running locally and the 

application is connected with the local MQTT server and not the Cloud one. 

Additionally, the equipped version needs a horizontal HMI layout for use in the on-

board terminals of equipped vehicles (though it is also available in the non-equipped 

version). The HMI follows the same UI design principles (look and feel) in both 

versions.  

The single access mobile application of SAFE STRIP receives the data presented to 

the driver/rider by the applications running on the SAFE STRIP (back-end) system 

through the DSS. The applications providing data to the mobile application are the 

Cooperative Safety, the Rail Crossing and Road Works Safety, the Merging and 

Intersection Support, the VMS/VDS, the Virtual Toll and the Parking applications. 

The communication between the mobile application and the SAFE STRIP system is 

realized with the use of the MQTT protocol.  

 

The installation procedure of the mobile application in both operating systems 

(Android and iOS) is quite simple and a detailed description can be found in the 

Installation Manual annexed to D6.2: Final report on Pilot framework and plans. 

Both Android and iOS applications support Greek, English, Spanish and Italian 

languages. The Android application can be found at the following links: 

 Equipped version: http://www.hit-

projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_Equipped.apk  

 Non Equipped version: http://www.hit-

projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_NonEquipped.apk 

http://www.hit-projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_Equipped.apk
http://www.hit-projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_Equipped.apk
http://www.hit-projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_NonEquipped.apk
http://www.hit-projects.gr/safestrip/safestrip_NonEquipped.apk
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The iOS application can be downloaded from Apple Store. The user can simply find it 

by typing “SafeStrip” in the Apple’s Store search bar. 

When the user launches the application, the user is required to fill in the vehicle 

station id, the application of interest, his/her name and the password (Figure 77, 

Figure 78). The password is used to connect safely to MQTT server avoiding 

unauthorised connections.   

After successful login, the introductory screen is displayed (Figure 79). At the bottom 

right, there is an icon that the user can press on in order to enable the logging process 

(Figure 80). The user has also a menu available (Figure 81). The options are “Home” 

to return to the home screen, “Applications” to select and change the specific SAFE 

STRIP application(s) that are going to be active (Figure 82) and “Exit” to close the 

application. The possibility to change the active application gives to the user the 

control on the desired output considering that only for the active applications, the 

mobile application will display the warnings receiving.  

When an event occurs, the mobile application displays the appropriate icons, textual 

messages and audio messages (Figure 83, Figure 84 and Figure 85). The textual 

message contains detailed information about the event. However, in most cases the 

driver must not be distracted during driving. So, the mobile application provides also 

a supporting audio message in order to inform the driver.  

 

 

 
Figure 77: Login screen – Android version. 

 

 
Figure 78: Station identifier and application 

selection - Android version. 
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Figure 79: Introductory screen – Android 

version. 

 
Figure 80: Enable logging process – Android 

version. 

 

 
Figure 81: Main menu – Android version. 

 
Figure 82: Applications menu – Android 

version. 
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Figure 83: Warning level 0 for pedestrian– 

Android version. 

 
Figure 84: Warning level 1 for roadworks– 

Android version. 

 

 
Figure 85: Warning level 2 for heavy traffic 

– Android version. 

 
Figure 86: Settings’ menu – Android 

version. 
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The user can also enable or disable the operations Sound and Text-to-Speech (TTS) 

through the application’s settings area (Figure 86).  

Additionally, the user can define: 

 The type of vehicle (Station Type). 

 The station identifier. It is a unique integer for each vehicle. 

 The vehicle’s width. 

 The vehicle’s length. 

 Whether the vehicle is non-equipped or equipped considering that equipped 

vehicle contains an embedded system. 

The mobile application has been designed and implemented for vertical and 

horizontal orientation (Figure 87, Figure 88 and Figure 89) of the device. The 

implementation of the horizontal version follows the same UI guidelines. Thus, the 

driver/rider can position the device as s/he wishes. Moreover, the manufacturers of the 

equipped vehicles can use the vertical/horizontal orientation according to the 

orientation of the in-vehicle monitor. 

 

 
Figure 87: Warning level 0 for pedestrian (horizontal orientation). 

 

 
Figure 88: Warning level 1 for roadworks (horizontal orientation). 
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Figure 89: Warning level 2 for heavy traffic (horizontal orientation). 

As it is already mentioned, the Android mobile application has two versions, one for 

equipped and one for non-equipped vehicles.  For road safety reasons, while the same 

HMI is also used for riders, its application is quite different. A Text-to-Speech 

application is running simultaneously to read the textual messages that pop-up in the 

different occasions for the rider, while headsets is used for the sounds and the TTS 

output to eliminate the effect of the ambient noise the rider is exposed to. 

The Android mobile application has been implemented as a multithreaded application 

and contains three major components. The first component called Location 

Monitoring Service (LMS) is a service running in the background and implements the 

communication with the device’s GPS hardware. The component is running 

continuously and receives every second the location’s longitude, latitude, altitude, the 

heading and the speed. After that the data is provided to the third component. 

The second component called MQTT Service is a service running in the background 

and implements inside a separate thread (implemented as a separate thread for better 

performance) the communication with the MQTT broker. The service subscribes to 

the respectively defined topic in order to receive the messages provided by the DSS. 

The messages are encoded and decoded with the use of the C programming language 

as a C structure. Thus, the mobile application implements a specific wrapper/module 

that can be used by all components in order to publish and receive messages. 

Although, the Android application is written in JAVA programming language with 

the usage of JAVA Native Interface (JNI) we have implemented the wrapper/module 

as a native method in C programming language. The messages that the mobile 

application contain the information to identify the incoming alert and correctly trigger 

the HMI output. Then, the service decodes the message with the use of the module 

and converts it to a JAVA string in order to be sent to the third component.   

The third component implements the whole functionality responsible for presenting 

the User Interface (UI) elements and the audio messages to the driver/rider. This 

component is running on the main thread and more precisely the Android’s UI thread. 

The component also contains two Android broadcast receivers in order to receive 

messages from the other two components (Location Monitoring Service and MQTT 

Service). The first broadcast receiver is responsible for receiving the data provided by 

the LMS. After that, a thread has been implemented only for non-equipped vehicles 

for publishing the CAM message to the MQTT broker that should mirror an equipped 

vehicle CAM messages with an ad-hoc structure CAM_message.  The CAM messages 

are published to the respective topic.  
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The second broadcast receiver is responsible for receiving data from the MQTT 

Service. The component uses these data in order to decide:  

 The icons and messages to display to the driver/rider 

 The sound to play 

 The audio message in case the Text-to-Speech option is enabled   

The equipped version does not contain the LMS component, since there is no need for 

publishing CAM messages. Finally, the mobile application has been designed and 

implemented according to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 [4] 

and WCAG 2.1 [20], which we adapted to mobile applications. 

The accessibility guidelines implemented are the following: 

 Easy to read text  

o Scale up text size  

o Appropriate colour contrast (measured with following application [6]) 

 Content description for non-text contents 

o buttons, pictures, icons, photos and images have text description so 

that can be read by the screen readers 

 Scale up buttons and icons  

 Consistent and uniform UI among different versions 

The iOS mobile application was developed following similar approaches with the 

Android one. The following figures demonstrate how the HMI strategy is applied on 

iOS application vertically and horizontally. 

 

Figure 90: iOS launch page. 

 

Figure 91: Selection of station types. 
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Figure 92: HMI vertical 

presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 93: HMI horizontal presentation. 

The application follows recommended practices and benefits through the support of 

respective OS towards accessibility [21, 22]. The iOS application also supports 

multiple languages; Greek, English, Spanish and Italian. 

11 SAFE STRIP Demonstrators  
 

WP: WP5: System integration - CRF 
Deliverables: D5.3: Final Car and PTW Demonstrators report – CRF (Confidential) 

Objectives: To perform instantiation, installation and technical verification of all 

SAFE STRIP on road and in-vehicle systems and build the project 

demonstrators, in order to be able later to perform the WP6 user trials. 

 

Different types of demonstrators have been implemented in SAFE STRIP project 

based on the level of vehicle integration that is required for the specific scenarios that 

were determined. Primarily, SAFE STRIP demonstrators are divided in two 

categories: Equipped and Non-Equipped.  

Equipped vehicles receive V2X messages (CAM, DENM and MAP) through IEEE 

802.11p and forward them to a local CoDriver application through a local Message 

Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) service. A common library, developed by the 

University of Trento (UniTn), has been adopted in order to encode and decode the 

messages between all the components (the V2X board, the application module, the 

DSS and the HMI).  The V2X board generates also a CAM message for the ego-

vehicle and publishes the relevant content (CAN plus GNSS content) to the CoDriver 
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module in the same format and frequency of the other V2X messages. In such a way, 

the CoDriver can correlate the dynamic of the ego-vehicle as it was an additional V2X 

station. All the messages in the Equipped Vehicles are published at 10[Hz] following 

the recommendations of the ITS-G5 standard. 

Non-Equipped vehicles exploit the very same library provided by of UniTn, but in 

this case the application evaluating the risks is running on a cloud service. The 

communication with the remote CoDriver is based on a remote MQTT service with a 

broker running on the cloud. The CoDriver application, the functioning of which is 

analytically explained in WP4 series of Deliverables, collects the information from all 

the Non-Equipped vehicles subscribed to the SAFE STRIP service and injects 

notifications and warnings only to the vehicles that require a corrective maneuver. In 

such a way, it is possible to minimise the power consumption and the computational 

power required by the personal devices of the users. It should be noted that the 

cellular connectivity is based on point-to-point communication (in contrast to the 

IEEE 802.11p broadcast communication); therefore it is more convenient that all the 

vehicles communicate with a centralized server rather than enabling the direct 

communication between vehicles. The main drawback of this approach is the 

communication delay: all the messages are collected at 1[Hz] in order to avoid 

message congestion due to the cellular communication channel.  

In both Equipped and Non-Equipped scenarios, an application is responsible for 

generating the appropriate warnings to the driver according to the decision taken by 

the SAFE STRIP’s system (see respectively section 10). For Equipped vehicles the 

decisions are taken by the local CoDriver application that takes into account the V2X 

information and the vehicle data (coming directly from the CAN bus). For Non-

Equipped vehicles the decisions are taken by a remote CoDriver service that collects 

the data from all the remote vehicles and generates tailored warning based on the 

priority of the applications. 

The drivers and the riders are warned through the visual and acoustic HMI (in 

Android and iOS versions; see section 10). During the project they have been 

demonstrated as standalone applications running on smartphones or in the version 

integrated into the radio of the Equipped vehicles.  

It should be also noted that the very same information and protocols are used for both 

the Equipped and Non-Equipped applications aiming to provide the same experience 

to both types of users. The only difference is the update frequencies of the messages 

that impact on the overall performances of the applications in the vehicles. 

 

For non-equipped vehicles, no integration with the vehicle architecture is required: 

all you need is the SAFE STRIP smartphone application (available for Android and 

iOS) and the RFID tag to apply to the front bumper. Upon registration, the SAFE 

STRIP infrastructure tracks the vehicle and provides personalized, geo-localized lane-

level information regarding the traffic or imminent hazards. Periodic messages (1[Hz] 

frequency) containing GNSS data are sent to the SAFE STRIP backend service via 

LTE connectivity. These messages are fused with the data coming from the road 

sensors and, in case of hazards or road anomalies, an informative/warning message is 

sent backward to the user. 

 

An extended version of the Smartphone application has been implemented to include 

additional vehicle information such as vehicle acceleration, lean angle, throttle 
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position and other information coming from the in-vehicle sensors. This has been 

done integrating the Piaggio Multimedia Platform, which makes available motorcycle 

data via BLE communication. 

 

4 (four) Non-Equipped vehicles have been demonstrated during the SAFE STRIP 

activities: two passenger cars (Fiat 500X and Lancia Thesis) and 3 (three) PWTs 

(two Piaggio MP3 and one Piaggio Beverly 300) but potentially any car/motorcycle 

can be a Non-Equipped vehicle.  

 

  
Figure 94: Non-Equipped car and Non-Equipped motorcycle. 

 

 
Figure 95: CRF prototypes (Fiat 500L and Fiat 500X) at A22 motorway TS. 
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Figure 96: Lancia Thesis demonstrator (by CERTH/HIT). 

 

 
Figure 97: Piaggio MP3-Hubrid V2X On-Board Unit (by CERTH/HIT). 

Equipped vehicles can exchange messages between themselves and infrastructure via 

V2X communication. A dedicated V2X OBUs must be equipped in the vehicle in 

compliance to the IEEE 802.11p standard (ETSI ITS-G5 or SAE J2735). This is an 

automotive Wi-Fi version enabling the vehicle to safely exchange information of: the 

vehicle status (GNSS position and trajectory, speed, accelerations, yaw rate, etc.), 

drivers’ intention (throttle pedal position, harsh braking, turn indicators) and 

disseminate road anomalies beyond the reach of in-vehicle sensors (obstacles on the 

road, road-works, etc.). The standard grants low latency communication (below 

100ms) and assures authenticity of the messages using digital signature process. The 

SAFE STRIP system is contributing to the V2X environment providing lane-level 

road data to the Equipped Vehicles: the road status (e.g. presence of ice or oil on the 

road, damages or any other dangerous material on the road), presence of not-V2X 

vehicles at dangerous location. The availability of road information is particularly 

useful to notify anomalies of the road to the Equipped-vehicles and to guide them 

with virtual lane markings when traditional in-vehicle sensors cannot work. As an 

example, one of the SAFE STRIP scenarios is the lane-change manoeuvre suggestion 
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due to the presence of dangerous material partly obstruction a lane. In SAFE STRIP 

activities these information have been integrated into the radio interface of two 

passenger cars (Fiat 500L and Lancia Thesis) and in one motorcycle Piaggio MP3.  

 

 

 
Figure 100: Collision risk with a vehicle coming from right at an intersection detected by an 

Equipped Vehicle. Braking maneuver suggested to the driver from the radio system. 

In addition to that, the SAFE STRIP system has been used as additional informative 

channel to prevent the disengagement of a SAE Level 2 autonomous demonstrator 

(VALEO Cruise4U). 

In order to manage the use-cases of the SAFE STRIP project, the vehicle has been 

additionally equipped with a Valeo SCOOP V2X antenna to receive the CAM and 

DENM messages from the RSB of SAFE STRIP. The system consists in an antenna 

on the roof and a TCU box in the trunk. The V2X messages received by the TCU are 

forwarded to the automated driving system through an Ethernet connection. 

The information provided by the SAFE STRIP messages from the RSU are then 

interfaced with the existing automated driving software by adding their information to 

the environment perception layer and modify the environment model built from 

perception and map data with the information of the V2X messages, such as loss of 

road markings and presence of a working zone. This enables the following decision 

layers of the system to act accordingly and the HMI to display the relevant 

information. 

Figure 98: Piaggio Beverly 300 Non-

Equipped. 

   Figure 99: Piaggio MP3 500 Semi-

Equipped. 
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The Cruise4U demonstrator has been involved in the first pilot tests in Italy (see more 

about pilot iterations in section 12.2.3). The goal has been to test the interoperability 

of the SAFE STRIP system with the Valeo demo vehicle and record data of the four 

(4) defined scenarios in order to perform validation of the developments before the 

second pilot. In order to perform these data recordings, the vehicle has been driven 

manually without activating the automated driving system.  

 

 
Figure 101: Valeo Cruise4U test vehicle and summary of the equipped sensors. 

 

 
Figure 102: Modification of VCDA SAE Level 2 autonomous vehicle driving strategy: the 

vehicle will follow a virtual corridor to avoid a lane closure due to an obstacle detected by 

SAFE STRIP system on the current driving lane. 

 

All the above demonstrators have been used in the user trials that have been planned 

and taken place in the context of the project WP6. For the purposes of the trials, and 
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due to the fact that in the experimental plan, scenarios would be tried with both 

equipped and non-equipped vehicles, the equipped vehicles of CRF and CERTH/HIT 

played also the role of non-equipped ones (having deactivated of course the 

corresponding elements). During the pilots, it has been proved that the SAFE STRIP 

system can correctly detect and interact with cars and PTWs, and that all the users 

(both Equipped and Non-Equipped vehicles) can benefit from the SAFE STRIP 

rider/driver warning system that has been implemented.  

 

In addition to the above demonstrators, the Continental test vehicle is a Renault 

Espace, used also for other Continental projects and highly modified, with four (4) 

radars and eight (8) cameras. There are also three (3) batteries that power several 

additional processing units. A general view on Continental demonstrator is reported in 

Figure 103. 

 

In addition, for the needs of SAFE STRIP, it has been equipped with the tire micro 

sensors (eTIS TPMS) prototypes in the front wheels and one of the processing units 

hosts the software developed for the friction coefficient estimation. 

 

 
Figure 103: Continental test vehicle and summary of the sensors available (in addition to a 

stock vehicle). 
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12 Iterative Validation & Evaluation  
WPs: WP5: System integration – CRF 

WP6: User Trials - CIDAUT 

Deliverables: D5.4: Test sites set-up and experimental technical validation plan – CRF 

(Confidential) 

D5.5: Updated experimental technical validation plan and results – final 

report - CRF (Confidential) 

D6.1: Initial report on Pilot framework and plan – CERTH/HIT (Public) 

D6.2: Final report on Pilot framework and plans – CERTH/HIT (Public) 

D6.4: Pilot results consolidation & Impact analysis – CIDAUT (Public) 

Objectives:  To perform instantiation, installation and technical verification of all 

SAFE STRIP on road and in-vehicle systems and build the project 

demonstrators, in order to be able later to perform the WP6 user trials. 

 To test in a concise and inclusive way all project developments, 

through the use of common and appropriate subjective and objective 

evaluation measuring tools against common evaluation objectives and 

success thresholds. 

 To iteratively test and optimise WP3, WP4 and WP5 

applications/functionalities, HMI concepts and elements as well as 

system “intelligence” through 2 iterations of user trials in real life 

conditions with 3 equipped cars, 2 PTW demonstrators and a number 

of non-equipped cars in 3 test sites located in 3 different European 

countries, assessing this way different vehicle types and different user 

experience, cultural and sociological background. 

 To assess the impacts of SAFE STRIP in safety, driving behaviour, 

traffic efficiency and cost sustainability, its technical performance, 

acceptance and usefulness and its penetration potential for the different 

user groups 

 

12.1 Technical Validation  

12.1.1 Planning  

 

SAFE STRIP has followed an iterative testing plan as seen below, allowing 

optimisation from one phase to another.  
 

 
Figure 104: Final Schedule of SAFE STRIP iterative pilot testing.  

 

Four iterations have been performed: 1) The first round was focused on the technical 

validation at sensor level. We have tested the single components to check if the 

commercial products are suitable to evaluate the environmental parameters required to 

satisfy the SAFE STRIP use-cases (yellow boxes in the following figure). 2) At 

second stage, on top of the upgraded ORUs, we have tested the quality of the 

communication channels: how the information coming from the ORUs can reach the 

vehicles and the backend services (yellow arrows connection integrated components 

of the following figure). From the outcomes of the first two testing iterations an 

optimized version of the key modules of SAFE STRIP system have been developed. 
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3) In the third iteration all the information gathered from the infrastructure and the 

vehicles have been fused together to satisfy SAFE STRIP use-cases (red boxes of the 

following figure). This iteration was dedicated to the assessment of the applications 

for both Equipped and Non-Equipped demonstrators. At this stage, full integration of 

all SAFE STRIP component is realised: from the sensor generation to the warning to 

the human machine interface – whilst the first user trials have been conducted. 4) In 

the fourth and last validation round, the complete and optimised SAFE STRIP 

solution has been more thoroughly and largely tested with drivers and riders.  

  

 
Figure 105: SAFE STRIP modules and their interactions. 

12.1.2 Results  

With SAFE STRIP system is possible to reuse state-of-the-art components to gather 

new information directly from the road pavement surface. The main advantage is the 

higher resolution thanks to the direct contact with the road and the possibility to 

perform lane-level measurements. On the other hand, this approach implies new 

constraints: the road sensors must be protected to avoid damages from the vehicles 

and the environment, they should be sustainable from the energy point of view but at 

the same time shall not constitute a danger nor a distraction for the road-users; thus, 

they should necessarily adhere to respective directives. The complexity of the SAFE 

STRIP system has grown iteration by iteration; several challenges have been found on 

the way in the integration process. In particular, power consumptions and range 

communications are critical for the proper deployment and reliability of the SAFE 

STRIP use-cases. 

  

The first iteration has proven that the sensors selected for the system were suitable to 

collect the information necessary to satisfy the SAFE STRIP use-cases. Nevertheless, 

some optimizations in the h/w and s/w components was deemed necessary to 

minimize the power consumption of the on-road system. 

  

The second iteration, on top of the upgraded and integrated on-road elements, was 

focused primarily on the testing of the communication modules. Between on-road 

elements (which include at this stage the packaging necessary to protect all the 

components) and the RSB unit via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) channel; between 

the RSB and the Equipped-Vehicles via V2X (i.e. following the ETSI ITS-G5 

standard); between RSB-Backend-Smartphone users via LTE connectivity. BLE has 

been selected due to the very low power consumption profile and the low cost of the 

receiver. However, limitations in the validity of the communication range of BLEs 

have been observed in the conducted tests: the distance, the RSB height and its 
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orientation play a crucial role in the development of the SAFE STRIP applications. 

The V2X connectivity, via ETSI ITS-G5 standard, is the main communication 

channel to spread road information from the infrastructure to the vehicles. The 

standard has been specifically designed to provide high frequency data for safety 

functions and SAFE STRIP solution allow the vehicle to improve their ADAS (and 

automated) functionalities thanks to: a better knowledge of the road status. Despite 

the fact that European Commission (and other regions) is pushing for the introduction 

of V2X services, the technology may not be readily commercial in the short term; for 

this reason, cellular LTE connectivity has been adopted to reach as many users as 

possible. Cellular connectivity allows retrofitting SAFE STRIP solutions for the Non-

Equipped cars and PTW’s through smartphone applications, which have been 

specifically developed for the project. The main drawback of this technology is the 

dependency on the cellular network: all the communication must be performed with 

point-to-point communication link relying on the available cell-towers shared with 

non-safety related applications. As a result, the LTE communication channel is 

affected by higher latency and fluctuations of the channel quality. 

  

In the third iteration, all the components have been installed and tested in the SAFE 

STRIP test sites. All the applications have been validated, optimized based on the 

specific configuration of the test-sites, and finally tested by drivers/riders. The SAFE 

STRIP system, after a preliminary stage of calibration and interoperability problems 

between the implementations of some demonstrators, have been proved successfully 

as a proof of concept. Still several precautions were identified to be adopted to 

properly launch the entire system and perform successfully the user-trials. A series of 

optimisation activities were identified leading to the final round that focused on the 

user trials as described below. 

12.2 Field evaluation with users  

12.2.1 Evaluation framework  

The key layers of the evaluation framework of SAFE STRIP is depicted in the 

following figure.  The framework – included in D6.1 – includes the presentation of 

the SAFE STRIP functions, their baseline, their mapping to the project Use Cases as 

well as their intended and unintended effects in short-medium- and long-term horizon.  

The evaluation framework is based upon Research Questions standing also as 

Evaluation Objectives and their mapping to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and 

SAFE STRIP functions. The high-level test plan for both rounds was defined, whereas 

the specific experimental design encompassing the real-life evaluation scenarios, their 

experimental conditions and the logging processes and tools for the system and 

driver/rider performance was also defined. In SAFE STRIP, direct, derived and self-

reported metrics and tools to implement the monitoring of KPI’s during the trials per 

each evaluation scenario were planned (found in D6.2).  
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Figure 106: SAFE STRIP evaluation methodology.  

 

A series of subjective and objective tools have been developed. An analytical 

installation manual was also issued in view of the pilot installation. Ethical and data 

management aspects of the project have been fixed. GDPR issues have been checked 

and recruitment of users has been decided. Logging mechanisms have been developed 

for every end of the system and analytical topologies per test site have been issued. 
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Figure 107: ITS-LM for logging during user trials.    

12.2.2 The pilot sites  

Attiki Odos is the 70km long urban motorway bi-directionally separated by dual 

carriageways, each consisting for most of its length of three lanes and an emergency 

lane (hard shoulder). Attiki Odos is a modern motorway, connecting 28 municipalities 

of the Athens Metropolitan Area and it meets the transportation needs of millions of 

people every year. More than 230.000 motorists use Attiki Odos every day for their 

transportation needs. Attikes Diadromes S.A is the company which has undertaken 

the operation and routine maintenance of Attiki Odos motorway (Figure 108).  

 

 
Figure 108: Attiki Odos Map. 

 

Attikes Diadromes is one of the partners in the SAFE STRIP project, and Attiki Odos 

premises served as a pilot test bed. In order to find the best location for the tests, 4 

different locations were examined. The location that was chosen was between the 

P10,6 and P11,1 km of Imittos Western Peripheral Motorway, direction to Rafina, just 

before the Y8 (Pallini) exit. The location met the needs of the project partners, namely 

safety of partners and motorists and proximity to Attikes Diadromes premises. The 

SAFE STRIP pilot test area in Attiki Odos premises is depicted in the following 

figure. The strips are marked in blue colour, the acceleration/deceleration zones in 

red, while the RSB positions are shown as yellow squares. 
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Figure 109: The Attiki Odos test site, near Rafina Exit. 

 

The designated area was closed to traffic (right lane and emergency lane) using traffic 

cones and following all the relevant procedures established in Attikes Diadromes. The 

following precautionary measures were taken in order to ensure the safety of all 

people: 

 Only the stated pilot participants of the pilot tests and personnel from ATTD was 

present in the closed area and only for the days of the pilot tests. 

 All pilot participants wore reflective jackets at all times while in the closed area. 

 All pilot participants remained within the closed area at all times. 

 Transportation to and from the pilot site was carried out by ATTD personnel and 

vehicles. 

 All pilot participants drove the vehicles that took part in the pilot activities with 

care, without going outside the designated area’s boundaries, to ensure the safety 

of the participants and of the Attiki Odos users. 

In addition to Attiki Odos presises, for the sake of the intersection scenario conduct 

(that could not be performed in the motorway), CERTH/HIT reached a verbal 

agreement with a private company, the “DIY & Home Improvement” shopping center 

“Praktiker Hellas”, that permitted us to use the parking area in the Thessaloniki’s 

branch, in non – working hours where the parking was closed for the people. 

Obviously permanent installation of the infrastructure was not allowed. Everything 

was installed temporarily at the start of the trials and uninstalled at the end of the day. 

A schematic representation of the used area can be seen in Figure 110. Six strips were 

used in total, three for each vehicle path and they were serviced by one RSB located 

near the intersection that covered the whole pilot area. In Figure 111 a satellite image 

of the pilot area with the vehicle paths highlighted is presented.  
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Figure 110: Schematic representation of the pilot site at Thessaloniki. 

 

 
Figure 111: Satellite image of the Pilot test site at Thessaloniki (vehicle paths for urban 

intersection scenario are integrated). 

 

The A22 in Trento has a length of 314 km and connects Brennero (km 0) to Modena 

(km 314), passing through four regions: Trentino – Alto Adige/South Tyrol, Veneto, 

Lombardy and Emilia Romagna. 
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Figure 112: The A22 motorway and motorway exits. 

 

 
Figure 113: Aerial view of the test site. 

 

The SAFE STRIP pilot tests in Italy occurred within a closed section of the A22 

motorway, once used as a motorway exit, named Trento Centre. Nowadays, the exit – 

that is adjacent to the correspondent fully operational entry – is permanently closed to 

traffic. All trials were conducted on this stretch of motorway. Thus, although 

performed within a real and adequately equipped motorway environment, the tests did 

not have to deal with traffic-related dangers.  At the beginning – since motorways by 

their very nature do not have intersections – it was decided that the urban intersection 

scenario would be tested inside one of the truck parking managed by Autostrada del 

Brennero SpA. Initially Trento North truck parking (approximately 8 km from the 

main test site) was chosen, then it was changed in favor of Rovereto South truck 

parking (approximately 21km from the main test site). However, in light of the 

difficulties emerging while installing the equipment and in view of the upcoming 

pandemic situation, it was deemed appropriate to reconfigure the existing layout by 

using both deceleration lanes so that Trento Centre could host the urban intersection 

scenario too, by uninstalling and reapplying 2 strips only. 
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Figure 114: Italian test site layout. 

 

Accordingly, in Spain, in the first user trials plan, the one created before COVID-19, 

two different configurations were planned for the tests. The first one was compatible 

with the development of seven out of ten scenarios to be performed at CIDAUT, and 

the second configuration was compatible with eight out of ten. Attending to the 

restrictions overcame due to COVID-19, mainly time constraints and lack of face-to-

face support, it was decided to modify the initial configuration, in order to be able to 

reproduce Virtual VRU protection and Motorway exit scenarios. In this situation, nine 

out of ten scenarios were possible to be reproduced without changing the 

configuration of the strips. The location of the strips were slightly adapted and, in this 

way, the number of tests was maximized (see following figure).   

 

 
Figure 115: Old topology (left) vs new topology (right). 

12.2.3 Pilot realisation  

The final dates of the SAFE STRIP pilots have been as follows: 

 Greek final technical validation round and first user tests in ATTD: M31-M32 
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 Italian technical validation in A22: M33  

 Italian first and second round of user tests (iterative) in A22: M34-M35  

 Spanish user trials (in the context of the 2
nd

 round) in CIDAUT: M37-M38 

 Greek re-tuning and final user-trials in Thessaloniki (CERTH premises) & 

ATTD: M38-M39 

The pilots have been performed following the updated timing, as evident in Figure 

104. The deviation with respect to the original planning was due to a series of 

technical challenges, and, finally, due to COVID. User tests completion has been the 

key reason the project has asked for a project extension. Still, and despite the fact that 

Partners have done their best to follow the challenging plan as much as possible, there 

have been some deviations with what was originally reported.  

 

Still, despite the above deviations and all challenges encountered, SAFE STRIP was 

transferred and tested in all anticipated tests. Starting from Athens in ATTD, then 

moved to Trento in Italy, then to Spain in CIDAUT premises (after an interruption 

due to COVID-19), then to Thessaloniki, and, finally to Athens, ATTD (and back to 

Thessaloniki). The system has been tested in operational context, as foreseen in 

ATTD and A22 motorways, all scenarios were covered and the CERTH/HIT 

demonstrators moved forth and back from Spain. The system was iteratively 

optimized, despite a series of failures of all types that took place in between, to reach 

its greater performance in the final round of tests in Athens and the final 

demonstration event. The logging mechanisms were applied and enough data was 

recorded to accommodate the impact assessment and the system performance 

analysis. Finally, all focus groups events were realized as planned in each site, with 

the final event constituting at the same time, the Greek one. 

 

 
Figure 116: SAFE STRIP travelling around Europe.  

 

The number of drivers, riders and infrastructure operators that did test the SAFE 

STRIP system across the test sites and the different phases are as follows:  

1. Greece 1
st
 Phase: 5 drivers (CERTH/HIT), 5 riders (CERTH/HIT), 2 

operators (ATTD)  
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2. Italy 1
st
 Phase: 7 drivers, 4 operators  

3. Italy 2
nd

 Phase: 12 drivers (CRF personnel), 3 riders (PIAGGIO personnel), 2 

passengers of CIDAUT and 2 passengers of ATTD attended in addition and in 

addition 2 VALEO drivers drove their demonstrator in the context of the 

interoperability testing 

4. Spain 2
nd

 phase: 10 drivers, 6 riders  

5. Greece 2
nd

 phase: 20 drivers (CERTH/HIT & ATTD), 10 riders 

(CERTH/HIT & ATTD), 4 operators from ATTD (in addition, 11 drivers only 

for the intersection scenario in Thessaloniki) 

For the pilot needs in Italy, Spain and Greece, different approaches for the ORUs and 

the powering of the RSBs were adopted. This strategic change was made for several 

reasons, but mainly to reduce the equipment volume during transport, to allow fix 

interventions in failure cases, and to minimize potential errors by applying simpler 

solutions. To this end, the electronic parts of the ORU that initially were placed inside 

the strip (this futuristic ORU versions was also implemented in limited number), were 

placed in a small box (ORU box) located next to the strips (that still host the RFID 

antenna and the VDIS switches) at the road-side. Thus, modules could be replaced, 

reprogrammed etc. in contrast to the previous design (elements inside the resin), in 

case of malfunction. Finally, a compact version of the RSB powering pillar was 

provided (unlike the harvesters version which is big for multiple transfers, the one 

provided was a small box), equipped with an energy meter to get the real energy 

consumption of the RSB. The design for the harvesters’ version does not rely on the 

real consumption but on the maximum requirements of the equipment referred to the 

specification manuals. 

 

Hence, for the three pilot locations and the different application scenarios, the 

following list of the SAFE STRIP integrated platform elements (also depicted below) 

were constructed and travelled round Europe: 

 8 SAFE STRIP strips of 4 parts each (32 pieces in total). The 2 out of 4 were 

equipped with the RFID antenna (see . 

  

 
 Figure 117). 

 8 SAFE STRIP ORU boxes. 

 3 compact RSB powering pillars and 1 with harvesters (used initially in 

Athens pilot and replaced, which is depicted in the installation manual).  

 3 RSBs. 
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Figure 117: SAFE STRIP strip with 4 parts. 

 

 
Figure 118: ORU box. 

 

 
Figure 119: RSB communication and sensing modules. 
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Figure 120: RSB power supply unit. 

 

The relevant installation manual for all equipment is available in Annex 6 of D6.2, 

whilst the specific approach followed for the installation across all test sites is 

described in D5.2.  

12.2.4 Results  

The processing of the collected system performance results and analysis have showed 

that the SAFE STRIP can definitely support all the types of equipped services and 

applications. Furthermore, SAFE STRIP enhances the perceptual ability of equipped 

vehicles by providing information about detected vehicles in their neighbourhood. 

Perception sharing is a key concept that ETSI invests a lot of effort. Especially the 

Cooperative Perception Service (CPS) with the upcoming Cooperative Perception 

Message (CPM, ETSI TS 103 324), is the area where SAFE STRIP can have valuable 

contribution.  

 

For the non-equipped type of applications, the pilot tests analysis has shown that not 

all type of SAFE STRIP applications can be directly supported in all cases. It is 

obvious that non-safety applications which are not sensitive to communications 

latencies, are supported well and can serve vehicles, drivers and road operators. On 

the other hand, safety critical applications suffer for the unpredictable and unstable 

latencies of the 4G/LTE carrier network. At the specific moment of SAFE STRIP 

development 4G/LTE was the only available network that could be used for pilot tests 

implementation. 4G/LTE is a fundamental part of SAFE STRIP, but it is not a 

prerequisite or a structural component of it. The transparent upgrade of 4G/LTE to the 

upcoming 5G network can overcome the problems caused by network latencies. The 

slicing capability of the 5G networks can easily support all the safety applications and 

services with efficient and cost-effective way. Considering also the support of 5G for 

direct V2X communications (via PC5 channels), the equipped and non-equipped 

application versions of SAFE STRIP can be merged into a common application 

framework in the C-V2X ecosystem. 

 

The results of the experiments with the user trials demonstrate that SAFE STRIP 

technology enables a number of applications that at the moment are only reserved for 

equipped vehicles. Specifically, for the safety-based applications the expected 

performances are achieved at a very high level reaching the identified target values in 

most of the cases (greater than 90% of the cases). The experiments also show that the 

Co-Driver algorithm, previously developed for connected vehicles, is able to properly 

handle situations where the driver is not reacting as expected and the warning is 

updated to push for an urgent and a stronger action from the driver when it passes 

over the last strip before the danger. This is an important result for non-equipped 

vehicle since they cannot rely on the continuous update of the vehicle state typical of 

equipped vehicles. 

 

These results are achieved despite the fact that the sensorial system of SAFE STRIP 

provides the position and speed of the vehicle only at discrete locations before 

potential danger (VRU, WWD, etc.). Only in few conditions the performances are 

deteriorated and do not meet the desired target values. The main causes are the 

communication delays due to LTE 4G and an insufficient or well optimized 

distribution of the sensing strips before the danger location. A denser distribution 
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would solve the problem in most cases. Nevertheless, the application warnings and 

information induced the driver to take corrective action within sufficient time (i.e. 

manoeuvring time greater than 3s) and low average decelerations (i.e. below 1m/s
2
). 

Also, the warning timing, measured via the TTC, is sufficiently large (greater than 

3s). This means that the driver reaction is most of the time smooth and safer for the 

surrounding traffic and less prone to cause congestion therefore decrease the traffic 

flow. Therefore, the application has also a potential beneficial impact on mobility. 

 

Another benefit of SAFE STRIP is the information provided at lane level that allows 

to display the warning only to the vehicle that needs it. The roadworks applications 

proved the concept under real driving conditions implicitly suggesting the driver 

running on the closed lane to take the right action either stopping or changing the 

lane. 

 

The main benefit of SAFE STRIP for safety applications of equipped vehicles is to 

guarantee a precise vehicle lane level localization without using expensive GPS 

sensors and HD maps. The experiment results of the user trials demonstrate that 

indeed this is possible since the objective target values defined for the metrics are 

reached in the majority of cases. The warnings are issued sufficiently in advance 

(TTC > 3s) giving in this way the driver enough time to take the corrective actions 

that results most of the time with an average acceleration below the desired target 

value (1m/s
2
). This means that induced driver reaction is smooth and safer for the 

surrounding traffic and less prone to cause congestion therefore decreasing the traffic 

flow. Therefore, the application has also a potential beneficial impact on mobility. 

 

Another benefit of SAFE STRIP is the information provided at lane level that allows 

to display the warning only to the vehicle that needs it. As for non-equipped vehicles 

the roadworks applications proved the concept under real driving conditions implicitly 

suggesting the driver running on the closed lane to take the right action either 

stopping or changing the lane. Additionally, the large TTC allows to take the lane 

change with a smooth manoeuvre and low decelerations.  

 

On top of the above, all the applications and the solution have been well-received and 

accepted by all user groups with mean scores ranging from average to high. No low 

scores were reported. Riders find the use of the functions visually and attentionally 

more demanding, but no group found any app highly demanding. Users show they 

trust the solution; however, they believe some changes in HMI elements and qualities 

would increase its commercialization potential.  Most users, regardless user group, 

find a price between 20 and 50€ highly acceptable and probable. A repeated finding 

was- across different questionnaires- the high usefulness of the applications across 

sites and user groups, pinpointing the added value to the existing market, but also to 

road safety. The focus groups revealed the considerable commercialization interest 

with standardization and robustness issues to be solved first. The Virtual VMS and the 

toll collection systems seem to be the most promising applications that are closer to 

market.  

 

More detailed results are included in D6.3, which is public.  
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13 Impact Assessment  

13.1 Introduction  
Impact Assessment is a structured process for considering the implications, for people 

and their environment, of proposed actions while there is still an opportunity to 

modify (or even, if appropriate, abandon) before moving to a commercialisation 

phase. The process involves the identification and characterisation of the most likely 

impacts of proposed actions (impact prediction/forecasting), and an assessment of the 

social significance of those impacts (impact evaluation). 

 

Within the SAFE STRIP project, a detailed impact assessment has been carried out. 

Firstly, an impact assessment framework was defined before the user trials first round 

and along with the experimental pilot plans, defining the indicators and measures and 

tools of assessment per type of SAFE STRIP impact, namely: safety, driving 

behaviour, traffic efficiency and cost sustainability, technical performance, 

acceptance and usefulness, plus penetration potential of SAFE STRIP. That impact 

assessment framework is part of D6.1 and D6.2.  

13.2 Impact Assessment Framework  

13.2.1 Approach 

The objective of the SAFE STRIP impact assessment is to assess in a quantitative or 

qualitative way the key changes to be brought by SAFE STRIP C-ITS solutions and to 

explore the possible impacts that will be inferred. Therefore, the aim of the SAFE 

STRIP Impact Assessment is to determine and measure (quantitatively or 

qualitatively) all changes to be brought by the project, and to explore the possible 

impacts that different deployment scenarios will cause.  

 

For example, under different assumptions in each specific function, where SAFE 

STRIP would penetrate at different levels, with the Impact Assessment carried out, it 

has been made feasible to evaluate how it would affect safety, efficiency and 

mobility and what would that mean in cost for user and operators. The impact of the 

SAFE STRIP functions varies, based on their level of penetration (penetration rates) 

on road network. Penetration rate at time “t” indicates the proportion of infrastructure 

sites (intersections, railway crossing, motorway exits, road work zones, etc.) with the 

SAFE STRIP strips, among the overall infrastructure sites at time “t”, in a specific 

area (Spain, Europe, etc.). This reveals the percentage of infrastructure sites 

benefiting from the new SAFE STRIP functions. 

 

For each SAFE STRIP function and for different scenarios, with this analysis 

technique, it could be determined if the operators will provide the same or higher 

level of safety with less cost from their side, which will mean that the SAFE STRIP 

implementation should be considered as a success.  

 

To define the framework for SAFE STRIP Impact Assessment, the key starting points 

and prerequisites have been the definition of the project Research Hypotheses and the 

definition of appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as found in D6.2. The 

latest are objectively verifiable measurements which indicate direction and magnitude 

of change or result targeted by a project. To allow a robust assessment, the indicators 

must be able to describe quantitatively or qualitatively the project impacts.  
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KPIs had to be defined to investigate the system performance, all the expected 

impacts of the system as well as the usage, acceptance and satisfaction of the SAFE 

STRIP solution. KPIs have been accommodated through the collection of both 

subjective/qualitative (questionnaires, event diaries, focus groups) and objective 

measuring tools (logging mechanisms). Additionally to the objective and subjective 

data gathering, other tools, such as the micro-simulation traffic models, were an 

interesting support for the evaluation of the SAFE STRIP functions.  

 

These models can extend the scope of the trials carried out in the demonstration sites 

(use cases). Trials findings are in principle limited by the low number of user 

(vehicles) involved. A non-representative number of users may influence significantly 

the relevance and reliability of the results. Therefore, in relation with the traffic 

impact, micro-simulation traffic models have allowed the modelling of changes in 

driving behaviour due to the use of SAFE STRIP solutions at a larger scale than the 

pilot demonstrators.  

13.2.2 Impact Assessment Framework 

In the following sections, the impact assessment results for the RQs related with the 

consequences of the SAFE STRIP’s solutions on safety, mobility, traffic efficiency, 

environment, infrastructure, user acceptance and socioeconomic issues (see more 

in D6.2) are summarised.   
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Figure 121: Simplified scheme for the evaluation of the Research Questions (RQs) (i.e., 

socioeconomic, mobility, efficiency or environmental impact) [Source: D6.2]. 

 

Some indications/clarifications with regard to the impact assessment framework are 

stressed herein: 

 For the evaluation of the impact on the safety (i.e. VRU protection), it is 

important to associate the changes in driving behaviour due to the 

implementation of the SAFE STRIP solution and (number/severity of) 

accidents/incidents. Several variables should be taken into account during the 

finding of this relation, which were logged and explored during the trials (such 

as speed, deceleration, time-to-collision, maneuver time, etc.). 

 During the estimation of the impact on safety due to the SAFE STRIP functions 

implementation, a conservative criterion was employed. Clearly, due to the 

SAFE STRIP implementation, an increase in the road safety is achieved. Applying 

this conservative criterion implies a reduction of the severity of the accidents (and 

consequently, a reduction of the injuries caused). For example, employing this 

criterion during the evaluation of the new injuries distribution, a part of the initial 

fatal accidents are changed by the action of the SAFE STRIP, toward less severe 

events, reducing the overall level of injuries caused, even though the accident has 

not been completely avoided. Therefore, previously injuries classified as “fatal”, 

do not disappear completely; they are moved towards “serious injuries” 

classification due to the effect of the SAFE STRIP functions. That criterion is also 

used for the other types of injuries. 
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 On the other hand, when the SAFE STRIP functions are implemented, for each 

one of them an estimate has been made of the percentage of accidents and 

injuries that could actually be avoided in each case. In any case, in the impact 

analysis on safety, each SAFE STRIP function does not address 100% of 

previously/historically recorded accidents. This is because there is a possibility 

of occurring missed / false alarms, or human error and warnings ignorance. For 

each type of SAFE STRIP function, based on the technical literature available and 

the data from the trials carried out in the pilot sites, it has been established which 

could be the degree of previous injuries that would be avoided, in order to 

establish the new redistribution of injuries, after the implementation of the SAFE 

STRIP applications. 

 The impact on mobility has been analysed in micro-simulation traffic models, 

monitoring the effect of the SAFE STRIP solutions on traffic variables such as 

the timing of journeys and the quality of travel (feeling of safety and comfort, 

user stress and uncertainty). In this case, an association was established between 

performances parameters that were asked to users during the trials.  

 The efficiency (speed, traffic volume and traffic density) of a traffic system can 

be also estimated by means of micro-simulation traffic models in relation to the 

optimum levels of these properties given the traffic demand and the physical 

properties of the road network. Efficiency benefits are typically composed of two 

effects. They involve:  

o Direct efficiency effects resulting from impact on vehicle operations (car-

following, speed selection, etc.) and smoother traffic flow, improving 

mean speeds by encouraging safe car-following behaviour. Direct 

efficiency effects are reflected in changes of time costs, fuel consumption 

costs and reliability changes. The investigation of direct efficiency effects 

can involve microscopic traffic flow simulation together with data logging 

during trials.  

o Indirect efficiency effects resulting from reduction of number of 

accidents/incidents (e.g. reduced delays). Indirect efficiency effects occur 

when the number—as well as the severity—of accidents is reduced and 

transport network becomes more efficient (less congestion, therefore 

reducing journey times and fuel consumption).  

 Exhaust emissions include many different substances like HC, CO, NOx, PM, 

CO2, and SO2. Greenhouse gases—mainly CO2—represent the same society cost 

anywhere, while costs for other substances depend on the geographical position. 

There are two alternatives for quantifying exhaust emissions: measured exhaust 

emissions or calculated. Because of the high complexity and costs of such 

measurements, calculated emissions are in most cases the only reasonable 

alternative. That was the proposal within the SAFE STRIP proposal, determining 

the emissions through traffic activity evaluation, by means of micro-simulation 

traffic models. 

 Concerning investments, the costs of SAFE STRIP solutions have to be 

elaborated through the compilation of economic information and data. The system 

cost of the SAFE STRIP solutions has been broken down to production costs, i.e. 

the costs induced by manufacturing the systems, operating and maintenance 

costs of the systems as well as infrastructure (adaptation) costs. In a first stage, 

the SAFE STRIP solution costs have been provided by the cost of the prototypes 

employed in the pilot sites. However, in order to fine tune the assessment impact, 

the cost at industrial/production level has been determined, taking into account 
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the forecast of the penetration rate of each SAFE STRIP solution (and upon 

different deployment scenarios). This estimated cost has been also employed in 

the Cost-Benefits analysis proposed for the evaluation of other aspects. Cost 

Benefit Analysis (CBA) estimates benefits and costs in monetary terms and it has 

been used to assess the absolute efficiency of SAFE STRIP solutions, allowing 

finding whether a proposed objective is economically efficient and how efficient it 

is. As a result of the analysis, a quantitative relationship between benefits and 

costs has been calculated (Cost benefits ratio – CBR).  

 Implications on society can be considered as an impact which summarises all the 

prior impacts (safety, mobility, efficiency, environmental and economical). 

Therefore, this impact assessment is fed from all the above evidence collected and 

aggregated during pilot activities of the project. For the valuation of the social 

impact, the consolidated findings from CBA have been used.  

 The impact of the SAFE STRIP functions varies, based on their level of 

penetration (penetration rates) on road network. Penetration rate at time “t” 

indicates the proportion of infrastructure sites (intersections, railway crossing, 

motorway exits, road work zones, etc.) with SAFE STRIP, regarding all the 

infrastructure sites at time “t”, in a specific area (Spain, Europe, etc.). This reveals 

the percentage of infrastructure sites benefiting from the new SAFE STRIP 

functions. Achieving a full penetration rate in a geographical area may not be 

economically feasible because the huge amount of SAFE STRIP functions than 

should be implemented to cover all the specific road infrastructures (as example, 

zebra crossings in a city). Therefore, for each of the SAFE STRIP functions 

analyzed, different penetration rates have been determined and used to analyze 

their effect on the reduction of injuries in traffic accidents. The values of the 

possible penetration rates were determined once the total number of sites in 

which SAFE STRIPS functions could be implemented were evaluated 

(specifically, in Spain, which has been the geographical area where the type and 

severity of injuries have been analyzed in detail, for different types of accidents). 

13.2.3 Impact Assessment Consolidated Results  

According to the user trials results, the SAFE STRIP safety applications produced a 

smoother driver reaction with an average deceleration after the first warning that 

was most of the time less than 1m/s
2
 (in absolute value). This is possible since the 

time to collision (in case of VRU, WWD, intersection/merging point) of the first 

warning is always above 3s which gives enough time to the driver to correct the 

manoeuvre and reduce the risk level. In other words, SAFE STRIP allows to warn 

the drivers well in advance providing more time to smoothly adapt the manoeuvre or 

to understand and implement the correct action. This was particularly evident with the 

road works safety application, that complemented with the lane information provided 

by SAFE STRIP, warns the driver in the closed lane ahead to move on the free lane 

with a good amount of time resulting in almost smooth and mild speed reductions. 

The smooth manoeuvres have also a beneficial impact on traffic flow and reduce 

the risk of rear end collisions. 

For the evaluation of the impact on road safety, the changes in driving behaviour due 

to the implementation of the SAFE STRIP solution were related with their effect on 

number/severity of accidents/injuries. Several variables were taken into account in 

this analysis, which could be logged or explored during the trials (such as location, 

speed, acceleration, etc.). The needed accidents data to carry out the impact 

assessment from a safety point of view were extracted from the Spanish national road 
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accidents database, provided by the Spanish Directorate-General for Traffic (DGT). 

This database was chosen due to their accessibility and the grade of detail in the 

accident and injuries description. Different characteristic of the accidents recorded 

within the database were related with each and every one of SAFE STRIP functions in 

order to evaluate their probable impact on safety. Therefore, SAFE STRIP functions 

implemented in different road infrastructures have different impacts on safety, which 

were properly identified in each situation, as are summarized in the next table, taking 

into account different penetration rates on infrastructure.  

 
Table 19: Estimation of injuries reduction in a Spanish scenario, due to SAFE STRIP, 

valuated with information from experimental trials and DGT accident data base. 

 
Penetration 

rates 

Number of 

SAFE STRIP 

on 

infrastructure 

Reduction 

of 

Fatalities 

Reduction 

of 

seriously 

injured 

Reduction 

of lightly 

injured 

Zebra crossing 
5% 32050 5,45% 4,25% 4,18% 

1% 6410 1,82% 0,94% 0,83% 

Road Work 

Zone 

100% 1025 58,3% 32,9% 53,8% 

25% 256 16,7% 12,7% 13,4% 

Motorway Exits 
20% 1874 20,8% 14,6% 9,87% 

10% 937 8,33% 8,33% 4,93% 

Urban 

Intersections  

20% 2460 16,5% 17,8% 17,9% 

10% 1230 8,67% 8,86% 8,94% 

Wrong Way 

Driving 

20% 1874 17,6% 7,14% 10,9% 

10% 937 5,88% 3,57% 5,49% 

Personalised 

VMS 

20% 1880 18,1% 13,8% 17,4% 

10% 940 8,62% 7,09% 8,71% 

 

Concerning the impact on safety, as it is summarised in the previous table, the 

implementation of the SAFE STRIP functions provides a significant reduction of 

injuries due to the accidents avoided, or at least, due to a reduction of their severity. 

The reduction rate of the injuries depends on the frequency of the accidents that are 

avoided, and the characteristics and number of road infrastructures that implement 

them. 

 

Traffic efficiency (traffic volume, speed and density) of SAFE STRIP system was 

estimated by means of micro-simulation traffic models running on SUMO software. 

Therefore, the effects of SAFE STRIP (applicable) functions on vehicle traffic across 

different scenarios, evaluating their impact on the parameters related with mobility 

and traffic efficiency, were estimated employing micro-simulation traffic models 

(identifying the variations on the traffic variables, comparing previous (existing) and 

after situations). Attending to the traffic simulation results, SAFE STRIP functions 

analyzed improve the average speed (km/h) and the traffic volume (veh/h). 

Additionally, SAFE STRIP functions reduce the driving time (seconds) and the 

traffic density (veh/km), and the queue size (vehicles) where this variable is applied 

(toll station and road works zones. 

 
Table 20: Estimation of traffic efficiency impact due to the SAFE STRIP functions on 

infrastructure, estimated through micro-traffic simulation. 

 Average Traffic Traffic Time Queue 
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Speed 

(Km/h) 

Density 

(veh/km) 

Volume 

(veh/h) 

consumptio

n per 

vehicle 

(second) 

Size 

(vehicles) 

Virtual Toll, (against 

Electronic Toll) 

(2085 veh/h) 

Increase 

66,0% 

Reduction 

26,0% 

Increase 

22,9% 

Reduction 

49,2 % 

Reductio

n  

26,0% 

Road works zones 

(2085 veh/h) 

Increase  

277,0% 

Reduction 

56,7% 

Increase 

63,6% 

Reduction 

71,43% 

Reductio

n 

56,6 % 

Personalised VMS 

(without alternative 

route) 

(840 veh/h) 

Reductio

n 

4,67% 

Increase 

6,38% 

Increase 

1,42% 
-------- -------- 

Personalise

d VMS  

(with 

alternative 

route) 

(840 veh/h) 

Main 

Road 

Reductio

n 

4,47% 

Reduction 

40,4% 
Increase 

1,54% 
-------- -------- 

Alterna

t. Road 

Increase 

19,3% 

Reduction 

65,9% 

Parking booking 

(335 veh/h) 

Increase 

33,4% 

Reduction 

32,1% 

Equivale

nt 

Reduction 

23,5% 
-------- 

 

To evaluate the impact of the SAFE STRIP (applicable) functions on environment, 

the traffic models set-up for the traffic efficiency evaluation were also employed, 

determining in this case, the pollutants emissions through traffic activity evaluation 

(mainly CO2 emissions), but also the fuel consumption. For SAFE STRIP functions, 

data per vehicle and cumulated data (all vehicles) was evaluated through the SUMO 

software, such as shown in the next table. Attending to the results, a significant 

improvement of the environment could be achieved by means of the introduction of 

the SAFE STRIP functions, reducing the emissions of pollutants and the fuel 

consumption. 

 
Table 21: Estimation of environmental impact due to the SAFE STRIP functions on 

infrastructure, estimated through micro-traffic simulation on SUMO. 

 

CO2 emissions Fuel Consumption 

Cumulated 
Per vehicle  

(at 3600 s) 
Cumulated 

Per vehicle  

(at 3600 s) 

Virtual Toll, 

(against Electronic 

Toll) 

(2085 veh/h) 

Reduction  

5,0% 

Reduction 

21,74% 

Reduction  

4,93 

Reduction  

21,73% 

Road works zones 

(2085 veh/h) 

Reduction 

28,47% 

Reduction  

34,0 % 

Reduction 

28,47% 

Reduction 

34,0 % 

Personalised VMS  

(without alternative 

route) (840 v/h) 

Reduction 

8,72% 

Reduction  

8,72 % 

Reduction 

8,83% 

Reduction 

8,83 % 

Personalised VMS  

(with alternative 

route) (840 v/h) 

Reduction 

9,42 %  

Reduction  

9,10 % 

Reduction 

9,52 % 

Reduction 

9,18 % 
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CO2 emissions Fuel Consumption 

Cumulated 
Per vehicle  

(at 3600 s) 
Cumulated 

Per vehicle  

(at 3600 s) 

Parking booking 
Reduction  

17,250 

Reduction  

8,05% 

Reduction  

20,4 

Reduction  

11,54% 

 

In order to determine the acceptance level of the SAFE STRIP function, during the 

SAFE STRIP trials on pilot sites, drivers and riders were required to complete a series 

of questionnaires. All users (drivers, riders, but also, infrastructure operators) were 

provided with a “pre/post test questionnaire” to be filled. Different questions were 

asked, both before the test as well as after the test, in order to evaluate the 

consequences of the use of the SAFE STRIP functions, attending among other 

subjects, to their acceptance level. That has been evaluated, as a forecast on their 

future penetration. Subjective views of stakeholders from Focus Groups have been 

also taken into account. 

 

Based on the results from the Focus Groups, SAFE STRIP applications are perceived 

by stakeholders as an innovative solution which bets for the integration of each strata 

of society. At the same time, it makes easy C-ITS integration and opens new working 

lines which will have an impact on European competitiveness. 

 

Concerning the SAFE STRIP Final Event, interest was very big and SAFE STRIP 

seems to serve as an enabling technology for the authorities to apply new legislation 

measures on road safety but, also, for the infrastructure operators who showed great 

interest in working in collaboration schemes to achieve the required penetration of 

such technology. 

 

To evaluate the impact related with the implementation of the SAFE STRIP strips on 

the infrastructure operation, a simplified cost analysis has been carried out. The aim 

of this analysis was to determine investment, operational and maintenance costs of 

current systems, against the alternative approach given by the SAFE STRIP functions. 

Therefore, internal costs of SAFE STRIP implementation and operational (namely 

costs incurred by the infrastructure operator) have been taken into account, for 

this simplified approach, which is perceived from the operator point of view, as this 

is in reality the client of SAFE STRIP.  

 

Implementation of SAFE STRIP strips as personalised VMS or Virtual tolling 

systems, supposes a reduction of investment and exploitation cost of up to 90% 

compared to current systems. 

 

For the employment of the SAFE STRIP strips as element of a smart parking 

system, their implementation implies additional annual revenue per parking space 

unit, estimated on 960 €. Considering a lifespan of more than one year, the annual 

cost per parking spaces is lower than the estimated additional annual revenue per unit, 

which implies a good investment from a parking operator point of view. 

Additionally, from a road predictive maintenance point of view, the implementation 

of SAFE STRIP devices, as system for evaluation of the road pavement structural 

condition, implies overall life-cycle savings of 30%. 
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For social impact evaluation, Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) estimates benefits and 

costs in monetary terms and it can be used to assess the absolute efficiency of SAFE 

STRIP solutions, allowing finding whether a proposed objective is economically 

efficient and how efficient it is. As a result of the analysis, a quantitative relationship 

between benefits and costs has been calculated.  

 

Within the SAFE STRIP CBA, the cost-benefit ratio (CBR) is the indicator that has 

been used. The value of the CBR expresses the absolute profitability of the SAFE 

STRIP solutions. The value of this ratio indicates whether the implementations of 

SAFE STRIP functions are favourable from a socio-economic point of view. A CBR 

value of more than “1“, indicates that the benefits exceed the costs. Consequently, the 

introduction of the SAFE STRIP solutions would be beneficial to society. 

 Costs of SAFE STRIP solutions were elaborated through the compilation of 

economic information and data. The system cost of the SAFE STRIP solutions 

was broken down to production costs (i.e. the costs induced by manufacturing 

the systems), operating and maintenance costs of the systems as well as 

infrastructure (adaptation) costs. 

 Benefits due to the implementation of the SAFE STRIP-functions were 

estimated from the findings previously detected when their impact on safety, 

traffic efficiency and environmental was determined. Thus, there has been a 

saving of money (social benefits), thanks to the reduction of injuries in traffic 

accidents, to the reduction of damages caused by the emission of polluting 

gases and to a lower consumption of fuel. 

Within the CBA, for the valuation of cost and benefits, two parameters have been also 

taken into account, the combinations of which provide different scenarios: 

penetration rates and useful lifetime. During their lifespan, the SAFE STRIP 

associated operational and maintenance costs, can be considered recurrent along the 

years. These annual costs have to be added to the initial investment costs (production 

and installation costs). 

 

In the next table it is shown under what situation the different SAFE STRIP functions, 

enabled through the integrated road solution, turn to be beneficial to society (CBR>1), 

taking into account the balance between benefits and costs, attending to different 

scenarios given by penetration rates and useful lifetimes. 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 22: Estimation of socio-economic impact due to the SAFE STRIP function deployment 

on infrastructure. 

Cost-Benefit ratio (CBR) 
Penetration  

Rate 
Years 

Vulnerable Road User (VRU) 

Protection (at zebra crossing) 

For any 

value 

For any value 

CBR <<< 1 

Wrong Way Driving 

20% 
3 years 

CBR = 1,04 

4 years 

CBR = 1,22 

10% 
3 years 

CBR = 1,36 

4 years 

CBR = 1,60 
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Cost-Benefit ratio (CBR) 
Penetration  

Rate 
Years 

Unprotected railway crossings 

100% 
2 years  

CBR ≈ 1 

3 years  

CBR = 1,24 

50% 
2 years  

CBR ≈ 1 

3 years  

CBR = 1,24 

Road works zones 

25% 
1 year 

CBR  = 7,25 

5% 
1 year 

CBR =6,22 

Urban Intersections 

5% 
1 year 

CBR  = 7,3 

1% 
1 year 

CBR =7,3 

Motorway exits 

20% 
1 year 

CBR = 1,21 

2 years  

CBR = 1,79 

10% 
1 year 

CBR ≈ 1 

2 years  

CBR= 1,58 

Personalised VMS 

5% 
1 year 

CBR  = 21,2 

1% 
1 year 

CBR =21,5 

Virtual Toll 

Lower implementation costs than electronic 

toll, and in addition, better traffic efficiency 

and lower environmental impact 

Parking booking 

Smart parking system increases the 

revenues for the operator, reducing the 

impact of the initial investment. From the 

second year, the implementation of the 

SAFE STRIP parking function is social 

beneficial, including benefits related with 

the traffic efficiency and a lower 

environmental impact. 

 

For simplicity, an independent CBA has been carried out for each SAFE STRIP 

function. Consequently, with this approach, the implementation of each function is 

stand-alone evaluated, in order to determine if their implementation is interesting on 

its own. However, it is necessary to underline here, that if several SAFE STRIP 

functions were implemented at the same time (as example, VMS, motorway exits and 

wrong way driving functions), that would mean reducing the cost of implementations, 

due to equipments that would be shared between all the systems, while the full social 

benefits would be conserved, which would imply even a better value for the CBA 

indicators. 

 

As the main conclusion of the cost-benefit analysis, as also indicated in the table 

above, it is confirmed that all functions are beneficial to society. Some SAFE STRIP 

functions are beneficial immediately after their deployment. Other need more time to 

achieve the anticipated social benefits, but this is also achieved quickly respectively.  
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Just the implementation of the VRU protection seems to be not beneficial, but, here, 

we have to take into account the huge amount of zebra crossings within any city, and 

the lower amount of accident and injuries specifically recorded on zebra crossings. 

There are usually pedestrians or cyclists run over when they cross a street, but when 

this happens, they usually do not do it through a zebra crossing. In any case, as soon 

as the effectiveness of the SAFE STRIP solution is proven at zebra crossings, its 

implementation is recommended by the SAFE STRIP consortium in those specific 

zebra crossings with the highest incidence of accidents on vulnerable users, selecting 

them according to recorded data in each area. 

 

The quality of daily road travel affects the lives of almost all European citizens. Daily 

road trips have several implications on society due to its impact on safety, mobility, 

efficiency, environment and costs. SAFE STRIP project contribute to achieve 

ambitious societal targets (aligned with those proposed by organizations such as 

OECD, European Commission, WHO, etc.), through the development of road safety 

systems. SAFE STRIP technologies support the driver/rider in the most critical and 

dangerous circumstances that may occur in a highway and urban environments, 

improving additionally drivers’/riders’ comfort and Quality of Life by getting 

personalised info in their language and according to their tasks. SAFE STRIP 

promotes equity on the road; non-equipped and low budget vehicles will be able to 

have low-cost access to safety and comfort functions that were so far available only in 

high-cost vehicles and could not be enjoyed by drivers/riders that need these 

functionalities. 

Based on the results obtained from the Impact Assessment, it can be stated that the 

initial expectations regarding the following key performance indicators have been 

confirmed: 

 Reduction of highway fatal accidents: After analyzing the impact of SAFE 

STRIP functions on road safety, even reaching relatively low penetration 

rates (10%), it has been established that fatal accidents on highways can be 

reduced between 6% and 9%, depending on their cause. As SAFE STRIP 

functions implementation becomes more extensive (higher indices of 

penetration), the injuries reduction rate also reaches even higher values. 

 In specific traffic scenarios, where the degree of penetration of the functions 

can be very high due to the fact that with few units, an important part of the 

infrastructures is improved (road work zones, rail crossing, etc.), the 

reduction of fatal injuries can exceed 55%. In other scenarios, where 

penetration rates can be of a medium/low order (20% -25%), such as urban 

intersections or motorway exits, the degree of reduction in fatal injuries can 

be of the order of 15% -20 % 

 Cost saving for infrastructure: Implementation of SAFE STRIP as 

personalised VMS or Virtual tolling system, supposes a reduction of 

investment and exploitation cost of up to 90% compared to current systems. 

Deployment of the SAFE STRIP strips as an element of a smart parking 

system implies additional revenue per unit of parking space. Annual cost per 

parking spaces is lower than the estimated additional annual revenue per unit, 

which implies a good investment for operators. Additionally, from a road 

predictive maintenance point of view, the implementation of SAFE STRIP, 

as asystem for evaluation of the road pavement structural condition, implies 

overall life-cycle savings of 30%.  
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The full impact assessment is included in D6.3, which is public.  

14 Dissemination  
WP: WP7: Dissemination, Exploitation & Standardisation 

Deliverables: D7.1: Project website, logo, leaflets and posters – ERTICO (Public) 

D7.2: Initial dissemination plan – ERTICO (Public) 

D7.3: Updated dissemination plan and dissemination activities – ERTICO 

(Public) 

D7.4: Final report on dissemination activities -  ERTICO (Public) 

D7.6: Project video – ERTICO (Public) 

Objectives:  To disseminate key project developments to external actors and key 

stakeholders. 

 To implement and update an appropriate online presence (web-site, 

societal media) and other relevant dissemination material to ensure 

continuous outreach of the project results, as well as knowledge 

transfer. 

 To organise project key events and demonstrations and ensure 

cooperation with the most important international forums, as well as 

liaise with related projects and initiatives. 

14.1 Overview  
In its 40 months of activity, the SAFE STRIP project has successfully fulfilled its 

communication and dissemination objectives, as shown above. The dissemination 

plan and all its scheduled updates (D7.2; D7.3; D7.4) aimed to map all 

communication activities for the SAFE STRIP project and describe how to reach 

specific target audiences. It has served as the comprehensive and central listing for all 

communication activities and events over the course of the project. The following 

aspects were identified since the beginning: 

a. Target Audience and Stakeholders: authorities, industry, Tier 1 and 2 

suppliers, research community and end users (drivers/riders, infrastructure 

operators). 

b. Key Messages: focus on the achievements and benefits of SAFE STRIP, 

engage institutions that can provide new data for the innovative solutions and 

engage new users. 

c. Dissemination Measures and Means/Channels: include a balanced mix of 

traditional (scientific publications, conferences and demonstrations, 

stakeholder workshops, industry fairs and exhibitions) and innovative ones 

(social media, specialised websites and forums, workshops with companies 

specific audiences, strategic talks) to secure the most effective outreach to 

each target audience group. 

d. Monitoring: The Dissemination and Communication Manager will be in 

charge of the overall monitoring of the communication and dissemination 

activities. 

 

The key communication messages defined and used over the project duration are as 

follows:  

 Raising awareness of the potential benefits of SAFE STRIP technology. 

 Engaging with target audiences to collect feedback for development. 

 Dissemination of project results. 
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 Engaging with institutions so that can provide the necessary regulatory 

framework. 

 Engaging new users. 

 

Over the course of the project, the following key dissemination and communication 

activities have been carried out: 

• Creation of a coherent and consistent identity for SAFE STRIP project, supported 

with e.g. logo, leaflets/flyers, brochures, banners, posters, and roll-ups. In 

addition, preparation and update of a brief project presentation in English that was 

used for any dissemination purpose. 

• The creation and maintenance of a constantly updated modern website 

(http://safestrip.eu/), where knowledge as an enabler of social change has positive 

effect in everyday life and is relevant to the target audience, and creation of a 

social media presence on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter, in connection with all 

public events where SAFE STRIP is organising or participating in. In addition, 

frequent newsfeeds through articles in the web site and the social media but also 

through formal newsletters and the project video has taken place during the 

project.   

• The creation of a User/Stakeholder Forum including stakeholders from all key 

target groups of SAFE STRIP.  

• Organisation of project specific events and demonstrations at national and 

European level. 

• Participation in key international and European conferences and industry 

exhibition fairs. 

• Collaboration with major public and private stakeholders at round tables, cluster 

events and working groups organised by the European Commission or the project 

consortium. 

• Submission of scientific and industry relevant articles to relevant journals and 

publications. 

• Development of a dissemination monitoring mechanism that allowed for in-

advance planning of up-to-the-point dissemination activities but also for 

following-up on the impact created.  

 

Details are provided in the following table.  

 
Table 23: Overview of SAFE STRIP dissemination activities (M1-M40). 

Type  Details 

Website Website was delivered in September 2017 and was regularly updated with 

content since then. It can be found at: http://safestrip.eu/  After the GDPR 

introduction in May 2018, a GDPR compliant subscribe link has been 

added to the homepage as well as a pop-up window for first time users. 

Social Media The following social media accounts were developed: 

 https://twitter.com/SafeStripProj 

 https://www.facebook.com/safestrip/ 

 https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8630552 

They are managed by ERTICO-ITS Europe. 

 

They count so far: 

Facebook: 123 likes  

LinkedIn: 77 members 

Twitter: 191 followers 

http://safestrip.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8630552
https://www.facebook.com/safestrip/
https://twitter.com/SafeStripProj
http://safestrip.eu/
https://twitter.com/SafeStripProj
https://www.facebook.com/safestrip/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8630552
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Type  Details 

Publications SAFE STRIP has had 38 publications in journals, conference proceedings 

and magazine articles. 

Own events SAFE STRIP held its first Pan-European workshop focused on use cases 

and applications on 27 September 2017 in Thessaloniki with 40 

participants and hosted by CERTH/HIT. The 1
st
 clustering meeting has 

been organised by SAFE STRIP on the 20
th
 of February 2018, in ERTICO 

premises with the participation of SAFER LC and SAFE-10-T 

participated. The meeting was also attended by the INEA project officer 

Sergio Escriba and DG MOVEs’ Maria Christina Marolda. The second 

clustering meeting was held on 31 January 2019 at CERTH premises in 

Thessaloniki. Finally, SAFE STRIP’s final event was organised both 

online and on-site in Athens. The event successfully gathered 17 on-site 

participants, who had the opportunity to experience SAFE STRIP’s 

technology, and 89 virtual attendees, who learned from the consortium’s 

online presentations about SAFESTRIP. The event was also virtually 

attended by INEA and on-site by Giannis A. Kefalogiannis, Vice 

Minister, Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport. 

Participation in 

other events  

SAFE STRIP participated at 31 events around Europe and overseas, 

starting with the ITS World Congress 2018 in Copenhagen, Denmark, 

where ERTICO’s Erwin Vermassen presented SAFESTRIP in two 

occasions, during a technical paper session and at the ERTICO-ITS 

Europe booth in the exhibition area. Silvia Capato, from SWARCO Mizar 

also filled a room with participants with her technical presentation of a 

paper titled Intelligent Road Marking Systems enabling future connected 

mobility in session Traffic Management and Connected Infrastructure 1. 

In the same year, SAFESTRIP participated in the Future mobility week in 

October 2018, in Turin, Italy with a stand managed by SWARCO. Other 

conferences included SAFER-LC Mid-term conference on 10 October 

2018 in Madrid, Spain, where Erwin Vermassen gathered more than 80 

experts from 18 countries shared experiences about the human factor 

issues and the new technologies applied in railway level crossings. SAFE 

STRIP was presented at the CEN CENELEC stakeholder workshop on 21 

November 2018 in Brussels, Belgium, with over 100 participants. SAFE 

STRIP was also presented at the 2nd edition of H2020RTR conference in 

November 2018, together with over 75 projects researching on road 

transport related areas, concluding with the Go Mobility on 27 and 28 

November 2018 in Irun, Spain. In 2019 SAFE STRIP was presented at the 

FEHRL Infrastructure Research Meeting in March 2019 in Brussels, 

Belgium, with 120 transport infrastructure research experts from Europe 

and beyond. May saw the participation in the International Conference on 

Distributed Computing in Sensor Systems (DCOSS 2019) in Santorini, 

Greece, where SAFE STRIP had a booth where the SAFE STRIP road 

marking was exhibited, while a special session on Smart Transport 

chaired by CERTH and ERTICO was organised. Another major event was 

the 2019 ITS European Congress in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, where 

SAFE STRIP had a full stand as part of the ERTICO booth, where the 

congress participants could actually come and see the SAFE STRIP 

(static) road marking and several SAFE STRIP videos explaining the parts 

of the strip and for example how it harvests energy from renewable 

sources. In the same occasion Giammarco Valenti of University of Trento 

presented his scientific paper during a Scientific Session – SP02 – 

Connected, cooperative and automated mobility / changing role of 

infrastructure. On the third day of the congress SAFE STRIP was 

http://www.hit.certh.gr/
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Type  Details 

presented at the ERTICO stand by Erwin Vermassen, SAFE STRIP 

project coordinator and manager at ERTICO – ITS Europe. The same day, 

the “Towards smart and safe road infrastructure special interest session 

SIS42” took place. The idea of this session was to present three parallel 

research initiatives (SAFE STRIP, SAFE-10-T and SAFER-LC). SAFE 

STRIP was presented by the CERTH’s Hellenic Institute of Transport 

(HIT) and the Information Technologies Institute (ITI) during the 

inauguration of the 84th HELEXPO and at the Thessaloniki Researchers 

Night on 27 September 2019 in Thessaloniki, Greece. 2019 concluded 

with the Digital Transport Days, 6-8 October 2019 in Helsinki, Finland 

and the International Seminar on Roads, Bridges and Tunnels – ISRBT 

2019 – 6- 9 November 2019 in Thessaloniki, Greece.  In 2020, 

SAFESTRIP was supposed to participate in the TRA conference with a 

special session, which was cancelled due to COVID-19.  

Flyers, logos, 

project identifiers 

The project logo was developed by CERTH/HIT at the beginning of the 

project while the flyer and poster were also developed by CERTH/HIT in 

August 2017. The poster and flyer have been updated and reprinted by 

ERTICO-ITS Europe in September/October 2018 and shared with the 

Consortium. A roll up to be used at events has been developed and printed 

in November 2018. In addition, give-aways and project video were also 

produced to enable attractiveness and wider dissemination. For the final 

event, ERTICO produced virtual promotional banner, a promotional email 

signature and visuals to be used in PowerPoint presentations and as 

screensavers. GIFS were also produced for promotion on social media. A 

set of brochures and one roll-up were shipped to Athens for the final 

events. 

 

Online dissemination material will remain accessible after the project’s conclusion for 

at least three years. 

14.2 Target Audience  
The target audience encompassed all stakeholders involved in the value chain: 

Industry & SMEs, research, end users, the public sector and public authorities and 

multi-sector associations. The targeted audience was successfully reached thanks to a 

set of tools and actions, such as the project’s website and social media accounts, and 

the presence and promotion of SAFESTIP at various events throughout the whole 

lifespan of the project. Such positive outcome was measured with KPIs, set each year 

and outlined in section 14.5 below. Details about the target audience follow below.  

 
Table 24: Industry & SME's matrix. 

Cluster categories Why them? Why SAFE STRIP? 

OEM’s (represented by 

PIAGGIO and CRF in the 

Consortium). 

Their vehicles are the 

actual “recipients” of 

SAFE STRIP technology; 

compliance with their 

roadmaps is key for 

project market penetration. 

They will get add-ons for 

their vehicles (either 

equipped or non-

equipped). 

Tier 1 suppliers 

(represented by CONTI & 

VALEO in the 

Consortium) 

Their components are 

embedded in SAFE STRIP 

– they are needed their 

insights into restrictions 

SAFE STRIP is a key 

market for them, as it 

embeds a series of Tier 1 

components in the context 
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and potential for 

innovative applications. 

of innovative applications. 

Road side and 

infrastructure elements 

manufacturers and system 

integrators (represented by 

SWM in the Consortium) 

They are needed to 

identify the most cost 

efficient methods for 

SAFE STRIP integration. 

SAFE STRIP is a means to 

enhance the functionality 

of existing roadside and 

infrastructure elements 

(i.e. intelligent road 

pavement tapes/markers). 

It is also a new product 

family. 

SME’s (RELAB, 

CIDAUT) 

They are needed to 

provide optimal 

driver/rider info & 

applications. 

Ability to develop and sell 

interfaces and added value 

services 

 
Table 25: Research matrix. 

Cluster categories Why them? Why SAFE STRIP? 

Sensor 

providers/developers 

(CEA, CNR) 

They provide the key 

technologies and 

innovative research which 

constitute the intelligence 

of the system. 

SAFE STRIP constitutes 

an open, modular and 

extendable test-bed for 

research & innovation and 

the creation of relevant 

services to the industry. 

. 

Research/developing 

institutes (CERTH, CTU, 

UNITN, FhG, UPAT, 

CTI) 

 
Table 26: End-users matrix. 

Cluster categories Why them? Why SAFE STRIP? 

Infrastructure operators 

(A22, ATTD) 

They will integrate the 

system in their roads. 

An innovative, cost-

efficient solution is 

provided to deal with road 

safety, predictive road 

maintenance and user 

information issues, at a 

very low cost. 

Drivers & their 

associations (ERTICO) 

They are the direct users of 

the system. 

 
Table 27: Public sector & authorities’ matrix. 

Cluster categories Why them? Why SAFE STRIP? 

Government They develop regulatory 

frameworks around 

infrastructure investments. 

1. Inspires incentive 

schemes aimed at 

SMEs and 

industries. 

2. Project outcomes 

will enhance road 

safety. 

3. Independent C-ITS 

and autonomous 

vehicles 

implementation 

tool/carrier. 

European Commission 1. Provides funding 

incentives for road 

safety 

enhancements. 

2. Promotes 

autonomous 

vehicles in the C-

ITS market. 
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Table 28: Multi-actor associations. 

Cluster category Why them? Why SAFE STRIP? 

All developers, users and 

authorities committees 

(ERTICO) 

Need for wider awareness 

creation, acceptance and 

standardisation. 

1. Key enabling 

technology 

member, 

developers and 

service/application 

carriers for 

members/users 

2. Safety 

enhancement for 

members/users. 

 

14.3 Project Identity & Dissemination Means & Material  
All dissemination material produced in the project can be found in the Library of the 

web site.  

14.3.1 Brand  

Our brand is often the first thing people see when encountering SAFE STRIP. It 

represents our project, our personality and our appearance. The golden rule when 

using the SAFE STRIP brand has been: It must be used consistently and in-line with 

our guidelines (inconsistency leads to confusion and weakens the branding). Applying 

these guidelines correctly ensured that our messages have been always clear, they 

reinforced each other and they always expressed the true character of the SAFE 

STRIP brand. 

14.3.2 Logo 

The project logo was designed and introduced during the project proposal phase. The 

design sets the tone for the project’s visual identity and will be followed when 

developing the project website, leaflet and poster. The red detail represents signalling, 

while the black detail on top of the logo text represents infrastructure; providing an 

overall representation of intelligent infrastructure – the core concept of the SAFE 

STRIP project. 

 

 
 

Figure 122: SAFE STRIP logo. 

14.3.3 Web site 

A website was launched as the main portal for project dissemination and 

communication. The website integrated from the beginning social media tools (e.g. 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook) to provide active participation and support to the 

project’s community. The web site has been live since June 2017 and can be accessed 
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at: http://safestrip.eu/. The website has successfully met the target of having 100 users 

per month, as can be seen in Figure 124. 

 

 
Figure 123: SAFE STRIP page views from June 2017 to August 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 124: SAFE STRIP active users from June 2017 to August 2020.  

14.3.4 Stakeholder forum  

A User Forum has been created including representatives from all key target groups 

of the project. The User Forum has served as major dissemination pool for project 

news, events and on-line surveys. It encompasses representatives of all key 

http://safestrip.eu/
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stakeholders: OEM’s (manufacturers and suppliers); road infrastructure developers; 

road infrastructure monitoring and maintenance; research institutes (via ERTICO and 

their cooperation with other organisations such as ECTRI, FIA, POLIS, etc.); national 

and local authorities (ministries of transport / research); and European Commission 

representatives. Invitations were sent early on in the project and the User Forum 

evolved during the course of the project.  

 

SAFE STRIP has established a mailing list on Mailchimp to be used for the 

dissemination of the electronic newsletter and relevant project announcements. This 

list comprises of all SAFE STRIP contact lists and relevant partners contacts. With 

the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into force 

on 25 May 2018, the SAFE STRIP mailing list had to be revised in the way that all 

contacts the list included had to opt-in during the sent GDPR campaign to continue 

receiving project news and information. Until the end of the project, 121 contacts have 

opted in.  
 

 

 
Figure 125: SAFE STRIP mailing list call out on the website. 
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Figure 126: User Forum e-mail signature.  

 

 

 
Figure 127: SAFESTRIP contacts who have opted in. 

14.3.5 Promotional flyers and posters  

A promotional flyer about the project has been produced and distributed (in print and 

electronic forms) to a broad range of stakeholders that participated in all project 

events but also to those that the project participated. In parallel with the flyer, a 

project brochure describing the SAFE STRIP activities and goals in greater detail 

was developed at the early beginning of the project.  
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Figure 128: SAFE STRIP leaflet – exterior (updated). 

 

 
Figure 129: SAFE STRIP leaflet – interior (updated). 

 

Following the same concept as the leaflet, the SAFE STRIP poster gives a snapshot 

of the project and aims to be self-explanatory, stressing the mission statement of the 
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project (in short): «…to deploy rapidly C-ITS and intelligent services everywhere 

through low-cost, integrated strips on the road…”. 

 

The same motto that appears on the leaflet (“Safety all around you”) is used here as 

well. Similar graphics to the ones used in the leaflet have been used here as well. 

 

 
Figure 130: SAFE STRIP poster (updated). 

 

Around 500 items have been printed and disseminated in glossy colored paper. 

 

The flyers and poster have been updated during the course of the project. Also, a roll 

up has been developed and printed (in 30 copies) in November 2018 to be used at 

various project events.  
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Figure 131: SAFE STRIP Roll-up banner.  

 

For the final event, virtual promotional material was created and shared with SAFE 

STRIP’s consortium. This material included: 

 A virtual flier  
 A promotional email signature 

 The virtual agenda 
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Figure 132: Virtual flier prepared for the final event (also available on the website). 

 

 
Figure 133: Promotional email signature sent to the consortium. 
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Figure 134: Virtual agenda. 

 

All of the dissemination material (flyers, posters and brochures) are made available on 

the SAFE STRIP website (under “Library”). 

14.3.6 Social media, posts and content 

Project specific Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook accounts have been created to raise 

awareness and maximise exposure. Social media have played an important role in the 

development of the SAFE STRIP community. The social media accounts have been 

maintained by all consortium partners, whereas administrators were the Project 

Management Team and the Dissemination Manager.  

 

The SAFE STRIP website includes social media buttons/icons for SAFE STRIP 

social media accounts and for sharing content via the various platforms. The content 

of the social media posts has been on the following subjects: 

 News directly generated by the project 

 News that mention the project 

 News of interest to the project 

 Events organised by the project 

 Events related to the topics addressed by the project 

http://safestrip.eu/dissemination-documentation-p/
https://twitter.com/SafeStripProj
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8630552
https://www.facebook.com/safestrip/
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In the 40 months of the project, SAFE STRIP’s Twitter account reached 191 

followers. Since the last data reported from September 2019 in D7.4, the top three 

tweets have all reached over 2.000 impressions, hence, the number of times a Tweet 

has been seen.  

 

 
 

Figure 135: Top tweet, with 3,160 impressions and 81 total engagements. 

 

 
Figure 136: Second best performing Tweet, with 3.121 impressions and 22 engagements. 

 

 
Figure 137: Third best performing Tweet, with 2.295 impressions and 49 engagements. 

 

In the 40 months of the project, SAFE STRIP’s Facebook page reached 123 

followers. The outcomes of the overall promotion have been positive and can the 

statistics can be noted in the following figure.  
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Figure 138: Facebook posts overview analytics. 

 

Finally, the SAFE STRIP Project group on LinkedIn gained 77 members. The group 

served as tool to promote SAFE STRIP’s activities and as place to foster discussions 

among members. Throughout the lifetime of the project, different SAFE STRIP 

members made use of the group.  
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Figure 139: LinkedIn group. 

 

 
Figure 140: LinkedIn group. 
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14.3.7 Newsletters  
SAFE STRIP has sent newsletters to the mailing list subscribers when major project 

achievements occur during the project life. The first SAFE STRIP newsletter has been 

sent out on 19 December 2017. 

 

 
Figure 141: SAFE STRIP Newsletter issue #1. 

 
The second SAFE STRIP newsletter has been sent out on 27 November 2019 and has 

included information on latest events SAFE STRIP participated in as well as the latest 

update of the 1st round of technical validation. The second newsletter had seen an open 

rate of 42% which is a rather positive result. The third newsletter was sent on 27 February 

2020 and focused on the upcoming final event (open rate: 45,6).  
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Figure 142: SAFE STRIP Newsletter issue #2. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 143: SAFE STRIP Newsletter issue #3. 

 

Another newsletter followed that on 18 June, 2020. 
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14.3.8 Project video  

The project video has been developed as a two tier video with two versions:  

 First version of the video created for the ITS European Congress 2019 in June 

2019.  

 Second and final version of the video including the Scientific Advisory Board 

interviews, SAFE STRIP installation, HMI tests and demonstrators. 

 

The video can be accessed on Youtube via the following links.  

 First version https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4-3_gyAl_U  

 Second and final version https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ig6Fxsr8kLA 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 144: SAFE STRIP video opening shot. 

 

 
Figure 145: SAFE STRIP video Scientific Advisory Board interview - Johanna Zmud. 

14.3.9 Give-aways  

SAFE STRIP custom give-aways have been created and disseminated in the various 

events. The goodies consist of a power bank branded with SAFE STRIP logo and a tire 

gauge tool, both branded with SAFE STRIP logo.  
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14.4 Planning and monitoring  
SAFE STRIP issued three deliverables (D7.2; D7.3; D7.4) on project dissemination 

planning and activities reporting. Key website statistics such as page views and 

average time spent on a page were recorded using a Google Analytics dashboard 

displaying visitor demographic information (such as countries links, devices and 

gender, etc.). In addition, social media accounts/pages statistics have been monitored 

periodically using the relevant social media analytics tools.  

 

In the context of weekly dissemination planning, an editorial calendar was created 

with dates, topics and contributors of the project in order to ensure there is a regular 

flow of content on the website. Content included interviews with partners and 

associated partners, release of project results and advancements, reports on events, 

and was provided every two weeks by the beginning of the week (Monday) before 

publishing on the Wednesday of that week. 

 

To record all activities past, present and future, an online monitoring and reporting 

tool has been established (SmartSheet) and was accessible and editable for all 

partners. All consortium partners have been encouraged to use this tool as the primary 

means of monitoring and reporting. All activities were reported on this sheet, while 

the Coordinator and Dissemination and Communication Manager should both be 

notified of any and all activities. 

 

Finally, the project early identified Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 

dissemination. The performance of the project against them has been reported in the 

dissemination issues and the progress reporting. The final status is given in section 

14.6. 

14.5 Key dissemination activities 

14.5.1 Overview of activities  

During the 40 months of the project, SAFE STRIP was involved in a total of 33 

events, including the final event, which was held in both virtual and on-site form on 

20 July 2020. The on-site part of the event took place in Athens, Greece. Below is a 

table of all dissemination activities and events SAFE STRIP organised or participated 

in from M1-M40. 

 
Table 29: List of dissemination activities M1-M40. 

Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

SAFE STRIP’s 1
st
 

Pan-European 

Workshop 

27/09/17 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Presentations 

provided in 

project library  

CERTH/HIT, 

UNITN, 

VALEO 

presented 

(all partners 

participated) 

8
th
 International 

Congress on 

Transportation 

27/09/17 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings  

CERTH/HIT 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home?lx=JclJXTxDb9pEE8WrDzQLVg
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

Research Thessaloniki 

Title of publication: 

Low-cost innovative 

implementation 

towards self-

explaining and 

forgiving C-ITS 

21
st
 Pan-Hellenic 

Conference on 

Informatics (PCI) 

Title of presentation: 
Models and 

Algorithms for 

Wireless Power 

Transfer 

28/09/17 Larissa, 

Greece 

Keynote speech CTI 

 

International Seminar 

on Roads, Bridges and 

Tunnels 

Title of presentation: 
Shifting intelligence 

from vehicle to 

infrastructure: the 

SAFE STRIP 

approach 

06/11/17 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Presentation and 

stand 

CERTH/HIT 

20
th
 ACM 

International 

Conference on 

Modelling, Analysis 

and Simulation of 

Wireless and Mobile 

Systems (MSWIM) 

Title of presentation: 
Concepts and 

Methods for Wireless 

Power Transfer 

21/11/17 Miami, USA Keynote speech CTI 

96
th
  Transport 

Research Board 

(TRB) Annual 

Meeting, January  

Title of presentation: 
Infrastructure Strip to 

Vehicle 

Communication for 

the Deployment of 

Autonomous Vehicles 

8-

12/01/2018 

DC, US Presentation CERTH/HIT 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

SAFE STRIP, 

SAFER-LC and 

SAFE-10-T cluster 

meeting 

20/02/18 Brussels, 

Belgium 

Meeting ERTICO & 

CERTH/HIT 

participated 

CODECS City Pool 

Workshop #4 

22/03/18 Dublin, 

Ireland 

Workshops RE-LAB 

Greek journal of HITE 

(Hellenic Institute of 

Transportation 

Engineers, Issue 202, 

June – August 2017) 

October 

2017 

(Issue 202, 

June – 

August 

2017) 

Greece Article  CERTH/HIT 

Transport Research 

Arena 

16/04/18 Vienna, 

Austria 

Stand and 

promotion 

CERTH/HIT 

1
st
 Interoperability 

Consultation 

Workshop 

23/05/18 Brussels, 

Belgium 

Workshop ERTICO & 

CERTH/HIT 

Article in Intelligent 

Transport 

Title of article: SAFE 

STRIP: Connecting 

the vehicle with the 

road 

08/06/18 Online Article featured in 

magazine 

ERTICO, 

CERTH/HIT 

Article in Greek 

newspaper: “ΕΘΝΟΣ 

ΤΗΣ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΗΣ” 

Title of article: SAFE 

STRIP: The invisible 

collaborator of the 

driver 

01/07/18 Greece Article in press CERTH/HIT 

ITS 2018, 

Copenhagen 

Title of paper: 

Intelligent Road 

Marking Systems 

enabling future 

connected mobility 

17/09/18 Copenhagen, 

Denmark 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

SWARCO, 

CERTH/HIT 

ITS 2018, 

Copenhagen 

Title of paper: User – 

centric approach for 

C-ITS solution proof 

of concept 

17/09/18 Copenhagen, 

Denmark 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CERTH/HIT 

ITS 2018, 17/09/18 Copenhagen, 

Denmark 

Presentation and 

publication in 

ERTICO 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

Copenhagen 

Title of presentation: 

Messages from the 

road 

conference 

proceedings 

ITS 2018, 

Copenhagen 

2
nd

 Interoperability 

Consultation 

Workshop 

18/09/18 Copenhagen, 

Denmark 

Workshop ERTICO 

13
th
 International 

Conference on 

Organization and 

Traffic Safety 

Management in  Large 

Cities (SPbOTSIC 

2018) 

Title of paper: 
Needs, restrictions and 

priorities for the 

development and 

installation of a 

multifunctional C-ITS 

solution on existing 

road pavement 

27/09/18 Saint 

Petersburg, 

Russia 

Research article in 

proceedings; 

published also as 

article in 

Transportation 

Research Procedia 

36 (2018) 185–

192 

CERTH 

International 

workshop on the 

injury prevention 

capabilities of existing 

road barriers and 

testing methods 

Title of presentation: 

Low-cost innovative 

implementation 

towards self-

explaining and 

forgiving C-ITS 

29/09/18 Alcaniz, 

Spain 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CERTH/HIT 

Future Mobility Week 01/10/18 Turin, Italy Stand SWARCO 

SAFER-LC Mid-Term 

Conference (please 

give the exact name) 

Title of presentation: 

SAFE STRIP: An 

introduction 

10/10/18 Madrid, Spain Presentation ERTICO 

EPoSS Annual Forum 

2018 & MNBS 2018 

16/10/18 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Presentation CERTH/HIT 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

Title of presentation: 
CERTH/HIT Sector A 

‘Driver & Vehicle’ 

Research Competence 

on Smart Systems for 

Safe Mobility with 

Focus on Autonomous 

Driving Applications 

Asturias Mundial 

article 

More than 80 experts 

from 18 countries 

analyze the new 

technologies related 

to rail crossing 

17/10/18 Spain Article N/A 

European Road 

Conference 2018 

Title of presentation: 
Intelligent Road 

Marking Systems 

supporting the 

deployment of 

Cooperative 

Intelligent Transport 

Systems 

22/10/18 Dubrovnik, 

Croatia 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

SWARCO 

Global Information 

Infrastructure and 

Networking 

Symposium (GIIS 

2018) 

Title of presentation: 

Radiation Aware 

Mobility Paths in 

Wirelessly Powered 

Communication 

Networks 

24/10/18 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CTI 

Global Information 

Infrastructure and 

Networking 

Symposium (GIIS 

2018) 

Title of presentation: 
Current research 

activities and the 

future trends 

24/10/18 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Keynote speech CTI 

International Seminar 

on Roads, Bridges and 

9/11/18 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Keynote speech CERTH 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

Tunnels – ISRBT 

Title of presentation: 
Shifting intelligence 

from vehicle to 

infrastructure: the 

SAFE STRIP 

approach 

CEN CELENEC 

Workshop 

Title of presentation: 

Automation Driving 

Standards? 

21/11/2018 Brussels, 

Belgium 

Keynote speech ERTICO 

Go Mobility! 27/11/18 Irun, Spain Poster CIDAUT 

#H2020RTR18 

European Conference: 

Results from Road 

Transport Research in 

H2020 projects 

28/11/19 Brussels, 

Belgium 

Presentation CERTH 

4
th
 ITS Hellas 

Conference 2018 

Title of presentation: 

C-ITS for holistic and 

cost-effective I2V 

communication - the 

SAFE STRIP solution 

19/12/2018 Athens, 

Greece 

Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CERTH 

Elsevier 

Transportation 

Research Procedia 

Title of paper: Needs, 

restrictions and 

priorities for the 

development and 

installation of a 

multifunctional C -

ITS solution on 

existing road 

pavement 

31/12/2018 

 

Online Article  CERTH 

FEHRL Infrastructure 

Research Meeting 

2019 (FIRM19) 

26/3/2019 

 

Brussels, 

Belgium 

Presentation ERTICO 

International 

Conference on 

Distributed 

Computing in Sensor 

Systems (DCOSS 

29/5/2019 Santorini, 

Greece 

Stand, session and 

5 papers in 

conference 

proceedings  

CERTH, 

ERTICO, CTI, 

UNITN, 

RELAB 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

2019) 

Title of papers: 

- Implementation and 

validation approach of 

the C-ITS novel 

solution proposed by 

SAFE STRIP for self-

explanatory and 

forgiving 

infrastructures 

- An encapsulated 

energy harvesting 

platform for on-road 

low power sensing 

systems 

- Cooperative Safety 

Applications for C-

ITS equipped and 

non-equipped vehicles 

supported by an 

extended Local 

Dynamic Map built on 

SAFE STRIP 

Technology 

- HMI to exploit the 

potential of 

Distributed 

Computing in Sensor 

Systems 

- Intelligent roads as 

part of the C-ITS 

reference architecture 

ASECAP Days 29/5/2019 Messinia, 

Greece 

Presentation CERTH 

International 

Conference on 

Distributed 

Computing in Sensor 

Systems (DCOSS 

2019) 

Title of paper: 

Energy  Harvesting 

and Smart 

Management Platform 

29-

31/05/2019 

Santorini, 

Greece 

Paper presentation 

& publication in 

conference 

proceedings  

CTI  
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

for Low Power IoT 

Systems 

International 

Conference on 

Distributed 

Computing in Sensor 

Systems (DCOSS 

2019) 

Title of paper: 

Placement 

Optimization in 

Wireless Charging 

Systems under the 

Vector Model 

29-

31/05/2019 

Santorini, 

Greece 

Paper presentation 

& publication in 

conference 

proceedings  

CTI  

International 

Conference on 

Distributed 

Computing in Sensor 

Systems (DCOSS 

2019) 

Title of paper: Power 

efficient algorithms 

for wireless charging 

under phase shift in 

the vector model 

29-

31/05/2019 

Santorini, 

Greece 

Paper presentation 

& publication in 

conference 

proceedings  

CTI  

ITS European 

Congress 2019 

Title of presentation: 

SAFE STRIP 

Messages from the 

road 

Title of paper: A 

Cooperative 

Intersection Support 

Application enabled 

by SAFE STRIP 

technology both for C-

ITS equipped, non-

equipped and 

autonomous vehicles 

3/6/2019 Eindhoven, 

the 

Netherlands 

Stand, scientific 

paper, special 

interest session, 

presentation 

ERTICO, 

CERTH, 

UNITN 

Thessaloniki 

International Fair 

7/9/2019 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Stand CERTH 

Thessaloniki 

Researchers Night 

27/9/2019 Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

Stand CERTH 

Digital Transport 

Days 

6/10/2019 Helsinki, 

Finland 

Stand ERTICO 
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Title of event, 

publication or 

website 

Date City and 

Country 

Activity Type Who 

Intelligent Transport 

Article on sensors 

November 

2019 

Online Article ERTICO 

Journal:  

Information — Open 

Access Journal  

Article: A Smart 

Energy Harvesting 

Platform for Wireless 

Sensor Network 

Applications 

November 

2019 

Online  Article CTI 

Transport Research 

Arena  

Title of paper: 

Validation Approach 

of an C-ITS 

infrastructure – based 

solution 

27/4/2020 Online Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CERTH, CRF 

International 

Motorcycle 

Conference, 2019 

 

Title of paper: SAFE 

STRIP: Hardware in 

the Loop motorcycle 

simulator experiment 

for C-ITS applications  

06/10/2020 Online Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

CERTH, 

UNITN 

ITS European 

Congress 2020  

Title of paper: 
Development of an 

HMI for a virtual co-

driver based on data 

collected by 

intelligent road 

markings 

09-

10/11/2020 

Virtual Presentation and 

publication in 

conference 

proceedings 

RELAB, 

UNITN, FHG, 

CERTH 

SAFE STRIP Final 

conference 

July 2020 Athens, 

Greece + 

online 

Presentations and 

demo 

All partners 

 

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, the TRA event, scheduled in April 2020 and 

where SAFE STRIP was supposed to be present in the context of a special session 

with the other projects of the cluster, was cancelled.  

 

More details about the events outlined above can be found in “D7.4: SAFE STRIP 

Final report on dissemination activities.” 
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14.5.2 1
st
 Project Workshop  

The 1
st
 Pan-European workshop of SAFE STRIP was held on the 27

th
 September 

2017 in Thessaloniki, Greece with around 40 participants (23 external). The aim of the 

workshop was to bring together all of SAFE STRIP’s stakeholder clusters to discuss 

priorities regarding the goals of the project. The focus of the discussions was on 

SAFE STRIP’s targeted applications and use cases in alignment with European-level 

priorities and roadmaps in the domain of C-ITS. The workshop started with key note 

speeches, that were followed by a presentation of the vision and implementation 

approach of the project, then by a specific presentation on the Use Cases and 

concluded with a roundtable discussion focusing on the Use Cases of the project 

asking for specific feedback from participants.  At the end of the session, participants 

were invited to complete the survey part of this section focusing on SAFE STRIP’s 

use cases prioritisation and enrichment as well as potential extensions and 

exploitation. The survey part asked to be completed by the experts included the key 

points of the stakeholders’ needs survey that had been conducted. The key results out 

of this survey (up to the point of the workshop) were presented and, upon that, 

feedback from experts was requested after a respective discussion and explanation per 

item. The SAFE STRIP workshop closed with the Consortium thanking all the key 

note speakers and participants that supported its 1
st
 workshop, and committed to 

keeping them in the loop regarding upcoming progress. Leaving the workshop, the 

experts left the completed feedback form (20 feedback forms were collected in total). 

Their feedback has been analysed and integrated in D1.2.  

 

 
Figure 146: SAFE STRIP 1st Pan-European Workshop. 

14.5.3 2
nd

 Project Workshop  
The 2

nd
 SAFE STRIP workshop was held during the project’s final event on 20 July 2020 in 

Athens, Greece. The final event page can be found at: https://safestrip.eu/safe-strip-final-

event/. The workshop gathered 17 on-site participants and 89 virtual attendees. The aim of the 

workshop was to showcase SAFE STRIP’s solutions and technologies, as well as to discuss 

the future of such solutions in the framework of road safety. The workshop started with 

keynote speeches by Giannis A. Kefalogiannis, Vice Minister, Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Transport, Sergio Escriba’s substitute from INEA, Bill Halkias, President of International 

Road Federation (IRF), Geneva Programme Centre & Attikes Diadromes CEO, Athanasios 

Papadimos, Police Lieutenant Colonel, Traffic Policing Division/ Hellenic Police 

Headquarters and Natalia Dasiou, Vice President of the Hellenic Institute of Transportation 

https://safestrip.eu/safe-strip-final-event/
https://safestrip.eu/safe-strip-final-event/
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Engineers. Following the keynote speeches, presentations were carried out by CETH/HIT, 

SWARCO, VALEO and the University of Trento, showing the deployment of C-ITS through 

low-cost integrated strips and demonstrating SAFESTRIP’s safety applications. 

Demonstrations were carried out both virtually and on-site. The second part of the workshop 

featured a panel discussion titled “Making roads safer and smarted”, with speakers from 

Attikes Diadromes, the Hellenic Institute of Transportation Engineers and SWARCO, 

moderated by ERTICO and CERTH/HIT. The workshop was well attended and was also 

covered by the Greek media. 

 

 
Figure 147: Giannis A. Kefalogiannis, Vice Minister, Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Transport driving the HIT research car and trying SAFE STRIP.  

 

 
Figure 148: From the left to the right: Athanasios Papadimos, Police Lieutenant Colonel, 

Traffic Policing Division/ Hellenic Police Headquarters, Natalia Dasiou, Vice President of the 

Hellenic Institute of Transportation Engineers, Dr. Evangelos Bekiaris (CERTH/HIT 

Director) presenting SAFE STRIP and Bill Halkias, President of International Road 

Federation (IRF), Geneva Programme Centre & Attikes Diadromes CEO.  
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Figure 149: Dr. Evangelos Bekiaris (CERTH/HIT Director) presenting SAFE STRIP.   

 

 
Figure 150: Giannis A. Kefalogiannis, Vice Minister, Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Transport presenting in the SAFE STRIP final event.  

 

  

Figure 151: Dr Franscesco Biral presenting the SAFE STRIP applications.  
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Figure 152: Lancia research car by HIT during live demonstration.  

 

 
Figure 153: Snapshot from round table of the event.  
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Figure 154: Media coverage of SAFE STRIP’s final event from the Greek press.  

 

 
 
Figure 155: Media coverage of SAFE STRIP’s final event from the Greek press.  
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14.5.4 Cluster and other meetings 

The first clustering meeting has been organised by SAFE STRIP on the 20
th

 of 

February 2018, in ERTICO premises.  SAFER LC and SAFE-10-T participated. The 

meeting was also attended by the INEA project officer Sergio Escriba and DG 

MOVEs’ Maria Christina Marolda, replacing Paola Chiarini.  The objective of the 

meeting was to recognise complementary activities in all layers (dissemination, 

design and implementation, business oriented). The meeting closed successfully and 

the minutes have been released encompassing concrete actions for the near future. 

The most important of them is one joint article published in the Intelligent Transport 

journal as well as a joint use case between SAFE STRIP and SAFER LC that has been 

demonstrated in Thessaloniki.  

 

 
Figure 156: Cluster meeting between SAFE STRIP, SAFER-LC and SAFE-10-T. 

 
The second cluster meeting of the projects SAFER-LC, SAFE-10-T and SAFE STRIP 

took place on 31 January 2019 in Thessaloniki, Greece. The three projects met for second 

time to discuss complementary activities and project results and look into common 

communication and exploitation possibilities. The focus of the meeting were common 

dissemination activities at the ITS European Congress in Eindhoven where the projects 

have planned to submit a common special interest session titled “Working towards the 

future of smart and safe infrastructure” (more information in chapter 6.3.4.). The projects 

have also discussed the organisation of participation at the TRA2020 conference in 

Helsinki and a submission of application for invited session. Projects agreed to share 

information on dissemination opportunities and future collaboration.  

 

Cluster meeting minutes are available upon request. 
 

In addition, SAFE STRIP has participated in the 1
st
 Interoperability Consultation 

Workshop organised by ERTICO on 23 May 2018, while the second one was held in 

ITS 2018 in Copenhagen (18 September 2018).  

 
Also, SAFE STRIP was presented by the CERTH’s Hellenic Institute of Transport (HIT) 

and the Information Technologies Institute (ITI) during the inauguration of the 84th 

HELEXPO, one of the biggest and most important technology fairs in the Balkans. The 

Minister of Development and Investments, Mr. Adonis Georgiadis, the Deputy Minister 

of Research and Technology, Mr. Christos Dimas and the General Secretary of Research 
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and Technology, Mr. Athanasios Kyriazis, expressed their strong interest in SAFE 

STRIP. The same interest was recorded by a number of official representatives, such as 

the Chairman of Board of Directors of GAIAOSE SA Mr. Konstantinos Kesentes, the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the National Bank of Greece Mr. Costas 

Michaelides and the President of the Thessaloniki’s Port Authority S.A. Mr Sotirios 

Theofanis.  

 

SAFE STRIP was presented by the CERTH/HIT Director, Dr. Evangelos Bekiaris, with 

the assistance of a team of research associates consisting of Dr. Ioannis Gragopoulos, 

Ioannis Tsetsinas (HIT) and Christos Sougles (Christos Sougles) (ITI), under the 

guidance of HIT’s Project Coordinator and Researcher B’, Dr. Maria Gemou, SAFE 

STRIP Technical Coordinator.  

 

For this exhibition, a specific operational (and not mock-up) demo was constructed by 

CERTH as it is seen in Figure 157. A small scale strip (with actual sensors and 

communication modules) was 3D printed and connected to the real Road Side Bridge of 

the project, whereas notifications were shown in the actual mobile application of the 

project. The scenarios demonstrated were the Wrong Way Driving and the Low 

Illuminosity of the VMS in a desktop scale as it is shown in the figure. The same demo 

was also used in the Researcher’s Night that followed some days later. SAFE STRIP 

stand, owing a very central position in the GSRT overall stand in the exhibition, gained 

very big visibility during the whole week of the exhibition in all types of audiences, 

whereas a series of press releases and of interviews in important local media (newspapers, 

radio stations) and social media followed during and the next days. Indicative media 

attention and clipping is listed in the Press clippings table. 

 

 
Figure 157: The Deputy Minister of Research and Technology, Mr. Christos Dimas, 

attending the presentation of the system by Dr. E. Bekiaris at TIF event. 

 

All key events of the project has participated in are summarised in D7.4.  

14.6 Dissemination KPIs  
The last update of the dissemination plan can be found in the submitted D7.4. The 

project performance upon the dissemination Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) has 

been updated in line with the actual results during the 40 months of the project and is 

as follows: 
 

Table 30: Project performance against its dissemination KPIs throughout its full course.  
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KPI  Expected performance Performanc

e (by M40) 

 

Mitigation

/ 

Corrective 

measures 

(if needed) 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

All WP7 

deliverables 

and milestones 

<1 month delay 

for delivery 

<1 month 

delay for 

delivery 

<1 month 

delay for 

delivery 

All 

deliverables 

submitted on 

time or less 

than 1 month 

delay 

- 

Annual project 

review 

Positive Positive 

(update) 

Pending  / / 

Website – 

unique visitors 

50/month 100/mont

h 

150/mont

h 
139/month 

(From 1 June 

2017 to 31 

August 

2020) 

/ 

Website – 

number of 

returning 

visitors 

20/month 50/month 80/month 20/month / 

No of 

deliverables 

downloads 

10 20 30 32 / 

Twitter – 

number of 

followers 

50 100 150 191 /. 

LinkedIn – 

number of 

members 

20 10 10 77 / 

Facebook – 

likes 

10 20 30 123 / 

Number of 

publications 

(articles, 

scientific 

papers, 

presentations at 

events) 

concerned 

audience, 

quality level of 

publication 

>5 >7 

  

>10  

  

38 / 

User forum – 

number of 

members 

20 30 40 121 / 

No of 

stakeholders 

attending 

technical 

workshops/dem

onstration 

events (if 

>25 >35 >40 At least 60 

attended the 

scientific 

paper 

presentation 

during ITS 

European 

/ 
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KPI  Expected performance Performanc

e (by M40) 

 

Mitigation

/ 

Corrective 

measures 

(if needed) 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

applicable) Congress 

Eindhoven 

2019 

(indicatively

; see more 

in D7.4) 

No of attendees 

at key project 

events 

At least 20   At least 

50 
34 attended 

the Pan-

European 

workshop & 

89 people 

attended the 

online final 

event, while 

17 persons 

were 

present on 

site in 

Athens. 

/ 

 

 
Figure 158: Audience overview from M30 to M36, Google Analytics. 
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Figure 159: Number of registered attendees for SAFE STRIP’s online final event in July 

2020.  

15 Exploitation  
 

WP: WP7: Dissemination, Exploitation & Standardisation 

Deliverables: D7.5: Market Analysis – RELAB (Confidential) 

D7.8: Initial Exploitation Plans – SWARCO (Confidential) 

D7.9: Interim Exploitation plans update – SWARCO (Confidential) 

D7.10: Business cases and Exploitation plans – SWARCO (Confidential) 

Objectives:  To demonstrate the economic viability and lay the foundations for 

subsequent exploitation, systematically prepare the exploitation 

measures of individual partners & agree on clear rules for IPR 

management. 

 To elaborate and preliminary validate business model concepts and 

develop an Exploitation Agreement for SAFE STRIP innovations. 

15.1 Market Analysis 
During the project, a thorough Market Analysis has been conducted in order to 

understand the needs and trends in the market domains related to SAFE STRIP 

activities, and to support the exploitation activities. The analysis focused on the entire 

Cooperative Intelligent Transport System (C-ITS) domain, with specific insights on 

the services and applications enabled by the SAFE STRIP solution.  

 

The activity used as inputs the “(Initial) Exploitation Plans” (D7.8) to define the 

process towards the creation of the Business Cases and the “Stakeholders needs” 

analysis (A1.1; D1.2) to select the topics in which a more vertical analysis was to be 

carried out.  

  

The information collected in this activity allowed the consortium to understand the 

market segments and to highlight the strengths and mitigate the weaknesses of the 

integrated solution. Moreover, the market analysis allowed to define more concrete 

business cases and to define the business path of the project. 

 

C-ITS is a domain that is growing rapidly. It is based on the principle that all 

cooperative parties (ITS stations, e.g. in vehicles, roadside units) (locally) exchange 

information in an ad hoc network using wireless communication.  
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The domain offers the largest benefits for cities in collecting traffic data, providing 

mobility information and optimising traffic flows at and between intersections and 

roundabouts taking into account all modes of mobility (e.g. vehicles, public transport, 

emergency vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians). This offers relevant advantages at 

different levels:  

 Public transport (bus and tram) will be fostered using cooperative ITS in all 

vehicles and related traffic lights, e.g. for prioritisation of public transport modes, 

as well as collecting passenger and other data.   
 Emergency vehicles such as police cars, fire brigades and ambulances could use 

cooperative ITS in all vehicles. In case of operation, the emergency vehicles can 

warn other traffic participants and request prioritisation at traffic lights.  
 Blind and visually impaired persons could be assisted by cooperative traffic lights. 

Cities can use cooperative ITS with a focus on reducing their CO2, NOx and 

particle emission footprint by optimising modal split, traffic flow, parking or 

vehicle fleets.  
  

In Europe, the concept and development of cooperative ITS making traffic safer and 

more efficient has been mainly driven by the European vehicle manufacturers so far. 

The design of cooperative ITS allows competition between the vehicle manufacturers 

driving further innovation.  With respect to the infrastructure related stakeholders (e.g. 

authorities and operators) competition is not a very strong driving force.  

  

According to MarketsandMarkets, the ITS market is growing at a CAGR of 11.3% 

from 2014 to 2020 and reach $33.75 Billion. The major market share is in the US, 

followed by Europe. Growing demand for optimising fuel consumption and reducing 

emissions are the key driving forces. ITS can reduce incidents and improve safety. 

North America accounted for 43.8% of the global market in 2013 and will remain the 

dominant ITS market over the next years because of favourable regulatory initiatives 

from transportation authorities for increasing driver safety and reducing traffic 

congestion.  

 

From the analysis of the solutions developed in SAFE STRIP project and from the 

current trends, the following target markets have been identified: 

 The infrastructure market: in this domain, the main advantage of SAFE STRIP 

solution consists in being based on a cheap and modular system, able to provide a 

wide range of information in one solution (e.g. safety applications, added value 

services and maintenance applications). The following main market segments 

have been identified for this category: 
o On-road Communication technologies 
o Road Markings 
o Cooperative ITS Systems 
o Road wear level and predictive maintenance 

 The suppliers’ market: in this domain, different results exploitable at component 

level have been identified and analysed, clustering them in the following 

categories: 
o Tyre micro-sensors 
o On-road sensors 
o Energy harvesting 

 The vehicles market: for this domain, a major focus has been placed on the 

applications developed in SAFE STRIP. For each of them, the market potential 
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has been identified and the differentiation with respect to competitors has been 

analysed. SAFE STRIP application can be exploited in different ways in vehicle 

market, e.g. in conjunction with OEMs, as aftermarket products or as stand-alone 

services. All SAFE STRIP applications share the characteristics of being low cost 

and highly reliable, with significant flexibility in terms of customization (e.g. the 

safety applications) and in contributing to the reduction of costs related to physical 

infrastructure (e.g. the VMS and the Virtual Toll). The following services, the 

respective market overview and market potential have been analysed: 
o Cooperative vehicle safety functions 
o Rail crossing and roadworks safety functions 
o Merging and Intersection support 
o Autonomous vehicle support 
o Virtual Toll collection 
o Personalized VMS / VDS  
o Smart Parking 

  

Each of these markets has its own specific characteristics; as reported in the SWOT 

analysis, the SAFE STRIP ecosystem is able to bring innovation in all the 

aforementioned domains. 

 

The technologies developed in the SAFE STRIP framework have the great advantage 

deriving from being based on a flexible, reliable, and economically efficient 

architecture. This architecture, made of the combination of sensors, communication 

system and applications, allows to think of SAFE STRIP as an open platform where 

the information collected and communicated throughout the infrastructure can be 

exploited to include new building blocks. 

 

Thanks to this flexibility, the SAFE STRIP system can be easily enriched with new 

modules to enable the development of new applications, or to tailor each 

implementation according to the specific needs, e.g. including only  the systems 

needed for the specific application scenario. This competitive advantage against the 

State-of-the-Art makes SAFE STRIP a highly scalable ecosystem. 

 

Moreover, regarding the value proposition against current existing systems, the 

innovations carried out in the project can be mapped within the aforementioned 3 

categories (infrastructure; suppliers; vehicles): per each category, the main relevant 

market segments have been identified, in order to understand the market potential of 

the technological solutions.  

 

From the infrastructure market point of view, the main advantages consist in 

providing an integrated solution that is transparent for the end users, but allows, for 

infrastructure operators, reduction of maintenance and installation costs, and the 

integration in existing infrastructure solutions. For the suppliers’ market, the main 

advantage consists in having a universal solution, e.g. a universal energy harvesting 

and management platform, which can combine different energy harvesting 

technologies of different characteristics. Finally, for the vehicles’ market, the main 

advantage consists in the possibility to cover all the markets (e.g. both equipped and 

non-equipped vehicles) with a technology that is partially independent from the 

vehicle configuration, and that can be exploited both as a system to be integrated in 

new vehicles or as an aftermarket system to be installed in existing vehicles, e.g. 
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through the mobile application that handles the SAFE STRIP services and connects to 

the SAFE STRIP infrastructure. 

 

The detailed market overview is reported in the deliverable D7.5 “Market Analysis”, 

while its results have been incorporated in all the WP7 activities and deliverables (e.g. 

to define the final SAFE STRIP Business Cases and to iteratively update the SAFE 

STRIP SWOT Analysis). 

15.2 Exploitation plans  
SAFE STRIP project developed a preliminary exploitation strategy at the beginning 

of the project. It has been identified the required actions and timeframes to lead the 

definition of sustainable exploitation plans. In those terms, the market context and 

business environment have been analysed, the technologies developed within the 

project have been identified, and the exploitation plans and business cases have been 

described,  starting from the analysis of the results as future business, identifying the 

necessary resources and actions required to exploit them encompassing appropriate 

management of the knowledge generated in the project and IPR protection, according 

to the partners’ interests and level/way of involvement. The SAFE STRIP Business 

Models developed in the project are related to A7.3: Market analysis and Business 

models. This activity can be considered as a bridge between the exploitation strategy 

and its actual implementation. 

 

 
Figure 160: SAFE STRIP Business Models Identification Methodology. 

 

The SAFE STRIP business cases, defined in the DoA and finally issued in D7.10, 

have been stabilised as: Business Case 1: Info-Nodes, Business Case 2: Mobile SAFE 

STRIP, Business Case 3: SAFE STRIP Plazas, Business Case 4: Standardized SAFE 
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STRIPS. These business cases served as theoretical and analytical framework to 

define potential integrated exploitation paths. The challenges, restrictions, and 

strengths related to the business cases help to understand how they can be used as an 

instrument for the creation of the business models.  

 

A preliminary SAFE STRIP Business Model has been developed at the beginning of 

the project, with the aim to be further updated through the integration of the market 

analysis, as well as inputs from external stakeholders and partner projects. This would 

largely contribute to validate the models developed and foster market sustainability of 

the solutions identified. In order to update the SAFE STRIP Business Models and 

prepare the future exploitation of the project outcomes in a most effective way, 

SWARCO organized an interactive workshop with all SAFE STRIP partners and 

Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) members during the Plenary meeting in Trento 

(M34). The workshop helped to gather necessary information and reach a deep 

understanding about the business model needed for the outcomes of the project. These 

preliminary models have been developed following the Canvas methodology. The 

Business Model Canvas describes how a company does business, how it creates value 

for a group of customers while, at the same time, creating profits for itself. It is the 

translation of strategic issues, such as positioning and goals into a conceptual model 

that states how the business functions. As a result, considering the workshop 

outcomes as well as scientific literature and reports that emphasized the importance of 

the “road infrastructure world” to sustain the market development, the solutions 

exposed in the SAFE STRIP project framework cover three different categories of 

potential customers and market as it is depicted in Figure 154. In specific, 

infrastructure owners and public authorities have a crucial role to enable and 

introduce into the market the solutions developed during this project. 

 

 
Figure 161: SAFE STRIP  Business Model Development. 

 

Accordingly, a final strategic planning has been developed to recognize suitable 

strategies to boost the future development of the exploitable results. These are based 

on the SWOT (Strengths – Weaknesses – Opportunities - Threats) and the TOWS 

analysis. In connection with the SWOT analysis realized in D7.9 - Interim 

Exploitation Plans Updates, the SAFE STRIP exploitable results have been evaluated 

individually in the context of D7.10.  Based on the information collected for each 
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exploitable result a final TOWS analysis has been performed to recognize general 

short-term and long-term business strategies for the exploitable results (Table 31). 
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Table 31: TOWS Analysis - Integrated Outcomes. 
Internal Factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External factors  

Strengths 
•Ability to leap-frog competitor's technology. 

•Highly innovative. 

•Strong R&D expertise and team. 

•Highly cost efficient. 

•Low cost structure. 

•Attracting many new customers. 

•Clear value proposition. 

•Good fit to customer's needs. 

•Clearly differentiated products. 

•Great value products. 

•Unique product features. 

•Global coverage and reach. 

•Limited price-based competition. 

•Limited substitute competitive products. 

Weaknesses 

 Ineffective new product development process. 

 Limited IT/software expertise. 

 Limited marketing effectiveness. 

 No real ability to identify market insights. 

 Poor speed-to-market. 

 Slow to change and adapt. 

 Unsuccessful international expansion/s. 

 Weak profitability levels. 

 Limited market share. 

 No clear segments targeted.  

 Many products gap. 

 Products seen as hard-to-use or install. 

 Cannot access emerging market segments. 

Opportunities  

 Become a first mover in an emerging market 

 Build IT/software expertise 

 Develop propriety software 

 Develop strategic alliances 

 Develop an innovation culture 

 Use cross-functional teams to develop new products 

 Generate license revenue streams from key patents 

 Develop a clearer value proposition 

 Develop break-through new products 

 Tailor products to better fit consumer needs 

 Unique product features/design 

 Use low price points to target specialist competitors 

 Become a disruptive innovator 

 Develop environmentally friendly products 

 Introduce new, modern technology and/or systems 

 Lobby the government for improved legislation  

 Rapid technological change 

 Continue with the exploitation of the unique 

product features/design of the SAFE STRIP 

solutions will provide an advantage in global 

emerging markets. 

 A rapid technological change due to the 

integration of innovative and low-cost 

products, even for those under development. 

 The strategic alliances developed during the 

SAFE STRIP project increase the expertise on 

R&D projects. 

 The development of break-through new 

products produce an added value which the 

competitiveness in front of the competence. 

 The lessons learned during SAFE STRIP 

project have the potential to constitute a 

safety and technology guidelines to improve 

the actual regulations/legislation in terms of 

the future technology that will be integrated 

into the road infrastructure. 

 The experiences obtained through the SAFE 

STRIP project need to be highlighted in terms of 

those products that seems hard to use or install. 

 Maintaining the cross-functional teams can 

reduce the ineffective product development 

process and simultaneously enhance the poor 

speed to market of products. 

 The innovative culture developed during the 

SAFE STRIP project reduces the slow to change 

and adapt of teams. 

 SAFE STRIP exploitable results are 

environmentally friendly which can increase the 

profitability levels of these solutions compared 

with those of the competence. 
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Threats 

 Being too slow to adapt to change 

 Limited profit levels 

 Becoming overly price competitive 

 Potential new product failures  

 Increase in supplier costs 

 Being outperformed by data-driven competitors 

 Competitors introducing better/improved products 

 Competitors introducing break-through new products 

 Competitors providing more "value added" 

 Competitors targeting our product gaps 

 Fast growing competitors 

 New international competitors emerging 

 Government de/regulation 

 SAFE STRIP exploitable results fit road 

operator’s needs to increase safety in road 

infrastructure through competitive solutions 

which compete with break-through new 

products of other companies. 

 The cross-functional teams that worked in 

SAFE STRIP solutions from one side reduce 

the potential new products failures and 

product gaps, while simultaneously create 

great value products. 

 Potential products failures, as well as the 

difficulties to its installation or use of the SAFE 

STRIP solutions create the opportunity to adapt 

conventional processes and standards increasing 

the possibilities to enhance the quality of 

products resulting in a value added, which at the 

same time produce reliability between SAFE 

STRIP partners  which can see how competitors 

are targeting to exploit the gaps of the different 

solutions developed during the project. 
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The identified exploitable outcomes of SAFE STRIP are listed in the following table.  
 

Table 32: List of SAFE STRIP exploitable results. 

# Exploitable Result Target price Key Partners 

Involved
1
 

1.  SAFE STRIP pavement 

tapes/ markers 

encompassing the 

encapsulated road 

integrated platform – The 

“strip” 

50% over the road pavement 

marking products of the 

competitors  

SWM, CTI, UPAT 

2.  SAFE STRIP Cooperative 

back-end (C-ITS-S) 

Periodic fees based on number of 

strips integrated (area serviced) 

and volume of data provided 

(Services) 

SWM 

3.  SAFE STRIP interface for 

vehicles equipped with 

ADAS/ARAS 

100€ for limited production, 10€ 

for standard equipment 

CRF, UNITN, 

CERTH/HIT 

4.  SAFE STRIP interface to 

mobile units for 

unequipped vehicles and 

PTW’s 

300€ for limited production, 100€ 

for standard equipment 

RELAB, 

CERTH/HIT, 

UNITN 

5.  SAFE STRIP interface for 

PTW’s (using PMP of 

Piaggio) 

30-50€ (for 100 units), 10€ for 

standard equipment 

Piaggio, RELAB, 

UNITN, 

CERTH/HIT 

6.  SAFE STRIP interfaces to 

autonomous vehicles  

100€ for limited production, 10€ 

for standard equipment 
Valeo 

7.  Tire Micro sensor <<20€ in mass production CONTI 

8.  Friction coefficient 

estimation module 

Integrated in ADAS ECUs 

modules 

CONTI, UNITN 

9.  SAFE STRIP micro 

sensors configuration  

5€ (static) to 20€ (communicator) 

each 

CEA, UPAT (strain 

gauges) 

10.  Parking booking and 

charging module 

10€ per parking space plus annual 

operation fee; fee for drivers 
CIDAUT, 

CERTH/HIT 

11.  Merging/intersection 

support module 

100€ for limited production, 10€ 

for standard equipment 

CRF, Piaggio, 

UNITN, 

CERTH/HIT, 

RELAB 

12.  Virtual Toll App for non-

autonomous vehicles 

10.000€ for the B2B customer, 

free for final user 
RELAB, 

CERTH/HIT 

13.  Road wear level and 

predictive maintenance 

application 

Contract specific, depending upon 

number of strip-needed and TMC 

requirements 

UPAT 

                                                 
1
 Partners in bold are the partners responsible for the definition of the exploitation plans of the SAFE 

STRIP results, whereas the other partners are those involved in their development. The exploitation 

rights concerning each outcome will be explored through the IPR Directory that has been developed. 
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# Exploitable Result Target price Key Partners 

Involved
1
 

14.  Road work zones 

application 

150€ for work zone for 

installation, plus daily operation 

fee 

UNITN, 

CERTH/HIT 

15.  Railway crossing warning 

application 

300€ per crossing plus annual 

maintenance contract 
UNITN, 

CERTH/HIT, 

RELAB 

16.  Roadside Bridge 3500-5000€ per unit (minimum 

price) 
CERTH/ITI 

17.  SAFE STRIP sensor for 

benzene 

Still an early prototype; exact 

price cannot be defined.  
CNR 

18.  Personalised VMS system  The application for the 

drivers/riders for free; upon 

road/TMC operators to decide the 

price 

CERTH/HIT 

19.  On road vehicle detection 

unit  

200€ per strip CERTH/HIT 

20.  Projectory N/A ERTICO 

 

 

SAFE STRIP also applied the Innovation Radar Tool towards its end. The Innovation 

Radar Tool is a European Commission initiative employed to recognize the 

innovation level of the SAFE STRIP results. This tool has been widely recognized in 

the context of the three - year research project on European Innovation Policies for 

the Digital Shift (EURIPIDIS), jointly launched in 2013 by JRC-IPTS and DG 

CONNECT of the European Commission. It provides up-to-date intelligence on the 

innovative output of EU-funded research projects and guidance on how to leverage 

their innovative output. (https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/innovation-radar). 

 

Summarising, there are 20 exploitation products identified in SAFE STRIP, for each 

of which detailed exploitation plans have included in this issue. The exploiters, the 

target prices and exploitation horizon as well as the short and long term exploitation 

strategies according to the current view of the Consortium are summarised in this 

final issue. The tested integrated solution in various traffic environments (highway, 

rural, urban, work zones, parking) has resulted in TRL6 – TRL7, whereas about half 

of the exploitable products will be in the market between 1 and 2 years from the 

project conclusion. Finally, SAFE STRIP key exploitation will lie in the commercial 

exploitation by the industrial Partners and the SMEs, spin-offs created by the research 

institutes, but, also through internal exploitation and further research initiatives, which 

has already been started. As a conclusion, it could be claimed that SAFE STRIP 

provides room for an array of exploitation opportunities, under sole exploitation by 

Partners or collaborations that will be ratified through exploitation agreements 

between them. The IPR Registry will serve as a safety belt for the exploitation rights 

of the Consortium. Last but not least, being a truly novel system, SAFE STRIP is 

expected to open-up a new field in the penetration of C-ITS and automation 

technologies for road safety, constituting the basis for further research and 

development.  

 

 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/innovation-radar
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16 Legal, operational & standardization issues and 

infrastructure responsiveness guidelines  
 

WP: WP7: Dissemination, Exploitation & Standardisation - SWARCO 

Deliverables: D7.7: Application guidelines and standardization recommendations – FHG 

(Public) 

 

Regarding standardisation, the work has focused on two main topics: legal 

requirements for road markings and technical standards for the communication 

modules and applications. With respect to requirements for road markings or 

installations on road pavements, 12 European standards and 20 national 

regulations/standards were collected and compared. One main issue was identified: 

due to its height (9-10 mm), the SAFE STRIP does not comply with all European 

national regulations on road markings (some countries allow only up to 3 mm 

protrusion). Still, this is not considered as an actual challenge. First, because SAFE 

STRIP configuration can result to be smaller if the current communication modules 

and mainly batteries are replaced with smaller (though more expensive ones) and, 

second, because even in the current configuration, the road solution can be installed in 

several countries that have more flexible restrictions for protrusion from the road 

surface, as it is the case for Greece, Spain and France. Other than that, SAFE STRIP 

is not a typical road marking system. It is a novel C-ITS element which is only 

interfaced in the road by the drivers as road marking (road painting is only the upper 

layer of this). As such it could be the case that different regulations would apply for it 

in the future in the case of wide adoption.  

 

In addition, the use of RFID in virtual tolling is not in line with the latest respective 

European Directive. Still, RFID is widely used in Europe and US for similar 

applications and a key advantage is the maturity of the particular technology and its 

future potential. Also, other means than RFID can be used instead, keeping the same 

key solution in all other aspects.   

 

Also, to introduce the C-ITS applications enabled by SAFE STRIP, it would be 

recommended to audit the system as described in D7.7. However, this would also 

require developing these applications from the project’s proof-of-concept level to a 

full market-ready level. This applies particularly to the use of PKI, which is out of the 

scope of a research project like SAFE STRIP.  

 

Finally, with respect to 3 communication standards, the project has not been fully 

compliant; in one case (ETSI TS 103 324), the final standard was not available (yet 

SAFE STRIP is compliant with the draft standard and actually contributes to), in 

another case the project actually contributes to the standard by adding specifications 

(ETSI TS 102 687); and, finally, a European standard (ETSI EN 300-220-1) that has 

complied with is incompatible with an FCC standard 47 CFR Part 15 C in NAFTA; 

however, this was not considered an issue since SAFE STRIP focuses on the 

European market. 
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D7.7 also contains the SAFE STRIP infrastructure responsiveness guidelines, which 

cover the following topics:  

 Installation and uninstallation of the system  

 Maintenance of the system 

 Recycling of the STRIP  

 Resilience of the system  

 

Guidelines have been extracted on the basis of the knowledge acquired in SAFE 

STRIP throughout iterative development and assessment and, in some cases, on State 

of the Art practices.  

 

In addition to the above guidelines and before them, guidelines related to installation, 

use and maintenance had been issued in the context of D3.2 - Smart miniaturised 

SAFE STRIP integrated platform, whilst a full installation manual for all parts of the 

SAFE STRIP solution has been issued in view of the pilots and can be found as 

Annex of D6.2 - Final report on Pilot framework and plans.  

17 Risk Assessment  
 

WPs: WP2: System architecture and specifications – CERTH/ITI  

Deliverables: D2.1: System architecture, sensor specifications, fabrication, maintenance, 

installation and security requirements and risk assessment – CERTH/ITI 

(Confidential) 

 

The SAFE STRIP Consortium, in order to minimise the risks that would be arisen in 

the project across all its phases, has applied from the beginning and in an iterative 

manner a risk assessment. For the risk assessment, an extended version of the FMEA 

methodology (eFMEA) has been applied. Risks have been identified and rated by the 

Consortium, whilst, finally, mitigation actions have been proposed. Feedback from 

the project Scientific Advisory Board has been also sought.  

 

The extended FMEA methodology is based on the classic FMEA methodology, which 

includes the indicators of hazard consequence severity, occurrence probability, 

detectability and recoverability, and extends it, covering not only technical risk, as 

anticipated in classical FMEA methodology, but including also other types of risk, 

namely technical, behavioural, legal, demonstration/pilots, ethical/social, business and 

project management risks. The first iteration of the Risk Assessment was put together 

during M18 (Oct. 2018) of the project and included in D2.1 focusing on the key 

upcoming phases of the project then, namely the implementation and first phases of 

technical validation. The full methodology and the results are also included in D2.1.  

 

 

The following figures present the percentage of the various types of risks identified. 

Out of the 34 risks identified in the first iteration of the risk assessment, 67.6% were 

Technical risks, 3% Demonstration/Pilots related risks, 23.5% Project Management 

related risks, 3% Behavioural risks, 6% Legal risks, and finally 9% were Business 

related risks. 
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Figure 162: Risk Assessment first iteration results in SAFE STRIP (M18). 

 

As to the Severity Level (see figure below), 6% of the risks identified were extremely 

severe (Severity Level I), 29.4% were moderately severe (Severity Level II), 47.1% 

were severe (Severity Level III), 14.7% were slightly severe (Severity Level IV), and 

3% were low severity (Severity Level V).  

 

 
Figure 163: Risk severity level allocation - Risk Assessment first iteration results in SAFE 

STRIP (M18). 

 

Most severe risks recognised in the first iteration have been the risk of failure in 

encapsulation of the on-road platform and the failure in the overall performance of the 

integrated system; both technical. 

  

The first risk could be caused by structural failures, such as excessive heat resulting in 

higher temperatures, or fracture of the on-road unit because of pressure applied to it, 

resulting to loss of signal and the failure of the system during the testing of the 

integration phases. The mitigation measures proposed by the consortium for this 

possibility was extensive, in-depth laboratory testing prior to on-site installation of the 

on-road unit, as well as careful and thorough consideration of its structure, such as its 

dimensions and material, and environmental chamber testing on the on-road unit. The 

aforementioned mitigation actions were applied indeed, allowing the proper 

installation and operation of the on-road unit on the test sites with minimal failures. 
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With regard to the second risk, there was a fear at the beginning of the project that the 

Consortium would fail to address its original objectives and use cases, as the 

technologies deployed would have been inappropriately selected and/or integrated; as 

the overall initiative was understood from the beginning to be too ambitious and 

challenging. The mitigation actions that were anticipated concerned good 

understanding of the individual technologies, iterative design, development and 

integration across all implementation plan tasks, in order to allow the early 

recognition of any technological failures. This series of actions were also applied. The 

project development and mainly integration phases have indeed proved extremely 

challenging. The Consortium has made great efforts in order to finally reach the 

optimum design that would finally meet the project objectives. But it finally managed 

to do so.   

 

The risk assessment was iterated during the project prior to significant phases of the 

project, revealing each time different nature of risks. It is worth mentioning, however, 

that a lot of the risks identified from time to time during the project lifetime did not 

finally materialise. The risk assessment process helped in taking corrective actions in 

advance preventing itself from a series of challenges.  

 

The last iteration of the risk assessment was conducted towards the end of the project 

before the project final pilots with users. This last iteration is accompanied with a 

commentary on the proposed mitigation actions success that was done at the very end 

of the project. The latest status of the risk assessment is annexed at the final progress 

report of the project, whereas it has also fed the risk registry of the project participant 

portal.  

 

 
Figure 164: Risk Assessment final iteration results in SAFE STRIP (M40). 

 

Technical risks were the most common risks in the final risk assessment, at 50%. 

Organisational, Business, and Project Management risks made up 12.5% each, and 

Behavioural and Legal risks made up 6.25% each (see above figure). This dramatic 

increase in the percentage of Technical risks identified is a result of the elimination of 

Project Management, Legal, Behavioural, and Business risks from the previous 

iterations of the risk assessment (since the pure technical phases were over), as well as 

the significant decrease of risks that could potentially influence the final product of 

the project.  
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In the final stage of SAFE STRIP, only 16 risks were identified. None of them were 

identified to be extremely severe, 4 were moderately severe and 12 were severe.  

 

 
Figure 165: Risk severity level allocation - Risk Assessment final iteration results in SAFE 

STRIP (M40). 
 

It is revealed that the Consortium eliminated or decreased the severity of potentially 

extremely severe risks, along with the low severity ones. In addition, the Consortium 

was able to test the effectiveness of the mitigation actions that had earlier identified 

and, it was finally common understanding, that the risk assessment process has 

proved precious for the project.  
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18 Data Management & Open Access  
 

WPs: WP2: System architecture and specifications – CERTH/ITI  

WP7: Dissemination, Exploitation & Standardisation – SWARCO  

Deliverables: D2.2: SAFE STRIP Initial Data Management Plan – CERTH/ITI (Public) 

D2.3: SAFE STRIP Final Data Management Plan – CERTH/ITI (Public) 

D7.4: Final report on dissemination activities - ERTICO (Public) 

18.1 Data management  
In the context of the SAFE STRIP project, a detailed Data Management Plan (DMP) 

was devised in order to outline the data management policy applied to the project with 

regard to all data generated and/or collected within the project development lifecycle. 

The initial DMP was prepared in the form of deliverable D2.2- SAFE STRIP Initial 

Data Management Plan in M6, whereas an updated version was prepared as of D2.3- 

SAFE STRIP Final Data Management Plan, in M29. This section summarises the 

main aspects of the applied DMP and a few recent updates regarding data collected at 

the pilot sites.  

18.1.1 Summary of SAFE STRIP System data 

By system data we refer to all data generated and exchanged at different 

communication nodes of the overall system architecture, according to the SAFE 

STRIP use cases. In particular the various data communication flows include:  

 Data between ORU and RSB (including on-road environmental data, vehicle 

position, detection, direction, speed & identification data) 
 Data from Multi-sensor device to RSB (environmental data) 
 Data from strain gauges to RSB (event-trigger road safety data, road 

deformation) 
 Data between RSB and equipped vehicles (OBU) (event-trigger road safety 

data, in the form of DENM, vehicle position, speed, in the form of CANM, 

road lane topology in the form of MAP messages) 
 Data between RSB and MQTT broker (Cloud) (all of the above data to the 

cloud, plus parking related data, virtual toll, car presence) 
 Data between mobile app and MQTT broker (Cloud) 
 Energy consumption data in RSB (the RSB is equipped with 2 energy 

meters that indicate the energy amount that comes either from the harvesters 

or the power grid). 
 

The aforementioned data types are shown on top of the SAFE STRIP general 

architecture diagram in more detail in the following figure. 
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Figure 166: General SAFE STRIP architecture and main data communications. 

18.1.2 Evaluation data in SAFE STRIP 

Evaluation data in SAFE STRIP are the ones logged/collected/stored/processed in the 

context of:  

1. System performance data logged during technical and field validation 

activities with users. This data, however, coincide with the system data above. 

Still, due to logging needs that in turn accommodate the validation and impact 

assessment goals of the project, there are additional data that will be logged during 

technical validation and that would not necessarily be part of a proprietary system 

function. Those are explicitly mentioned in D5.5 and D6.2 and are in summary 

tracking, timestamps of the different events and communication time slots 

between the different modules logged upon specific events and testing hypotheses 

and system performance data logged during operation of modules (in order to 

track and validate proper behaviour according technical specifications with regard 

to missed/false/delayed alarms and reliability of measurements and warnings).  To 

achieve additional data logging, several microdevices (cameras, bench modules, 

debuggers, recording devices, etc.) have been used that will not constitute part of 

the final system.  In normal operation, Valeo’s autonomous democar is recording 

data with different types of sensors: lidars, radars, and cameras. The data are 

recorded for debug and evaluation purposes only. These data are used only in 

Valeo France, and not published nor sent outside EU. The data are not 

anonymized, but Valeo is respecting the GDPR and all logging devices are listed 

and documented. Still, in the context of SAFE STRIP this process did not even 
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take place; it might happen to an extent during the pilots; in such a case, will 

adhere to the same principles. 
2. Driver performance data logged during field validation activities with users: 

This type of data accommodate the validation and impact assessment goals of the 

system and are as follows (always measured against the time of the SAFE STRIP 

warning provided): time to collision, manoeuver time, reaction time, deceleration, 

acceleration, speed.  The Time to collision is calculated evaluating the distance 

from the obstacle when the first warning is issued. That distance is divided by the 

velocity and the Time to collision is obtained. The maneuver time, the indicator 

on the duration of the correcting maneuver, is different among use cases. For the 

pedestrian use cases it is often a maneuver aimed to stop the vehicle but 

sometimes can be also a maneuver to slow down until in order to accelerate again 

when the zebra crossing is clear. This different nature of the maneuver makes hard 

to measure the maneuver time in a systematic way.  In order to include all the 

options, two criteria are used to consider the maneuver ended: the distance of the 

obstacle is less than 5 meters or the velocity is reduced under 2 meters per 

seconds. These thresholds were decided looking at the data. The criterion used to 

define the maneuver starting instant is the warning time, the same at which the 

time to collision is calculated. The average acceleration is calculated in the portion 

of driving aforementioned, the one of the maneuver time. And the last parameter 

needed the definition of a threshold as well. The last parameter is the reaction 

time, since the pedal position was not available, the first very small deceleration is 

considered as a reaction of the driver. On personalization data the measurement 

was more accurate using the time elapsed from the warning and the break pedal 

press for the reaction time.  
3. Driver subjective data logged during field validation activities with users: 

This type of data is generated through two questionnaires called Pre-Questionnaire 

and Post-Questionnaire. These data accommodate the validation and impact 

assessment goals of the system, it is obtained with two kind of questions, in first 

place questions for demographic data (age, gender, marital status, country of 

origin and residence, driving preferences, experience and habits/activity) and, in 

second place, questions to get self-reported measures/metrics (about driver profile, 

driver relationship with innovative technologies in automotion, user acceptance of 

SAFE STRIP solution without experience, user trust and user acceptance based on 

overall experience with the SAFE STRIP system) through standardised scales for 

User Experience. In specific, ranking data on Van der Laan usefulness/satisfaction 

scale, data on perceived trust based on the empirical scale, data on perceived value 

through Standardized User Experience Percentile Rank Questionnaire (SUPR-Q) 

and data on demand (physical, visual, mental) of the  system based on Driving 

Activity Load Index (DALI) and its adapted version for riders (RALI). On top of 

them, free view on SAFE STRIP system evaluation and anonymized event diaries 

capturing system and driver performance for each participant and each scenario 

tried, incidents during the test and valuable information about the in real time 

reaction of the user, which could be different based either on function and 

scenario tested or on the vehicle tested (autonomous, equipped or non-equipped). 

All details about Pre-Questionnaire, Post-Questionnaire and Event Diaries are 

found in D6.1 and D6.2.  
4. HMI tests with users. The following (anonymised) data have been logged during 

the first and second HMI test round with users (a detailed description can be found 

in D5.1). In the context of the first round, data preferences, experience and 
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habits/activity (for personalization) and on demographics (age, gender, marital 

status, country of origin and residence), free view and rankings on the different 

elements presented to the users were collected anonymously. During the second 

phase of HMI tests, the same demographic and driver/rider profile data as above 

was collected in all test sites (FhG/IAO, RELAB, CERTH/HIT). In addition, user 

acceptance subjective data (Van den Laan) as well as driver performance data 

were logged in the driving and riding simulators of RELAB and CERTH/HIT 

respectively. The key driver/rider performance data relate to time to collision, 

position in lane, reaction time, speed, acceleration, deceleration, number of 

incidents, throttle, break, clutch, gear and direction indicators use and steering 

wheel angle. In addition, notes from the test conductors on open and standard 

questions toward the drivers/riders related to the justification of their driving 

performance as well as free comments by both drivers/riders and the test 

conductors have been collected in RELAB and CERTH/HIT sites. Additionally, at 

FhG/IAO, interview data was collected to assess situation awareness (based on the 

SAGAT method).   

18.1.3 Personalisation data in SAFE STRIP  

Apart from the driver/rider profile data mentioned above, which in the context of the 

personalisation strategy work they were associated with the subjective selections of 

the elements in the first round of HMI tests, during field tests, and as described in 

D6.2, there are specific scenarios realised in field and in the context of which, the 

personal reaction time of the drivers/riders has fed the co-driver safety applications.  

A limited testing has been conducted and reported in D6.3 where the same 

drivers/riders tested the same scenarios with the average reaction time that is 

generally used in the application. The main key driving performance data that were 

logged are namely speed, acceleration, deceleration, time to collision, reaction time, 

type and length of reaction. A comparison of logged data with the average and 

personal reaction time has emerged leading to the revelation of the personalisation 

layer in the safety applications.  

18.1.4 Other subjective-exploration data   

Within the framework of WP1, during the exploration phase of stakeholders’ needs 

and priorities, an on-line survey, in-depth interviews and a workshop real-time and 

post survey have been realised. In their context, subjective anonymised data have 

been collected with regard to key demographics that are anonymised and do not 

include any personal data as well as to subjective views and ratings of aspects and use 

cases related to SAFE STRIP. All are analytically described in D1.2.  

18.1.5 Dissemination data 

When we speak about dissemination we refer to the communication and 

dissemination of projects results and news. This type of dissemination is done on the 

project website and through the project newsletter via the User Forum. On average 

SAFE STRIP website had around 190 unique visitors per month. The numbers varied 

from months busy with events to quieter periods like the summer months. On average 

there are at least 3 news items posted on the website each month with regards to the 

project achievements or conference and events where SAFE STRIP has been 

presented. SAFE STRIP has established a mailing list on Mailchimp to be used for the 

dissemination of the electronic newsletter and relevant project announcements. This 

list comprises of all SAFE STRIP contact lists and relevant partners contacts. With 

the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into force 
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on 25 May 2018, the SAFE STRIP mailing list had to be revised in the way that all 

contacts the list included had to opt-in during the sent GDPR campaign to continue 

receiving project news and information. SAFE STRIP project news are also regularly 

shared via social media including SAFE STRIP Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn 

accounts. For more information on the statistics of the dissemination channels, see 

section 14. 

18.2 Implementation of FAIR Principles 
SAFE STRIP DMP adheres to the FAIR principles, i.e. its goal is to make data 

Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable.  

 

Findable: According to the finable, all system data are encoded in adherence to a set 

of standards (e.g. ETSI TS 102 894-2, etc.) in order to ensure that the appropriate 

metadata will be provided, making data visible in a searchable context based on the 

semantics of data. 

 

Accessible: Selected project datasets are stored in a ZENODO private cloud-based 

project-specific repository which comprises a free service developed by CERN under 

the EU FP7 project OpenAIREplus (grant agreement no.283595). The repository also 

includes information regarding the software, tools and instruments that were used by 

the dataset creator(s) so that secondary data users can access and then validate the 

results. In addition to the above research data peer-reviewed scientific research 

articles (published in academic journals) have been uploaded in the repository. Along 

with that, the project has also tried to target Open Access journals during its lifespan. In 

addition, for SAFE STRIP, an index of the scientific publications, together with the 

project dissemination material (poster, brochure) and Public Deliverables has been 

maintained and publicly accessible on the project web site (under “Library-Publications” 

section). 
 

 
Figure 167: SAFE STIP publications in Zenodo depository. 

Interoperable: Data interoperability is foreseen in the project, through conformance 

to relevant standards Specifically, SAFE STRIP data confront to the following 

standards:  

 ETSI TS 102 894-24 
 ETSI EN 302 637-2

12 
 ETSI EN 302 637-32 
 DATEX II, TPEG2-TEC- and TMC Events for safety messages 
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Reusable: SAFE STRIP participates in the Pilot on Open Research Data launched by 

the European Commission along with the Horizon2020 Programme. As such, selected 

data produced by the project that are now stored in private repositories have been 

published with open access so that they will become available to any interested 

research community. 

18.3 GDPR management  

18.3.1 Key GDPR roles  

According to GDPR regulation, appointment of a Data Protection Officer (DPO) is 

required where to controllers and processors whose core activities consists of 

operations requiring regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on a large 

scale and who processes special categories of data (Article 35). SAFE STRIP 

activities do not fall in any of those categories. Still, SAFE STRIP defined – as per 

request of the Project Officer – a DPO for the project; the (former) project 

Coordinator Erwin Vermassen. To comply with GDPR requirements on record 

keeping (Article 30), all SAFE STRIP data controllers and processors acting on behalf 

of the data controllers (all of them acting under the auspices of the project Data 

Manager and the project DPO) recorded their processing activities in standard forms 

(provided in Annex Α of D2.3). 

 

According to GDPR principles, the following roles have been assigned in SAFE 

STRIP:  

1. Data controller means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or 

other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and 

means of the processing of personal data. In SAFE STRIP this role is jointly 

undertaken by: 
 Javier Romo (CIDAUT)  
 Maria Gkemou (CERTH/HIT),   

 Elisa Landini (RELAB) 
 Andrea Steccanella (CRF)  

2. Data manager is the natural or legal person that coordinates the actions 

related to data management, is responsible for the actual implementation of the 

DMP successive versions and for the compliance to Open Research Data Pilot 

guidelines. In SAFE STRIP, this role is undertaken by Dionysios Kehagias 

(CERTH/ITI).  
3. Data processor is a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other 

body which processes data (including personal data, if applicable) on behalf of 

the controllers and under their guidance. In SAFE STRIP, data processors are 

all entities participating in user evaluation and exploration trials, technical 

validation trials, as well entities holding servers (for their apps or more 

integrated SAFE STRIP services), namely: CIDAUT, UPAT, ATTD, CRF, 

A22, CERTH/HIT, RELAB, CRF, PIAGGIO, FhG/IAO, SWARCO, CTI, 

CONTI.  
4. Data Protection Officer (DPO) is an enterprise security leadership role to 

oversee data protection strategy and implementation to ensure compliance 

with GDPR requirements. The DPO assists the controller or the processor in 

all issues relating to the protection of personal data. As of 25 May 2018, 

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 will make mandatory for every public authority and 

corporation that handles personal data in the EU to have a data protection 
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officer. As a result, in the case of SAFE STRIP, all entities as mentioned in 

point 3 above have checked if they are obliged to have a DPO appointed 

on entity level and proceed with the necessary actions. Other than that, as 

aforementioned, the DPO of the project was assigned to be the (former now) 

Coordinator, Erwin Vermassen, as defined in the latest version of D9.2: 

POPD - Ethics Requirement No.2.  

5. Supervisory Authority (or Data Protection Authority; https://gdpr-

info.eu/art-51-gdpr/) is a public authority in an EU country responsible for 

monitoring compliance with GDPR. In the case of SAFE STRIP, all entities 

behaving as data processors, even if not obliged to have a DPO, they have 

checked if they need to take some kind of approval by the respective authority. 
 

More details about the role of each entity can be found in deliverable D2.3. 

18.3.2 Data Privacy Impact Assessment 

In line with guidance from local regulators the SAFE STRIP consortium has decided 

to carry out a Data Protection Impact Assessment ("DPIA"). Assessment as required 

under Article 35 of the GDPR (EU) 2016/679, in order to assure the possible high risk 

result of context processing. The first complete version of the DPIA has been 

prepared in view of the pilot activities that started in late autumn 2019 (chapter of 

D2.3). For any information requested by the users who participated in the pilots, a 

specific user consent form was signed by the users in accordance to the GDPR. All 

data controllers and processors have kept records of data set descriptions and where 

applicable, this information was verified by the project and organizational Data 

Protection Officer.  

19 Ethics  
 

WPs: WP9: Ethics requirements – ERTICO  

WP6: User Trials – CIDAUT 

WP2: System architecture and specifications – CERTH/ITI  

Deliverables: D9.1: H - Requirement No. 1 – ERTICO (Confidential) 

D9.2: POPD - Requirement No. 2 – ERTICO (Confidential) 

D6.2: Final report on Pilot framework and plans – CERTH/HIT (Public) 

D2.3: SAFE STRIP Final Data Management Plan – CERTH/ITI (Public) 

Objectives:  The objective is to ensure compliance with the 'ethics requirements' set 

out in this work package. 

 

As an H2020 project, SAFE STRIP is bound by a set of ethics requirements that lay 

out standards on the use of human participants and the protection of personal data 

(POPD).  

 

D9.1 has been the first outcome of this part of work, describes the ethical guidelines 

that SAFE STRIP beneficiaries will comply with when involving human participants 

in project tests. It details: 1) the procedures and criteria to be used in identifying and 

recruiting research participants; 2) the procedures for eliciting informed consent, 3) 

the incidental findings policy that will be adopted for the project and, most 

importantly, 4) the ethics policy of the project as well as the procedures and 

monitoring mechanism put in place to meet the ethics requirements. Templates of this 

Deliverable. 

https://gdpr-info.eu/art-51-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-51-gdpr/
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D9.2, following D9.1, described the ethical guidelines that SAFE STRIP beneficiaries 

would comply with when handling data, and while dealing with matters of privacy 

and security. It details the criteria and processes to be applied for data collection, 

storage, protection, retention and destruction, and provides confirmation that the 

methods comply with national and EU legislation. GDPR roles have been assigned to 

partners of the project (according to their role in the DoA) and their responsibilities 

have been defined. In D9.2, the informed consent forms, the project factsheet and the 

questionnaire for tracking ethical and legal issues of D9.1 have been revisited. In 

addition, the data processing – record keeping template has been annexed. Still, the 

final versions of the informed consents and rest pilot material are found in D6.2 whilst 

whatever has to do with GDPR aspects is found in its final form in D2.3. 

 

Both above deliverables have served as a reference for SAFE STRIP ethics standards 

throughout the project duration.  

 

To ensure continuous monitoring of compliance, an Ethics Board has been 

established from the very beginning of the project, led by the Quality Manager ICCS, 

including local ethics representatives from the project test sites, as shown in the 

following figure.  
 

 

 

SAFE STRIP Ethics Board 

CHAIR: Ethics and Quality 

Manager (ICCS) 

Project 

Coordinator 

(ERTICO) 

Technical and 

Innovation 

Manager 

(CERTH/HIT) 

Data Manager 

(CERTH/ITI) 

 Pilot site Ethics manager (WP6 leader; CIDAUT)  

Ethics responsible person per pilot site 

Spain 

(CIDAUT) 

Italy-Turin 

(CRF) 

Italy-Trento 

(A22) 

Greece (ATTD) France (CONTI) 

Figure 168: SAFE STRIP Ethics Board.  

 

All assessment tools, mechanisms and protocols of SAFE STRIP pilots have been 

verified prior to being used in tests by the project’s Ethics Board. The Ethics Board has 

been also responsible for supervising the performance of project activities in accordance 

with international, European and national ethical and legal requirements. While carrying 

out its role, the Ethics Board has also consider specific laws and directives concerning 

ethical issues related to human dignity and integrity of user, privacy, liability and safety 

of new technologies.  
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Evaluations were scheduled to take place in four countries with different regulations for 

ethical approval. Each of these countries nominated a person responsible for following 

the recommendations of the project’s Ethics Board, which included ensuring that: 

participants are treated withdignity and respect; no participants are harmed during pilot 

tests; identities of test subjects are kept confidential and anonymised; collected data is 

treated as confidential. 

 

Overall, the SAFE STRIP consortium followed recommended procedures while 

identifying and recruiting research participants, while collecting informed consent 

from participants, and while handling incidental findings of their research. The 

procedures followed in the project respectively satisfied the following ethics rules 

defined by SAFE STRIP:  

 

 Participants will have the ability to give informed consent to participate.  

 If participants cannot consent, then their legal representative will provide consent.  

 No identification data will be available to pilot sites.  

 All participants will be strictly volunteers.  

 Personal data will be anonymised and strictly used for the project purposes.  

 No personal data will be centrally stored, without anonymisation.  

 All test volunteers will receive detailed oral information.  

 Participants will receive information in their native language including:  

o a commonly understandable written description of the project;  

o the project goals;  

o the planned project progress;  

o the related testing and examination procedures;  

o advice on unrestricted disclaimer rights on their agreement.  

 

As such, SAFE STRIP has recruited test users (in the context of the 2
nd

 pilot round) 

who were able to give informed consent. Users were informed of their participation in 

research tests and about the way their personal and performance data will be treated 

by the project. The analytical process followed is described in D6.2.  

 

During the last period of the project, the informed consent form and accompanying 

documents have been finalized in view of the user trials and are to be found in D6.2. 

Finally, an ethics controlling process has been run in view of each round of trials with 

all sites (final results found in D6.2); overall, no special issue has been detected and 

no special approval needed to be taken from the test sites from local Ethical 

Committees or other relevant Boards.  

20 Project Innovation  
 

SAFE STRIP introduces innovation on all layers: sensors and individual technologies; 

integration towards a novel cooperative solution; communication; energy 

sustainability; services; data fusion and business approach. The most important 

innovations are summarised below: 

 

 

 

 

Intelligent infrastructure strips sensing traffic dangers with networking 

capabilities, operating with minimum maintenance in the harsh all weather 

conditions of a real road environment & with partial energy autonomy. 
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 Replacement of passive info storage by real-time and dynamic sensing and 

transmission through resilient and passive micro-sensors and, also, through robust 

and complementary communication technologies. 

 Application of innovative carbon nano-tube based nano-sensors for detection of 

dangerous situations (i.e. oil, gas, snow) at the road. 

 Support various energy harvesting methods such as piezo, solar etc. and utilize RF 

wireless power transfer technology.  

 Modular architecture with established I2V and V2V communication standards & 

protocols allowing broadcasting to all vehicles.  

 Integration of passive and dynamic information sensing about the traffic 

environment into a low cost sensorial system, able to be applied in removable road 

pavement strips, expected to live autonomously around 2 years under all weather 

conditions.  

 

 

 

 

  

 Improvement of equipped vehicles Day 1 and 1,5 safety services through the added 

value offered by the SAFE STRIP on-road and driving strategy elements 

eliminating the cost and, in some cases, the barriers of on-board localisation and 

perception technologies in safety critical areas.  

 Opening-up benefits of C-ITS and improved safety services to non-equipped users, 

which are on-board equipment independent, providing the same user experience as 

much as possible emulating ADAS/ARAS, allowing prompter driver reaction to 

danger.  

 Lane and driver specific warning and negotiation strategy, enabled through the 

vehicle detection and identification system applied on strip level, increasing 

comfort and road safety.  

 Improved user perception of the road and environment, taking into account friction 

attributes.  

 Enhanced safety for intersections handling, merging flows, road works and rail 

crossings.  

 Low cost parking, VMS and tolling applications replacing expensive infrastructure.  

 Improvement of automated vehicle functions.  

 Provision of low-cost and full life cycle predictive maintenance info for the 

infrastructure, based upon actual road condition measurements.  

 Enabling technology for advanced VAS’es for all types and generations of vehicles 

(including PTW’s).  

 Great potential for extendability to a vast array of C-ITS services.  

 

More info about innovation on individual application level can be found in section 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

C-ITS safety and added value services for all road users and vehicles with 

improved or new functionalities at low/no cost and with high reliability & 

extendability. 

OPERATIONS - More pragmatic and cost-efficient approach concerning the 

design of emerging and future communication technologies, mainly those 

destined for the road/vehicle interaction that may be deemed ubiquitous. 
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 Cost-efficient implementation and ease of installation (required road works are 

highly reduced compared to existing infrastructure-based technologies, i.e. 

VMS’es and toll stations). 

 Fast implementation (from hot spot early installations to pervasive systems). 

 Modular approach, from localised or temporal limited info applications (i.e. only 

parking/tolling sensors) to the build-up of cooperative safety environments by 

multi-strip applications. 

 Applicability in all road types; including parking depots and key intermodal nodes 

(i.e. railway crossings) and work zones.  

21 Conclusions  
SAFE STRIP project has been concluded having achieved all its objectives despite the 

numerous and of various types challenges met. Due to COVID-19, the project had to 

apply (and get finally) a 4 months extension closing on M40 (August 2020) instead of 

M36 (April 2020).  

 

The challenges met are in short the following:  

 Implementation challenges: The system itself has been from the vision phase a 

very challenging one. Although the technical management designed, applied and 

monitored from the very beginning a very tight plan, the implementation 

challenges have been inevitable, as this was a new field for all members involved 

despite the high expertise of the Consortium in their fields. System architecture 

and specifications had to change over the course of the project, the integration and 

iterative testing planning as well. A lot of challenges were met in the actual 

development and mainly integration of the system elements.  

 
For example, one of the first challenges faced has been the size and especially the 

height restriction that the strip should have. Safety reasons forced us to deploy 

specific modules on the road surface, as we deal with limited free space. This also 

holds for packaging and encapsulation reasons. It is obvious that safety defines the 

upper bound while packaging the lower one, regarding available free space. In 

addition, challenges were progressively overcome regarding the structure and 

topology of the electronics, towards easy installation and performance requirements, 

particularly for the RFID and BLE antennas. Similarly, encapsulation has been also 

challenging as it must both protect the whole system and enable the system operation 

such as the switches, sensors, hardware connectivity, etc.  

 

 Logistics and operational challenges: The fact that SAFE STRIP had to transfer 

from site to site for the long and complex planned technical validation and user 

trials was a quite cumbersome condition. A series of inevitable delays was 

created, as apart from the equipment itself, a lot of Partners had to synchronise 

and collaborate. Vehicles, strips and prior to their integration sub-parts of them 

and RSBs had to travel back and forth and be installed and tested quite often in 

adverse weather conditions.  
 

The installation (and uninstallation) of the strips has been also challenging. Being a 

novel system that is not originally made to be transferred (at least so often) from spot 

to spot, we had to identify a current way to install and uninstall safely every time, in a 

way that it would allow us to reuse in full function. This has not been trivial at all as 

the actual installation process (of a potential commercial system) is very much 
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different to the one we actually had to apply for the project purposes. To this, one 

should additionally consider the extra wear that was added due to the transportation of 

the equipment from site to site. In addition to the installation of the strips, the each 

time fully operational communication to the RSB’s by the side of the road and the 

synchronisation of all s/w and h/w in order to conduct the tests was also not trivial.   
 

 Extraordinary challenges due to COVID-19: On top of all the challenges 

mentioned above, COVID-19 came to put another series of barriers in the logistics 

part of the project. Transfer of equipment from site to site delayed, user trials were 

banned in all site countries for a critical period, the off-line work itself was also 

made quite challenging as many employees had to quit their normal daily work 

routines.  

 

Despite all the difficulties, SAFE STRIP managed to overcome them and reach the 

target. It created a highly innovative solution that was finally tested as planned – with 

only insignificant variations in the original planning – producing all its anticipated 

Deliverables by the end of the project; some of them with some inevitable delays 

however.  

 

SAFE STRIP is a highly innovative infrastructure based innovative system with high 

potential for exploitation in sub-parts or as an integrated system, in the current format 

but also in varying formats that may emerge. Some of the future configurations that 

may take place relate to the type of sensors that are integrated and can be different in 

type but also in size, the energy harvesting system that may integrate different types 

of RES depending the environmental conditions in hand, the change of 

communication protocols that may be applied depending the operational context the 

encapsulation and way of installation that may lead to permanent or temporary 

integration on the road pavement, and, finally, the driver/rider applications that may 

be accommodated for different type of vehicles.  

 

While, being a research project, there is definitely room for improvements and 

optimisation, leading to higher degree of user acceptance, it is SAFE STRIP 

Consortium belief that this challenging project has been a success and has built a solid 

basis for further innovation.  
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Annex A: Final HMI Strategy  
 

General negotiation/warning strategy 
 

 
Figure 169: Overall HMI concept. 

 

Use case level HMI strategy 
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Figure 170: SAFE STRIP HMI strategy for safety applications. 
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Figure 171: Virtual Toll application HMI of SAFE STRIP. 
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Figure 172: Parking Booking application HMI of SAFE STRIP. 


